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I 
Uol Allan , one of Acerica •a loadi~ ~,Ort3C~otern , 
reoentl;r said : 
Baseball vtl.ll IOlOVe ~o 5Ttnter hei ht~ of ,.opuLrit-.r 
either Vlith a tl".i::.'d lea.;ue or b;r oxpa. £ion ot t!:e .\.::er-
ican und r.ntional leagues. Population 3ili:&a fro~ 
rural areas to ~etropolitan aroaa ~ tro: east to ~e~t 
will Iorin; abo\.lt a st::ono;er structure th"-" ever in 
baacb~ll . .ith the increase in population all o o~s 
will enjoy unprecedented ~ceesa . . . 1 
.;orto ia in tor another golden er . 
But all would not acroe "ith J.!r, Allen. 81"'11\Cl". Jiicl:e7 , 
ona of b .. uball' a had in& exeeutivoa, •~ ._e ta a a..,mewll.r.t 
gloo~iur tut.re tor sports . 
'l'he ,;ixtiea, as .BrU>oh Ricko;y forseee them, ~ill 
brl.ng a eris'l.e to the g::eat Ameriesn aport . He fi::::ll:r 
belluvu thnt professional bar.eball , atter hnl:f a c~n­
tur.r of doo:1nar.ee , stands in peril. that c~n re:,>lnce 
H? Frotesal.oMl football ?ur~apa a'1d ""ell partie.-
pntion aport~ ns boating . . . 
rho lp-iel61: toll~ u .. -~ ' when an irl·e 1u~1ola 1'orce 
weetn dB i=uovable object , so2eth•~ ~a u. t ~ivc . ~!:e 
ph;rsicist devi~es !~~~las ~ieh ~e=~re t e ~~c1: o~ o=e 
e!1 -
J,. el Allen , o.~ cit~ in "'Jh< t •;h ngea il1l! -~e Zir.ies 
Brill(;?" E~·ui.a, LIII , ::o. l (J:muar;y , lSGO) , p . 613. 
2~r;l; tc' Hic:<ey, "Our Lei sura , " llewe ..ek (~ec~::~ber 
14, 1;59) , P· ~ • 
----------------=~-------+-----
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planted object , sporta , ~aa net by •~ irr is.ible £orce, 
;radio. 
UthOUc.~ r:>dl.o mo.do ito !irst inro du i:>to the do:::ain 
o:t: opo~-ts euli~r, i. vtas ebo"J.t thir~-r1vo yec.ra aso tl>at the 
two see:lOC. to coa~ i ,;o serio"J.o contact . t't·enty-ai~ht ye"-l'S 
later, s;orts =eceive4 whnt ~ conzider .ho greatest s~le 
in:t:luonca it baa yet known: television. 
Since the initial ~ct of radio, but e~pecially 
ci ,cq t'e more not~d intrudiO!l of television, social £cian-
t1ata , researchers , broadcuaters , sport~ r,romot rs , omd con-
e;r•" ~~ havo be on eatin"ti.HS the elec.ronic cedia • s cf:ect on 
£porte in ~eric • • ~~t --like the lyricist or the ~~sic~st, 
they llave !lot been able to dhce= ~ either ,.orta or bro•d-
c~ut~ ~ s iv&n ·~· Inates~ , they have co-o u, it_ 
sueaoet , hllllche, , iaolatod st.:dies, an:l. ..~o tly, • .:ely cHve:--
eomt opinions. :rlle tl:ou· 't:: subci tted on tt.o -~troducto:-y 
p:>.f.O of this wor.: , by tv10 very la>owled~eable JO!l in tte i'ield 
or sl)orte , c.a;; £erve ae a wrbin:er fo:- .to typo of cl~~s and 
c~:otrcdictio~s tbct come ~er exaninati~n intis th6--~ · 
Thi5 thesis eon31dera four s~ort~: rrofo< io~:l b -•-
ball , prOf&>O ;1on•l boxint; , COll05& fOOtb>ll , toJld )'rofession~l 
football. These s,,orts como .:=:~er t!:e oro d I • ~in of spec-
tator .c_.orts a=tcl. ore idel:y acc ep1>ed i::l \Q~ricn . 'Ae ~eeto~t 
televl&ion- ":orts con.roversy ~s ca~~e"ed rro~~ tbe_e fo"r ~="'""""--
l 
0 
L ..... luch less controversy ~ccompanied otner ps~udo-sports + 'I 
<uch as the roller derby or ·"r estling tor ••levision g ve t~e=. 
their gr ·atest ~pot~s . 
Purnose of this T~esio 
!.ost people ae;ree that radio and celevizion :P·layed a 
vital rolo in the develo_yment of sports in k:lcrica . J;ut tew 
peo,le a~rce "S to tho nature or i:tportance of th.!!t role . A 
project which co:t,.>ilos and exa:oines many of the iwJlOrtant 
studies and thoU6hts in the area ot sports ~nd broadc~stins 
should corve a definite purpose. This i' the p1·~mary function 
of the present stud.r . It in hoped th<>t it ~~:.-ves a sreo.ter 
role than would an isolated survey desi..;ned to show tl:at tel<-
vision helps or hurts sport It is further believed that a 
study which doce not eet Ol.<t to "prove" tht.t brosdc:.s;in& i 
good or b"d :t:or "Ports is of greater :-.erit t~...:n a otu:ly .-Licb 
e.ssur:tes an or1t>inal bi~s . l'iith that cr:d in ,;,ind, t_:.a ·or .. 
cx:wincs bo~h .31des of '!)roadcnsving ' s ef:f\:c t; or.. spo=ts c::d , 
upon t~is ex.!l:Li.na.tion, offers certain co:-clu .. io::~ . 
It was roassurcn_ durin.; the develop:Do;r.t o=: twic 
thesis to recli!. ve tncour:1vea:e::.t from e. __ "lt: who !1robsbly _.ro-
duced more studios in t:J.i:.i ares th Ln FL"l.Y o..;;~cr one :"'es.;:lrcher . 
His name ir; Jerry tL Jordan, lnd, in a lo"tter to t::::.s ·~·r"!.te:- , 
1:r . Jordan said, " . . . W'hile I have follo·:-eC. E:Ve~'ts i.'"' "the 
sports field as carefully as I could~~ recent y,;"rs , I ~ve 
0 
a 
• 
-.-
J:'ha ill)t;....--ce.c uyed v.;ere t:ri.m4r1ly !'rom b1..ohs !ld peri-
odiella, ~thouc;h lc.te:rs and inter1lev:u re l o ir.ela:ied. 
~llor.e la. c1·s nnd i.nter<iews r..ro employed to iv~ ~ e ·.;:-iter 
o curran. vC~tlook on t!lis area to dd to tho i~or>•tion 
ca~ned :from otl!er rese: reh . Letters ~n<l. in et'liu,.s ~::e oo-
tained :fro: eoll< e thletie direetorc, tho v; issioncr o:r 
J ceb ll , ~~orta rittrs , ·~d bre 'eastin p r o~. 1. 
hie t dy be ins rlth a earaor.r l. t ·-• role o:r 
aport_ in Amorie n ~t!e . This iG done to e t Yli ~ t~e i:;or-
tant :!d p ... :-v sive e!! c~ c! sports on t. e A. ... ric '.!l rO~~le . '"" 
G .. rt1c-
ulQr o:rrcetc of rsdio on sports b't also the elcllnrlty to 
so:no of telov1s1on•s probl~m!l years l tur . The thi!'d eha:;>ter 
o:tforn a bro11d ov~rv1ew of television's o1'fcet on sports . 
Then , before ~oin,; into televi ion' u ot:tce v 0:1 the a.,cei!ic 
sports orb eeb ll , bo:rl1l.· , ll!>d !ootb 11, one c , e:: is dt-
voted to s~-0 o! the legal i=-~es af!eeein \be bro ~e ~ti~ 
~ porta ,ue tic~ . ros• wor~a of this t..re e to ..Jver-
1 ok t e le al m.eets . ~~t it 1e 1L,.,ort .. o.:.c._ n t;.,) ~~-=-d o.s 
:..f'te= :!.oo~~ a-: telev.&. ion's e!'!ec--: or. 
----- --:!:1 
;Le.ter .fr~m • r . J•r::y r . .:'ordllll , ' 
January 5, 19GO. 
_j 
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certain Brorts in det 11, the tte.is cloLQB .. it. a c ter 
revie in& so~e of tbo earlier ar~~entn , ~rr~rinb c~nc:usions 
ba~od 011 this reuarch •lnd speculatin.., on :f\!ture ~ev<lop:oec.ts 
in tha ~rea of telev. ion and llJOor-o • . 
0 
Tho future of the world 13 boin.:; t.ll::lpcd in h"oora •or le3 
9.ll ov•r tho globe . !!ere, scten.iat~ ende~v,. to win t:C.e nee 
to tho plo.net~ . ~he ... t!!le~iC tuture ot COU:: ... ries thrO" uO".It 
the orld 1 tc1n, £~ ped O::l. cinJer tr: c.. in p r;:s "!J .>t3.d1a. 
Rere , 9.t lutes oode vcr to win tho race or he 100 ~ter ~~ ­
K~e, tn~ 1te o! the 1900 o~~ic Gaces, ~111 divort a cr~~t 
je~l of ~ttontion ~~fro= spatial c~n~e. t~ £ tho ~=ld ' s 
~t. l~tce vio for suprc=,cy 1n t~eir p~tic~l r eve~t ~he 
prop:>E;'Uld v~luo ~ttoched to 'lthhtic •r rc: c1 h s lro= to 
trmnendo\al _,~roportions cs ..;ovcr:~::~ont lo ..lor~ or ll co-..::tries 
rotllizo the p·<l~it{le e.ssocicted 1 ith ~ f1r .t l co uoi!~l at 
•he Olyt~~ics . 
It ia not sheer coL~cidence th•t in or'd divi~~ 
oy cold r and iron and bamboo c~nins slo<!7 .arti~,. 
sport re-~ins one o! t::.~ few brid·ea be •.•• n nefi as ae~ . 
In cpor: , th~ accide~t or birt~ , r Cv, c~ '~ or at ~i=~ 
ia tr ....:.eec:ded bJ' ~er='orc:mce alone . c;,.._.""r-... eT... :s a t:.:....~­
vcr al lan~~e o~ ~'vg:ent and :or~.1ty recogpi &d ~ 
every cul.ure ll.lld •~:: -... e. In itt> ren.. .in.. s ._ be 
brou~ht 1~ . be bars e~oTnedt pbo~1~s fo~d r~~ ~~ 
atmple excelle::co cele~ratod fur ~ t it ~ -
lDr. (,.len Old:::, 1-"re!.id.e::lt ot CJ.~r1nt.f,l.cld c ... l!,(.:e , as 
cited 1n "t!emo fro:: the ?'.lblisher , u -~rorts lllustr-ted, ~I. 
!lo. l'> (April 16, 1%0), p . 4 . 
- -... -
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It is some·."ihat ironic that coun.ries whic::. place such 
vsried irl:.;ort,.mce on ms.n ' s st:...tion i;:o. life, c!:oo.;c S?O::"ts to 
help ~.ttain ;;l,e:r position on the hddcr of intern~tion<l.l pres-
tir;e . In w.ost cases , sports place li-ttle eo;·hasi~ on a man' s 
ztation in life . Instead, dport$ e~phasize a ~n' s ability to 
put a shot over siA~y feet or run a ~ile in less ~han tour ~.n-
utcs . """':. our o•m country , sports help adv6rtise the "s\;uf'f" 
we like to think Am~r1ca i.i tts.de ot . A coal ..:.inu: •s Go:l froll 
the cou.nto.ins of: West '/irginia can rise to becot.c on<: of: .:he 
groats of: professional football Ld co~>nd •to incoce th<l.t 
goes \li<h his position. A Negro !'rom tho Al~b m• co~ton ielci 
can loom in a br~ htly lit boxing rin~ not cnl' a~~ c-~pion 
of: hc~Vj'\',ei :ht box~ng but cho ss c t.s...pion of :.-eric n de:oo-
cr cy. 
Sports do:r.ons,r. te dr:matically ~.·:l in -::-:o sic: 'lest 
terms , th t a man • ~ v~lue "s moa .ured ::o" by ''htlt ho 
does and not by t!:.e co or o . s sl: n or \1.· 'lei e e wor-1 f hi 1 l h 
shi}'u :;od or where his _"T . .ndp ..... renys ~·ere born . Tho= 
who sits in t;he bleaci:J.ers is not all:· ys h<l.iled '!S tho 
stron·ost pill u- of our culture, but he c !:.11 be proud 
that he is at the head of: t;hc n~~ion in reeogr-iZin3 the 
stupidity and the tizh cost of discri~inatio~. ~ 
There are a gre·t nany :nore goal::; to ';>e attained 
before sports can ''old their bead as hi,;h as they ::hou!~ ~n 
the realn:s of oolersnco and underst;andin_ . But fan facets of 
our way of life hsve dono so 1:1uch to bel!-' 'Clan ~~~e his nark 
2Jack lllable, , "'7.1:.o ' s On Fir.at?" Public ~:t'!_ irs Pamvhle~ 
No . 2.3;.: , Public Affairs vouuittee , Inc . (195o), li · ; . 
I 
purel.J' on the bas!s c! '!:is no.t=.>.l l'by 1c 1 bili.iee. 
s C~l tural Pvrce 
The ~· s:ports have creoted ~oJ us ll;r be..n ~ooc­
iated with comethins ot~.e::- than a "cul Ul'lll" eo'-l'lot tion. 
r.oms ot tho rea.on !or tho bonitation to u~e w~o~ys and cul-
ture in tho "''"• con~ext may be due to the e.thlc tea tuettselvec . 
AthlQtos uJually rain~ a bold and trash .iet~l'e ot tte1r ex~s­
tcncc -- quite d11teren~ !'rott tho aeDt. .1c co·,e- ut :..111;; 
ranted t~. rt • In dd~tion, the out o~ ~••• of .he ~v~r­
ago c,orts tan does not help to cloaa~ hiD aa a p~tron ~f 
the rte . But there m.ay be a dittcrent rc48 n ·~ G orts ::....ve 
not been ~ rdcd as ~ ia,ortcnt elomont ot our c ltu:e. 
'l'he obvi.>...a cx,,la=.ation as to l'lJ' it .r. dl.ff:c;~lt 
to "'1n<l. m eJalO'IIledgemcnt ot a.-o1· .E itt. or. :>: 
1tett in cJl.urnl hi.tory io bee uoo orts did not 
funct~un in ma:n:t o:t the :fields c nvention ll:r ex dited 
"'Hh mo.kine; 1r.lports.nt contributions b ),iu,.or;r . In 
t~ct 1 n exn1111nation ot the works of o rly bia~or~ ms 
woulu lo .. d the r<>::cder to believe th t in 1viduels ,,ere 
born e.11d thoy died , they ee.rned a liv1nc; , tou> .t in 
ware , o.nd elected ct~er ~divid..,.ls to !Ciee, )E! 
they never Played. J 
Tod y, millions of ~e=ic~ aro h re o! the tac~ ~=a~ 
they are ~r. ot a eo= -ry which dou plll.)' . TIUJ:IAs ::. . ~, l;o 
television, :..O.e::.-ieans a:-e .::ot ouly aware o! ,, h.. 't" o~-crs ~lay 
but ''how'' they ~l!ly es "'"11. ~ue esse .:itb 'lie~ tele7ision 
brin;s sports to the A!Jeriecn z ople hu helpe~ e~ose Cf!1l::J 
Z-norts in 
!Tess, 195}) , 
. 
- ;: -
Aaorie:ne to a pL~c o! t~s~~ culture th~ h•d prcv.o~sly c=vr.n 
little abO\. 
i~r , - n his.~ri~ r~ali e ttat a sr t CAnY 
poople re 
volu.• of he a s,...orts , <.>.'ld eredi t thom 1 th 
c tncc , s~ort wi.l a.;tain " place s pt.rt of .)Ur c-.ltural 
clilQc te . 
;oo:ed y ,,ol·t r.ill 1'ind 1t3 w1.1t-viet~n:d :l'::.ilc-
eo,-her . Ho ill show uc !low cricket, 1t' its wnhe 
clothe& nd le1S-..rcd boredom, o.nd -uddcn crises It&t 
v.i th cool c stery to the ripple of avpl .... e uon, tile 
te -c .,..!:: --oo cuc·....ribt:- £.:llldW"icb.es , 1= an 6 :!.te-e ot .:t.e 
Britt~ ~kire . Or the bull·f~ h. itQ it~ oc rlct 
e pe ~d sold br id, 1•~ fierce ride nd cruelty, •A 
the quizotic futility of ita pertlc, 1 t~e e •• e:ee of 
~in. C'r th!lt !.otball with ita r.., ~ 1nd1viG.-3lis=, 
md b soball .. tth its equalit7 of OJ.. ort...nit7, :-e 
v lid Al:loric :n s;rt:bols . . • l.!o&t of the e thtncs htve 
been felt or hL'>4ed before, but thoir syu.::.o •• ~s 
never been made . 
In tho cain, srorts como unier ono of tr:o cbs !.fie. -
tl.ons . 
nd hu.nti~, . or .hey o;y te speet .or ·ort~ s~ch s b weba!l , 
boxin( , or :ootb 11 . To be s~e, where 1 
the o teres ~o~ a go!! m&tch attracts 
b seb ll ~e has 
-· 
.. eet ..... r .... _ o:-t ::... y 
4
"):xo: .. ecter, ?he Sa~a ef American Ocei t;t: .1 9:&C->~ 
";;;;..._~~o~:.~· ~··)ci,l.i. .~!.r.' tion, 1607-19)2 (2fe.w tork : C1i rl~!.i Jcribner1 s 
• , 1ffl), p."'@B. 
- !0-
sport U . ll.j tt!"oCtS !:lOre o•liiJ"81'8 th:l:l epee tO • . ':'::e 
spor"' 
~£el t , r ~res3ion~l oox~, ~d collego ~d pr~!eJs~onsl 
ootb. 11 -- 1~ spectato: s~ort- . rhus , ~r4~ =1 'tte~tion i~ 
this section 1 devo~ed to ~he spectat~r . 
Jo.'von t:.o.;e who do not enjo;r sports t .• e:o elv~a c.m 
uarotand ~he f~ocin;tion a s;o1~ ma;r hold for a ~ rticip~tino 
~here is the thrill o! competition, .he o .• rch tor 
lf"c..ce Pd glor;r, n:1 the ·olend of mind and lo!y atri·•l.nc; .o .... rl 
one ob;l ctivc. A!ld the rro::.iae of !l.n--neial ..-. rd le d~ cuv 
Qtbletea to ro!es.io==l ~)ortc . ~~t the rolo of .bo ~eetatcr 
:a not alr.vs o e JSil;r understood. ILD;r eo le .o not .:.::~t=-
tand how groVJD aen c~ tit in e ... -14 , i~no;.. .. stad!. .... !or b...~u:-r , 
'l:'ctch1DC two:>ty- •. lo vla:rers bsttlo each otl ~r for a ball in a 
·<lJ:.o c•llod footbul . 
There 1 • .. • an in~ertt.;;~tint; coQ.Illen\iery on .. he: .;en-
doncy to l'O ;Prd ,;he role of upoct~tor ot cort ~n recre:t-
tl.onal activiti<os •s beins interior to other. . ~here 
aro obviously mo.ny peo:;le who fee~ that " vi.;it to the 
<ho11tro to watch profes .ional actor<:• p~r!om ia co:te!'.ow 
mo.e "'holesoce and praise-.vcrtl:.y t!;,;.n viwit to ,!:e ball 
park to ~atch prafession•l 4t~le~•• · It wo~ld seec di!-
:t:ic'.:lt to 11180S\U't tbe relo.tiv• intr:..nsic cO er :,: 
"~ratc~1116 tho a,;r-c...~e on a d<r~e!lin. at e bet".;ee~ 
~cb~.;t~ ~ t.is c.:m.2cie!!ce" as !.J:l t 'r: tc .. i::::. ·.:.::.--.:r 
n:. swt " ·ood ::i:oe-i-,~ ~itc .in l. ·•5 
;Educational ~cl~eies ~amcic io~ , r~~~ciee !~~ ~~eat1-~ 
il! . terie!Ul D40ocr=.cr ( •• a~:::.::.. ... o:::.. D. (.; . : lt.,;~tic, ~ ri.uc ,.;:on 
(&&ocia1.0ion UJ.ci ~--e:-ic=111 Az ociation of E.chool •. h:._i.,t_·;..o=z , 
1946) , p • • ~? . ~s c1~ed ~n ?rL~erick • · ~o:tn~ ~u Flo~a~ce 
Stuaa,'t , ~ertn tn !.::eric ... Li..!e (CUe :;o: '!'he On1versi~y o'! 
~aic,go Fro , 19$3), p. 2~2 . 
0 
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Tr,ring to ex;?lain the fascination o1' __ c::.ir.- sports 
events to person ·,-..-ho is il!Uilune to thi3 f· sci .. tion is a 
little liko tryin;:; to co:nmunicate the l>oau ... y of a l.lozo_r;; sy:r-
hony to ~ tone deaf person. ~he spectator at a SfO~t3 evant 
can get no mo e out of hio experience th.-1-n ha Orin_,s to it in 
ackt;rouna, !)erception, or sensitivitj". The v~r-J \·.·or-Js used to 
c.ccribe tho efff...cts o!: b~Et.uty are fl lso u.;:ed "..;o d scribe tbe 
cleucnts of 1-l::cy: tension, poise , b~lance . con.;r.1::t , variation, 
oolution, nd resolution. 6 
Innumerable attempts have been made to annlyze the 
:!'octors "lli,ich hu.ve ~i von spectator sports olle hold they 
ll.:lve on Americmz, l.<.lld tt.m;r attet~;>ts hav~ bu<.n !:lade to 
ox" lo.in how t;hey huve wo•-n the:n:;elves so ueeply int:o 
our wo.y of livino . Increased lei:.:ure ll.lld ' rising st:an-
dard o:r livin,; are a part of the answer , but not all . 
The American citi o<m with time on his hllnC.s ;;nd cone:r 
to spend is ~lso tree to choose what he shall do .ith 
both. ·!!he ·:~1swer ~s to '.':hy ho has 3i:lgled out s_ror:s 
for the •ttontion be bas ~ be an ~c.nsclous tribute 
to the part such ,,ct1vit1cs pby in ;he succe~si'-.1 
tunctionin,.· of our culture . . • 7 
At this point • \7C co.n begin to Plt~.ce 1;;:is cOOl- .~o;r in 
ts proper perspective in rel •ionshi>- -co 't.:c ;;ot:•.l che-is . 
•.hU$ f·'l.r we h..-ve ;:een ho~·. spect:ltor sports ett:::J.c~;ed .... illions 
>of unt:l·ici.lns. The prot.toters of these v rio~ s.:.ort:s ~:..j· ~ot 
have c-.~ red ;;. c;;:·t:. t de. 1 bout the reascns .~'L":lcric !!s were "!""&-
~~~o.cce~ to sports . Tho tact r.as that sport.; , roved ~ .-opulcr 
r'lversl.on for "...Leric ·ns . 
lent in 
6 J oban Huzi~a , Hooo L4de:.>s .- A .>tudy of ;;:::,., Flq Ele-
Culture (Lon on: RouUed, e e.110. llegan re.u.L J..'t<L , .L':ri"J , 
P· 2«U . 
7 Cozens and Stumpf , op . cit., p . 284. 
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Although th~::: thez~s is Gainly concerned i ~ '·a 
ir•ct of teet at =·~dio :;.nd televi .ion on cort ~n ect•-.cr 
~ e Bl10uld Pt lea-.. ... be 111rare of o::1e broad oci:ool con-
i tiona ~h~t '"'lY indirec~ly detert~ino t.c: .ance fh:.ctuat!.o%1$ 
t vPCOL~tor s;.or.s . For instance, tile ,.urio.l ith ~-~ic~ ·.~e 
"'r'' u:ostl.Y intaro~ted is t!l.e e~rly h5C ' o . I. " u dll:'i~ t;.is 
~imo t~t cart in ~Jcr ~o=ts experienced -~ed a.~ond~ce 
•ecline . .nee teh\'i. ion bOC'-n its ('re t. • ex lll ion a-:: 
.hL sue t1ac, "' ;r1nt a;..:::r obaen·erG att~ -::o4 t~ li~l: the 
.ise of tolovi~ic::; ~.th the fall 0: tt~a~e. But ~-r~~ 
h:>.t .:.e ti.no the United .:tataa was enc ~el in t!:. &olre!Ul .. .u-. 
ho !:oro an con!'Hct aa:r :"lo. haVe dl.. ect ~: • .ct en 1:;6iv-
id-.al •oo.::.G ' c..tanda.I:ce fl•.;o~uationo , 'but lt ".r n:..ve llo.d a 
beqrint. -;.n .he ov~r- Jll chsn~as in c.ttend nee t s. orting 
levon~o . 
Aloll(' ~.-!:.ese sarre l inen wo eho~ld L .. o CO!:..,~a.e~ t.he tact 
~hr.t tho e rl1 1950' s ~3w ~ c,~z!ua~ incro~se in t~e ~o~~ o~ 
leisw.re ti.:te JloJ:leric :.ns ~ ..l tc dev;lte to rec."Eii .. 1tJ. • Tt.ere r.-s 
• 
erat1on ia t~o natioDGl eco~oQY, ~etbor ,. ro in a ~:riod of 
intl•tion or da;,re~sion, and the a.t10unt of dit~os!lble ir.co::e 
:per teJ:lily. Since tr~eee fac::ors sre f'4Uteral .!ld dif't'ic ... ~~ to 
0 meaaure they a1·e usu3lly overlooked in any study w".ich 
• 
0 
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atteopt.s to evalu··.te Sl)orts a1;tendance p .ttern.s . ~~. the 
re~der should be aw•re that theae f~ctors do exist '>.'ld Ill$)' 
pl ey an ic:-·ortant role in deter:lini..n$ spo:-ts ~~tend nee . 
l<ee, -!rdless of the eX]_. l !nations oft"cred, tbe f c-t re-
.main~ that corta.in Si-·~Ct3. ... or SJ;Orts did underuo noted c-....anges 
durin:..: 1,;he pust decade . jjef'ore 1 ·olo:in; --... t o:;o.ce of c tten-
dance cho.nses experie:r.ced by indiv-idtl.:ll s.por~s , ;e c , .... sea ho-.·1 
.. n s:•ectstor s;ports fared durin; certain ye•rs be,··:een 1'?40 
'.nd 1957 · 
Ye:>r 
1940 
1945 
1950 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
TJ.BLS l 
SFORTS FOI! C <;RrAil: YEA!!;; B::r.:.&';,a; 1940 llld 1957 (a) 
(In ~i1lion$ of dollars) 
(a) 
The 
Tot~l Recreat1on 
Expenditures 
3. 761 
6,1.39 
11, 278 
12, 257 
12, 892 
13, 256 
11.; , 220 
15, 161 
15, 908 
(;Ctlculated :f'rom: Statistic l 
Dovoted to 
Spect~.tor Sports 
~ount Percent 
"· 
61 
116 l.88 I 223 l.97 "21 1.80 222 1.72 
2'" 1.69 
-::> 232 Lo::> 
<:40 1.58 
246 1.54 
~i.bstr ... c-t; , '9-9 
- ;;> • p . l98. 
ubove tabl e brings up an interestin~ point : 
al'thoU.:':h the :c.onies spent on spectator s::_·.orts ~-;.ve s=.o"'i:"l:. = 
I 
0 
0 
l 
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~crease during the past fm• yearo the ~ercenta·e of t.ta1 
recre~tion expenditures devoted t o spectator sports has 
decrossed. Since ·.1e are general figur~s in ter"'s of millions 
of dollar s it ia difficult , except in a te•:; case.., , to note 
a:n:y mar ked fluctuation~ . Eowever, in loo.·inc; ::.t other fi;;-
ures devoted to var istions in ind".vidu~l sports , \.e "ill bo 
able to ~ee more ch~bes . 
Tl..bLE 2 
MAJO~t !&GU,i,; ~A • .i!:ll.U.L Ni.'rENDAliv1: : 19'K-1959 (a.) 
~ Attendrulco Yc~r Attendance 
1946 1?,612,704 195.:i 14, 383.797 
1947 19, 95}, 013 1954 17, 9}5, 883 
1948 20, 920,842 1955 16,627,}3} 
1949 20, 215, }65 1956 16,545, 250 
1950 17, 4&2, 977 1957 17, 015, 819 
1951 16, 1?.6, 676 195<> 17,460,650 
1952 14, 6}},044 1:15':1 "0,143, 654 
(a) valculated from : the .. orld Al:lmnac . 1959 c.nd 1960. 
Like oajor leegue bascb•ll , colle0e football exper-
ienc ed an attendance decli~o in the early 1S50' s . 11o· .. t.:ver, 
the grid Sfort did not sutfor quite o.s seve:-e a drO:· ~s did 
the ~a~or lea~Jes . 
• 
0 15 
-:r lJliJ: 5 ~ OVER- ALL t:OLL.>'GS FOOTBALL A'l'T!':IDA::t:E: 1943-1';<59 (a) 
Year 
-
Attendance Year Atte:o,da.:lce 
1948 19,15'' ,159 1954 1?, 04<>,b05 
1949 19,651, 995 1955 17, 266, 556 
1950 18, 961, 688 1956 18,051 ,305 
1951 17, 480, 555 195'i 18,290, 724 
1952 17,288,062 1958 19, 280, 70\1 
1953 lE- , •~81 , 751 1959 19,<>15. 54" 
(a) Culcu1, tad fro:. : Nat1on~1 Coll~- Lte At!:le'Oic 
Ac:.ociation ':'clevision Col:-.ui titoG Re1 ·ort , tS:;s, -• • ;J.t:: • 
Pro:fe~siona1 football has enjoy :d ttendnnce gains in 
every ydor but one oince 1948. In :r .. c • _ .ro:t es.;:i oru... l football 
-
~ . 
' 
:,.. . • - ' stands aa the only a1,or. cxaminud in thio thou.o tr:,. ur.,~r ... -. 
onccd .:-..tch iz:.creo.ses in attendance. 
TABLE 4 
•:·r~IOlt<L FOOrB .LL LJ::AGUE p..,ro A~1'D1D~:t;E : 194 J.- 1';;5-:; ( ) 
Year Attendance Year .rl.:tte:ndance 
--
1948 1, 525, 243 1954 "" ' l·;V , 57l 
1949 1, 591, 735 1955 ~.521 , 836 
1950 1, 977. 753 1956 2, 551 , 263 
1951 1, 915, 019 1957 2 , 8;;5 , 218 
1952 2, 052,126 1958 3 , C06 , 124 
1953 2,164,585 1$59 3 , 140 , 409 
(a) t:alcu1a';ed frcm: ~~tendance fisures (mimcog::-aphed) 
in a letter !ron Jose:h T. Labrun: , A~uis~an1; to t!:e vo=is-
0 sioner of the national Footbell League, J":n"'"ry 7 1960. ... ......... ' 
~ 
' 
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A·ctendance figures for pro:!'e~sional boxinz; rere not; 
readily av9.ilablo . 3ven if they were a=il.,b~e. tJ:.e:r mi;;ht be 
misleadins because one or t·.•:o attractivG c:.~~·ion:;..~i., fiBhts 
in one ye.~ r \'.101Ald boo;;;t attend. :.nco u1- nd trc.e J:icturo of 
.s.verase ye~ rly .. ·ttend 'nee could not be meas-...red . Tln ... i3 not 
likely to be ~he case in footb,ll or b-sebnll . 
It i, ~vident that there were somo rs~her m~~ed 
ch~es in spcc~~.tor s;orts attend::.nce dur:i.n; .... the last decld.l) . 
- both the rices <UJd ;he declines - ~oro ::t·.i:>~.' c o~:s d by tho 
udvent of coc.corcinl tolcvi..;ion. S;.orts c<".rit lized o:: prv-
oxistill(; lttitudes r.:d decires . ,;ore ~t.e e desiroc nd .tti-
tudes ctrong enouc:h to keer the fans at the ps r,:s a.nd ut .. dia 
doc;,i ;e the bro".dcasts cf the events they "ere j>Syi:lg ~::one;r to 
'see? ~lc ,.,:..11 &t tempt to answer tnis q~es.~on in later 
chapters. 
rhe ~·unction of Spectator s :.orts in ~Cl'iC m Societ;; 
o.boJ.t the value of participant sport=. ":"::.e Pre:..i.!e!~t of the 
Uni~ed ~~~teJ has even sone so fur ns ~o ~~~oint a coc=i~~ee 
to loo;c intc the probleo of !!h3CiO'.l fitness in our co::n;,:-i . 
'!'he values t;n.ined throu.):!_ r~arZiCi?Sltion i=l ~c~;i ve .. :ports of 
some fo~m are ob~ous . But t~G values of ~~ectator s~or~s ~re 
!lot so obvio'..ls .. 
.3ocioloois~s 1 -~oking at the v:;_ried o;ays .'~er_c ~.!':B 
0 
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spe:od their increased leicure t>i:ne ~:~ight i'ind that con:;e::~­
por&ry J.mericc.n recrer'!tion.::'l ps.tterz:.s ~'Y.foJi l so::1e re~:.du.e~ of 
earlier 1'1lt~crns . J:f'e interest in spo .• :•ts tl'.~.:.t C.2.....e i';.:;'Qm the 
fron':ier Ilk'{.j" b€ found in the cities toC.lY . :Sut ~h:.t intere:t 
may tal:e a ver.l di:?feront torr . The froncitsr z·rovi ed _lent-y 
of .;..oace for a young A:.. :rica to exercL c ~ts b1 .. , .d1.ns you!;ll . 
The crc•,;dcd c ~ties of to"'··.i do not J;ro·.ride uch ~. "ce .nd = 
Alneric· 11s now S!<tisi'y their L'ltoreot in BJ;·Orts b;, w tc,,ing 
tl>e:n in additi"n to pb;rin;:; them. 8 
Spectutor s~orts ~vo long b~~n criticized in .hletic 
circles bj ,!)ur ... on. who conet~tly tr.r to co:n!-' ... ·ro thoir v·al~e to 
:>hG v' lues of the t;raditional pr.rticipa.nt ~port~ . Desrite nny 
criticism, the general public • s response to ohese sports has 
1been intense >d enthuc.iasti¢ . "The ~pcctator role sccJts an 
inesc'l.pable concomitant of America ' s eo:nplex twentieth- ce"tury 
development . "9 
Many of the re~sons for the Aceric~ eofle ' s res?o~ee 
to spectator s;>orts have already been nentionod. :..~ a source 
ot e:ltertuin:nent , sportn p!'ovide a. gre~t C.eal of d!':..:.Ja , colvr, 
and p~geantry that o!lke for excitins entert.:i=en:; . Gilbert 
Jeldes sugges1;s vhn.t spo:rts 1lso servo a quite Cii'fer·ent 
function · . 
8
-:axon Graham , ."oln eric. n Ct:.l-;ure (lie .. York: :-..ar,?er :o..nd 
Brothers , Fubli~b.ers , 1957) , p . m . 
9vozens and Stlllllpf , op . cit . t ::>P · 21- 22. 
l 
0 
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Gpo:ts do , in f~ct, precioely •;hat thG _ o~'ula.r rts 
have fa~led to do: they supply o. counter.·.:e-:zht to -the 
uniformity :.nd routines of woric: in !J.c"tories "'nd of!"ices 
~d bi5 s•ores , &nd a frosh ~d un2redictable ele~ent to b<~.lance tlle sameness of radio and movie • rogr"-l!ls . . . 10 
Seldes was not exactly suboittin_, an 'lC.·ve:rtise=ent for 
nport~ . H~ believed th3.t thGre have bceu .3o:ne re"'S in s:::orts 
where the SGlJ.Sltivcness of thb audiences ..... v.;, been d-.;.llel! •.s 
tho true V:!lUas of the sports themselv ~.-.. b.;.vo o'""~n m..:ligned. 
:But he adnitted ·that there v;ere other ! ... ctors inl1~..:rc~t in 
sports that deserved commendation: 
The p~oplo er~:- sed <ro individu.1.1S, vhe.r ere Ole ,.ritle 
e"::lmple~ of :Cre<> onterprise "hen tr.e.r swin., et a pitcl:.od 
ball or hit an Op1Jonent on the j w; they ro ouv ... ide cb.e 
Ueprozei.ne influence o'! codes e.nd dictatOl'3hi.7'~ md co::-
opolies. Merely to •;1atch ,ocn in freedom, und~r accepted 
rJ.lea '.:ith oner:".r :,nd zeal is a -:oeitive --·ood )1d_ . .Jl 
rcl.reshmen., o e splrtt . ..c.en people bO 1.n--i'or s;-orts 
tbo •• solve:: , it 1a a reas"'-rtion of hUC!a!l indepen~cnce :nl.r:>.c~lou~ •.n our time, '::hen :ta occ:;J;>ations o:f1:;Jc~ and wocen hnvc bacn routined nd reg-u.lerizcd . . . • (e:.-
phasis Dine) 
Indeed, sports do give ~he American pu~lic a divercion 
froo routine . The football field , ba-ebsll ~r~. or boxing 
ri"-<. arc limitad onl;,- by phy'"ic-l dinensions ~d ::>ot by tr.e 
amount o~ oxcite!!lent that m..gy t~e place inside the: . T!:e 
athletes thcJr.selves often go ttroUQh a !'i orous tr.in~ng "'ro-
gr l.lil that rruq become routine "l"-d dull . !!'~t the pl.'od·.,c• of 
their efforts Ph~eb the public sees i~ often dr&~tic ~d sus-
pensetul. The underdog witll his bac:C to the l'opes can =leash 
lOGilbert neldes, 'The G.reat ..;.ud:.enco (lte\. Y.:>ri:: : The 
Viking Press, 1:;50) , p . 246 . 
11tbid . 
0 
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one ::ore 1-unch that ~ send Ilia opponent r al11l;·. 
= =:lJ' oove h~s b:::-i ~t~st d :1 in the t ort:: rw: • 
,~.~ ....... __ ...... _ ... 
>c logists tel: us lso that e :::-e a socie•j of 
" ~Oilo r"•" It iJ said tlu:t tho Jll:leriC'LD rooj-lO li~te to be 
idon, .fi.•c ith a srou;;: , or .oadbl;y even t !J , A:ld in ~hl.s 
ro~>.,ec ~ "'' find nnothGr po,siblo v~luo o' OJl;ctator s orts. 
. • • • >o consu:::_ ·tioa of ~~·orta J1J1J:1 h."Ve t~ e l~tent 
func •i' or brillf;ing continuity into tho I-•rco=l ltves 
of~-~ Aneric ~s. Te·m l o, 1 ' a round in adolesceLce 
c. r o m.:un;;: inod t!::.ro\.o. .d. lt.w.v~ 11nd m:.y serve t~ re-
mind one , in a noatnle;ic , ;I t t~ore ro erus of 
cocr.,rteble stability in 1 'e -- th t so:o thill<)s h.l.ve 
n por-_:menc o enid the b. r .nterruft10~ <md dis-
continuous trxos1t1ons o. Q&·~ oxperio~ce . 
~o peeaion wh!.cil aone sports ran: "' c in idcntti'yinc:; 
the::solvos "ith one te...: or another is nan a 1n e:.se ~!:...t 
onl;r another a orta r~ or a P$1Cholo.,~t ~~ ~erstxcd it. 
Tolovi~ion h~s created nan;y now fen fur d!.ffere~t 
t81lJ!lZ , ;. te u in ulevGland "'or h va one of ita m0:1t loyal 
SU?portorG in ll town thousands Of: oih > w 'J • .1.1 tt.OU. ~' he ~ 
know tho ~O.'liC only thro;>gh telcvi ion, ' ' dist nt f n :1!:1:1 be 
e.o st ·W'lCh an ddvoe. te o~ the b l" c .1.11 tho c n ·::o t;Oo~ to 
the ball p; r~ re.,ul..:.rly cni deli hts in c ~lin; .t 
their tir t llTae&. 
l.:lo~her f"-"-etion of s.,.ectator s,ort£ L 3 be > ;; -o=.e, 
cy .Sto~e .. "'.Alleric n ':l)Ort. ... : 1-lJ.Y ...£!Dis- Flay ," 
d . ~ie ~rebee ant Kolf ~o,cravhn (>le~coe , 
~oe ITeSS, lg58), P~ · 256-257· 
I 
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c~ displaco1:1ent ot aggres~ion . ....he seventy-i":.:.ve ce;...-.s a f.s.n 
eys for bleacher se:.:.~t buys llO!'a t!la.:J. a ticke~ to w cch t. 
'b<ill t;az:.e - - it often bu;rs him a c:::ance to let o:f':f' c.. 1 ; of 
zte;...L'l in en ·tcceptable m.lll.ner. 
~o Complaints Again~t Sr.orts 
There have been il1aJl;Y charc;es levelled .gain.ot s;:orts 
!lild two of the more si&ni:f'ic:mt ones will b& r .isod .e,-o. 
Some people claim ttat spectator sports (especi lly ~Lnce tho 
advent of television) creates too :uch p ssivitJ. But ;rofes-
sional sports merel. fill e need that o~~zts nd do not nocos-
s.~ rily cre'l.to pao .i vi ty which is 'Ul indi•tid\W.l ch<.rflcteri3tic . 
Further , the fact that there are more S?ect-..tor~ at sports 
tovonts does not mean that lesa people .re !> rt:e1r,atin:; . 
Act:u:~lly, there rre more peo~lc !'ArticipetillL ~n s.~-or~s than 
ever before. In 1950, 23 , 000, 000 people ;>ertici;oated 1n 
oo>ti.·; , an incroa~o of C, OOO, OOO over 1,46. Bowlin~ h.cd n 
cst~>ted 2C, 05 , 000 par.iciranvo in 1>56 .s opposed to 
l2 , 50C, OCO in 1946. Te=is, .:;olf , crcl;cr,r , ..nd ~k:.ino .11 
sbO\;ed increases in part:.cip~ts . Even the. s· .o:-ts t:~.;tC..ltior~ 
clo..ssit:.od as Sject.::.tor s~·orts sho·.;ed o1.r~ inc:=-e.\se i~ _ · r:.ici-
po..nts . l3 
Much h.o s recently been said about the over- e:u:;>h &is of 
sportc . There h~ve been ch~rg~e of over-e~~hdsizin 210~~s on 
0 13Ind.ustry Surve;ts , Standard and. Foor 1 .:., I (!.!ay 21 , 1959) , Il · A55. 
--!!==== 
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11 1 v l8 - !rc.J:~ Littl e Leasue to l'..,;i'es i"!lc 1 ecke:c:o_ . 
~1tor c~ot caar=ol itb the assertien t~ t s<orts c~ 
nd ott-tillen ra , 07E!I'-e::lrhasized . Bxce 8 or r..yt~J.~ c Lit 
be que tionad •:let'.er it be music , eat1n(. , or s.ort 
tho problo:ns result ins r-om over- em, basis or t 1>orts m.:y reall;,· 
o bJ-loroduc~ of '.,>ol-to and not inh.re:..t wo. lclos-o; . :he 
zo r.:uch in 3tr es 1.nz the a4"ortc ..,he li..Jlv es but 
!C.r 8 detri.:llental J(Urr>O • , :!"Jr in t -Ce , i!:. 
he ~~dG ot a c~ch , obsessed with winni~ , roo b· 11 ~7 b• -
o:::c a v r-1 dof ~i .o ev il - the e.:;;b.&.eis 1 ... 1 ced on i.'i.!::lii:S 
deb te c: ct , :L.""i·:~ 
tho ~o ire to t'!.n bo·. e all ~lee , cq l • be "1lty c!: .!> 
~e wr~~· U1.1\l.'llQ' ns-ociatad rith ever-a:;:.~ sis or s. or:s. 
~ho ~oint ie s~l7 this : s;ortc c an bo ~sod ~o ~ benetic~ 1 
~r detrioont l end; b'-'t th07 ore not 1~wrontcy ovil. 
It i' an intere~ting coacont 1~ on .he en •• r~ -}o=tc 
c one t h(lt thc:-e ic a cr:t for ddad e::lJ-l!.!la1s in soue ere~s of 
c~~cent= ti,n on ttoeo ttletic 
£V\lntn in ,. ich ot.:.r c o·..a:.t ry i s ~•uo:lt . !ho glories of e.-;:Uetie 
c oll%jlett•1on are bei!l(; t.er:lld~ i::. ho? .. ot ;e~in,;; :c·rc yo·~th 
k:tere ted in. even:s ~~'!oa~ ":::· ve tradi U~ll:.l.l, not ::.eld c .:e::: 
l:pe 1 for 10.ln5 J.::a_.c,_ • . 
The p:fc:::olo[~st to l lc us of the l~~ont v~l ~~ s of 
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sports . He tells us of the impol·tance of team loyal-;ies, the 
reak in the rooti.ne of everyday livin~, md the volues of 
"lettins off s~e:...m" in ~he bleachers o£ a b.~·.ll ~Hlr~: . :rne doc-
tor tells u. of the bomefits of paroicipatiro~; in s-"o,~.s . lie 
ints.inz th':}.t ·,·,·e mu.;.t keep our bodieE: , e.s i'i'e~~ 1s our minds , 
in co!ldition. 
The twelve-sc•r-old boy on the sun-b: ... <ed b s~ball 
ltield, uoin; hand- mc-do· .. n glove ·.nd a bat .il t i:ul£> core tape 
l ycholo::;is., or ci~e doc ... or . To hi. , .. 'ort.s ere 
:ind of rue~ed indi viduali.:m •.10 li.lto to think our cou:hl7 is 
~sed on. ro thin bo. , sr orts are a 7my in which he co.n tt~i..'l 
ll the thint;s obAt youngster:: d re to drcac .bo " -- J....,d no 
ne ·.;ill deny hil:t thic dreu:n bcc .. use o£ his :r ce, L. natioMl 
rri,;,J1n , or his rt;tli ;ion .. s. orts ;., ill h. vc o••o;: ... de· 1 o:t 
r·rosrccs to !!l~C in this area bUt todr.y, 11 'bt...t ~.\0 :!,.jOr 
lo~ue tc~ b.:'..ve ..,1 . .~e:-s of toreign extr.:.. et . Bascb;ll , 'box:-_ , 
-and f'ootb.:.ill nll hc.ve brok<.n their discr1nir..3tory "color line . " 
~0 this twelve-ye~r-old, md others u;,., him ;::.rou ,,out the 
;!l.J.tion , s. o:-·!;s r.:.-ov~.de e. golden opport"!.lllity fo:r succe~- -- an 
opportunity th.1.t in withi::l the reach of moo3"& men . ..::d. :.t is 
'!this function that is perhAps the nost im!.O:rta.~t one in the 
,re5lm of S:;.>or ts . 
II 
Only ohe most optimistic idea.lis'> ·;;ould e~,;est that 
It he ball field v.ill replace the ba-.;tlef~eld ·.s t!le ,;rou::ds 
10herc nations ·cest their strength. 3ut, vhen strong legs run 
~--""~-
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-rou.'ld well-P~:c.<ed Cl:-.:oic cinder tracks the 1<1o 11~. c= "t 
le;,.at hope bee ·.13e , 
• • • in a world that has no co=on rel1 io·~s or poli-
tic 1 ~hiloso~hy to ~hare, perhapn ~ho t!eld o! s~or: 
and the univ .. rsalit;r of the i<lb 1 ol .1JlOrt ::>. ru;h~p ~y 
provide a mee~i~ ground where co-Oj er-tion P~d un~e=­
sto.ndin;:: , a res_~ect for ~he rule~ , 'ld a senr;e \.-!fair 
i·l!cy wiLl prov. ll . l4 
14vozonc r.d ,tu:npi' . loc . cit . 
0 
CHA:d'J;l: II 
This caepter is desic;n~d primarily t s:t:.o·;; the si..::L-
lari•Y of <he ~roble~s t~lcvision ~x~erie~ced in re~ rd to 
sports to thooe radio faced yoers before . ln <>dditica, ::his 
ch.o.ptor re.~..ortn :;o:ne of the .CJ.ain <nr._nts ;.n .,;h~ u!. .. ... o::y of tt.e 
~t,dio o.nd SfOr;s o.ssoch<ion. The reader sho-ld r~;Oe::ber that , 
·•ith the exec .;ion of professional foo~blll , tho :,~. ..... rt:: c ..... n-
l~idercd in this ohesie •. ere well eshbliched before the advont 
pf radio . .a far back "" lo59, ad::t1-rion 7:a:; .?i.r. t c_ rged to 
sec a bt.~eball ,;aue. 1 The firat ~C1:U3.l bo>.""in, D.tci.l n .weri-
f:an ~oil wa~ in 1316 V;hen two men fou_ht a .:;rud.;e !i,;ht ·.,itL 
pare lr..auc~'tles . 2 colleee :rootb:"ll , the "yo ..nge .. t" o: .,he.,-e 
jSPOrt.s , s~r_r;ed with a ::arv~rd-L~cGill Univvr.~ ~y ..::a:.:.e on a 
~ield in Ca.!:!brid~e , t.;as .ac~~u~etts in 18?:) . j ."\ltbo-l4 !";. pro!'es-
lpional football as such ats.r::ed before ; .. o turn of :;he twen-
~ieth century , organized l~aeue coopeti~io~ began its ~reate~t 
~------------------------------------------1 
~ork: 
ll!-.r ank G. r.:enlte , The Je:.. 3nc~cl.:Jpcdia of Spor-.;~ C~ct: 
A. s . Ba~nes and Coupar,v , 194t), p . 105. 
2 Ibid.' 1' · 260. 
'lhlS·, p . 411 . 
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strides in 1921 . 4 One point is clear: sport:-. were 
radio was the guest . .ie i l l try nov; to di .. cov·er ·;.hether 
sports over regret ced inviting the new m.diUJ:t into i ;;s do.:.e.;.n . 
AlthOUGh SJ:·Orts ·,vere alreaciy a ?Ut of ~eric,.Jl life 
before the birth of radio , sports ma<ie its oig&e!:it 0 .. ins during 
the early ;ear~ of r~dio . 
~he period :f.roo 1920 to 19?0 has been beyond que$-
tion the most spectac-... lar e::"a in OUl' '.~o':'lole sportJ.::::.g 
iliato1-y , the era in which everything \•O.U :;;..;.;,erl -eivc: 
the bost klayer , th~ big~e3t gate~ , the l~rbeSt g~te 
receipts, ·the sreatest stadia, 5and :o on. 'l'Hs period drew to • clc .e in eo.rly 19;0. 
In tho early 1920' ~ . radio fil·~t b~ "' broa.ic ,;ti~:.g 
,.;po:-t.:.~ ev ... ne&. ..''9.8 it core th.a.n coinc1c.(;tlCO ;. at tl:.e lh.ol'iod 
t'rom 1;~20 to 1930 l~o l:l' rked an era 01 trc.:1e"do ..s ,:rov:t!: :ror 
r3dio in t!le lnioed ;:,tate:.? Or was there "' direct rol'-oion.hi 
bet:· .. een the gal •. s of r .. dio and thot.e oi" a:r•orts? :I.:J.ny o~st~!"Verc­
tricd tom ke a direct. co. relation bct"""n r•Clio ..nU syor:s 
.•hila othoro insist"d any relationsllip bet'.IC•ll tll t :o ·~cs 
aim;l, coincide~tal . 
Radio and 3Ports: 'l'he &.rly Year_1! 
The cries that arose whe..: televicion first ointed ios 
ca."'lcras nt the ball parz:s had parallel~ ..:"' ... h,:: ri_e of :-adio . 
Baseb.:>.ll ... \•'" .. 
0 
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dismal ond as f a r b.:.c~~ :as 1893 u.nl es~ sl"'orJ .... \.:oiterz 1i :o:1:e 
bar~ed from the ball par~~... . .£.' ... ere ~.ere \',1arnln,< ,s tlat: n ... one 
\'.'Ot.tld botl.er tO <At toe:.td iihC 6a.D:CG if YhG r~SU.l.;s , ere ,tJU'blished 
in the papera . 6 Here , tte thin line ~eparat~no ~ oeCi~ 1 S 
ablli·(;J ·t;o 1"-'het the O?Orta f'au 1 S a.,n>etite , o:- to saticf'y it , 
bcc•ma vor7 evident . The abilities of •he three nedia , i . e ., 
new$paper.;.., radio , and ·televioion , to :.c.uisfy ,be spo .. "t:s f.s.n 
y approximating the condi•ions he mis~es by not bcint; at the 
ball p~rk are apparent . 
Ne·: s2apcrs present tha v.Titten ace ·unt of the event 
hours 'tar it ha:, t • Ken pL.~ce . rhey c >.n, ho·. over , add a 
great de11l ot "inside" information whic~ the a;;orts fan 
cheriohes and which radio and televi ion do not o.!'ten ,revent . 
. l<adio 1;ives " verbal present:.tion at the sao:c time tl:e ev<:nt 
is t:llcin!' plo.ce. Telev'i ;ion offers t~o vi.c·;;e!• a reJ)roo.uction 
consisting of words and vi.suol it1ages 'lr.d in this wo.;· c t:.es 
closest to representing the conditions as they acvaally ex:st 
at the b~ll park. ~onsideri~ the pot ntial of tb~ ~ed-a , the 
sports promoter had to decide how much e>ch ccdium could help 
or hurt his enterpr·ise as the newer coo:Junication cedi.!:.. t:·ere 
introduced. 
Sports have been a vit~l build- uo fo~ al~o " all media . 
-
The movies first realized this , and frou 1595- 190::> :Jot ion. 
6
".Sport::; oeh~nd the Gls..c;; , " llation 1 ;;.. .BUsi!less , J:cr'/EI (Sept ember , 1950), p. 45. 
1 
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pictures usod fights as their number one in~redient . So i=;or-
tant were fisticuffs to the movies that producers -:1oul<i stage 
their own fiuhts when they ran out of autbontic battles to 
illll. ? 
Hndio used sportci for a great deal of its early pl~-
e:;;r;].ms . Station KDh.A in Pittsbursh \·;as a pion ... cr in ~s.rly 
sport;;;; b:-oadcasting . Durinr, the su:u:._r t:..'"ld autu.l'lm of 1~.21 , 
KDY.A experimented with va:rlous for::s o: sports bro~dc ,sts. 8 
It ,;as also in 1921 that play-b;y-phy s;.;orts .umo'-"lci,• _ ~ho ed 
rapid devclopcent . L:o~t of the sportscast~ prior to t!liS 
'date consisted o! givi~ tho .;cores of the ga:..os onl,, . The 
broad~zto •. -e:rc hs.ndl~d by a studio =ounca:r and -;-.vo :on t.t 
the bdl po.rk . One of t <C tlen served as a s:;;o;;-:;cr o.nd s~t in 
tho lnst sc.:1t ot bleuchcl'_, at the perl: . ;!., croprc-.;d "'·e r~~ul~s 
of ;;he B;aLi& over the railing to his ;>•rt-ner , tho runnor, ·,•,-ho 
ru~hed to the necrost po.y telephone o.nd relayed t!:e 1·e:-.ilt~ to 
the ~~ounccr a t the studio. 9 
0!! July 2 , 1921, the itl;:ortanco 'orc>=-dc stin 0 •• s to 
pbJ in the sport3 domcin :1as ~:rmly established. .;,n "~"'t 
do.te , the Dcnpsey-Carpentier fi:;ht at Boyle • s -rcirty ,;cres in 
?"dports , ~rly Diet of t(adio , ~·1curis'h Talevi -ion, " 
:Business ~.eek (June 29 , 1946) , p . 18. 
SE. P, J . Shuric,;:, rna First ~:rtec- Ce:~tur;y of A::eric"-'1 
Broa.dcastinp (Kansas City: !Zl.dland bli~Ein __ co.n:yany, lS40) , 
:p . 115. 
0 9roid., p . 115. 
---it-- -' 
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Jersey l.:i ty was broo.cic~st . 10 ll:ajor Andre•. J . ,;"!lite announced 
the fi.;ht and it v.ra~ the .:firvt mass rd.dio bro dcas-c in l:,isvory. 
i:e radio audience was wel l over 100, 000 no. .as dispersed in 
"t!:.eatr es and lodt;ta hallQ , oJa llrooms and barns , :f'roo A.. ino to 
.r'lorida , 'l.nd a!.i J.'ar inland . ::; ••estern .. c..,t Virgi::;..:. . ull 
By 192;; , r adio had already bosun to pl .y an il>I'Ortant 
role in b zeball , boxin0 and colh.,e football . In 1926, the 
Dompsoy-l'u">loy fight was broadc:.st to all parts o! .he , .. orld 
wHh Majol· ."Illite as• in doin,; tho announcing . rn thst same 
year, b·•.seball ' il world aerie& originated over ;9JZ in l;cw Iork 
and w:,.s be ·med to a Mtion'llide ne'h;or ;,: . Redio had mnde such 
an im;>act on footb~ll that even high school sa..oes were oeing 
broadcast by the mid l 920 ' s . 12 
Consideril\0 tnt! rapidity ith 1.-hieh !" dio ~d pted it-
self to spor't:s broadcs stiin.:; 1. it any '.;on~er that one ~OUI'CC 
called sro::-ts the bi~,est thin0 in early broadcasting? 
"Sportscasting had no cra· .. linz or creepL'lg stages. !t ~=ped 
down froo the obstetrical table , kicked its bcele in the air 
and started out to do a job l;> . . . 
10Ibid. ' p . ll,? . 
llJ· '""" · .. hite, 11Firm:; Big R .di o J:Sroadc st : Dc~-:>eei-
Carpentier Fib)1t , " Header•n :Jic;eot , LX'lii (Deceober, 195;; , 
pp . 81- 82. 
12shurick, 0'0 . cit . , PP· 121-124. 
l}l'~'rancis vhase, Jr., 3ound e:ad ~ural (He ... York: !ID.rper 
and Brothers , 194<:.) , P· w;; . 
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Hadio: A Friend for Sucrt~ 
Post early indic.-.tions pointed to t;he fo.ct v~t tb.e 
marria.;e of s;orts ;;.nu. radio w .... s to be a ha.r:PY one . l:~rt. i:n.ly t 
radio made a gre;...t i~press.ion u-pon ca.cy ;nodes of JWeri::m life; 
but it ... e:'fcct on sports was tremendous . 
If tncre is one thine upon .:.ich r~dio has ~de an 
unmistsJ:.able imrres3io.n. it i!i syort . Indeed, the aver-
age li~<tener .;ill agree that radio has .,;roved itscl£ a 
need•d stiuulw1t for a 1ew wave or cnt~usiasm is pass~ 
ovor the entiro councrJ. ~lli~ is not ~ hcno~cnon but 
the ua~ural ~d ~nuvitable outcome cf tLe broa~c~zting 
of nport events . l4 
HS.dio did not compete with the a,ortt:e event i:sel! 
for audiencca. Inct>o d, tno ,>ro.oot1on3.1 v~ice of r dio mo.:mt 
For inatanco, ohe 1922 •• orld .:e::-ieo, bro .de .;• o, r~dio , L d 
brcater g .eo receipts than ~y Series befo~e it . 15 Of t~e six 
boxino matchen tr~t tot led the larbest ~~te rccei •• ·~· five 
C:llllC betwe.n 1921 and 192?, rsdio's fl,dglin y.ar . . In 'ddi-
ticn, five of .he ei ht boxing ~azehe~ "~"drew t e lnrgost 
number of p~o,.le in •~:.e hi~tocy of boxi:og c=e d"-X"i.~.$ ~:!lat 
same period. 16 Uld by taking foocball ouv of ~he con!in.s of 
·che college co..r.pus.s , r~dio l:elJ'ed the .;ridiron s_ ort &row •o 
14Sauuel L . Hot~a-l'el and 
canting, Its !lew Da;y (lie· .. York: 
l5Ibid. , p. 112. 
~a~ond Fr~ncis Y~te~. Broad-
2he Cent>ury Co . , 1925) , p . 107. 
16lfurry Hrulsen (ed. ) , The \7orld Almant.c (1959) , p . 845. 
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such proportions that coll .ges were tal:inc; in h..:.n..:~·(;:Q..s of thou-
sands of dollars in gate recei /t;S in one se: s.)~. 17 ~~~~e ·,•;o:"ld 
of s:po:ct:s M..s me nt mucb to bro:.dcasting in it" struggle for 
recognition - and in turn the radio has done ;tUCh to :put c;r"" '""t 
omphasis on the wholesoJaeness of combat on the fi~:ld of 
atblc~ics . "18 
~adio plac~d demands upon tbe imaoi~ tion o~ •he ~~o:ct:s 
audic::.ce . l 'cr that l"ea.-.on it; • ... s entr . ..nci::. . .r:.....e li tcncrs' 
se:~sos v;ere o.rou~<td ....:d bi<> :perception .. s quicKcnvd ·.l:on :1e 
began ·~o pictur~ ohe total scone froc the bits of i:l!o~~tion 
that the rc.dio announcer ,rovlded hic. 19 'l'he allucion here 
·;;~o that ro.dto did not com} letel,y ~, tisfy th.:: desires of the 
sports fW> but uorel;r enticed bim into "",,tin -::o t)O to the 
ball park for :m on- thc - spo• accoum; o£ v!:o ;:;co:e . 'l'hv f· n • s 
curiosit;r \':as o.rouscd but moat observers folt it ·::a s not coc-
pletcly fulfilled . 
Tbe ne11 cediutt created genuine sr;orts heroe~ ~or a 
country th .. l\t wtvi eager to ~ ece.~,-t thee . :First -::-:.u telcc:rorh 
'lnd. then ·lihe radio beG' n crcfltin:-; io.e.t,es of S .. O!'t3 .;i&nts by 
givine the puolic e.ccount.o of the "'""l~tes • fe~ts at ~he saJ:le 
17Alfred N. Goldscith and Austir: 0 . Leec:.rbouru , 'l'bis 
~h~ Called Broadcn.s~ing (Ne'.',' :ork: Hunry Eol~ ~a Co .,~ 
P· 9. 
18shurick, or . cit ., p . 120. 
19John .H. :Cunis , ''3port wd the .!!a<!io , " O".>tioo;, (Octcbr 
16 , 1929) , p . 276. 
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time that , or only a few hours oi'ter ... hey voo.~ plc.ce . People 
who had n\;.ver ·t;DJ.cen ~n interest in sport~ events ·;·e::-e no-;; 
attracted to those events after bearin~ abo~t ~he~ on ~he 
radio . Sl;orts had been a •.1orld vi""'ited oy only cert in r:.;ta~cb. 
uevotees . llow that the b. ll po.r;.os and 3t dL ,.-ere o;,ly as f r 
:;.:wt:..y (:'.S -ehe r::.\.~io , million~ reS,)Onded and vhcrc \'; ... s "born in 
tho national .1~art an un<i.yi~ love for ~he t .. rill tr..at co:n"s 
vhrouc;h the contest of h~on skill o.nci •'o .er, ";lhOt"Ler it be 
fiQ)ltinc, , scullin0 or utomobile rae in.:.. . ,20 
It onl y tJ.ke.c gomentts reflection ~o ~oc t~e u: jor 
1ously noted Lall.J' of che qualities innate in s;orts events that 
make them o.ttractive to the public. It ·.·.-:ls further L'ldic~ted 
thd the. c (!uali ties we>·e already develo,~d before l'" dio e .!:le 
·on the JCe tO . .R:"J.dio was .:>iven JJ. read.y- n:ldo lUdie:1.ce ol £:porto 
ent:CCu;.,iasts . The nc;..- aediun h:>.d tho job o~· era oin<; nc .. 
intorc~t for s.oorts w:Oile :<aint~lllin0 t;he old enthu~iasts . 
This is not to deny r adio its ic ..... o::t~t l.:.ice i!l con-
t i nuinu tbe dev elopment ot !..i-Ort- . ..e ~~v,_ seeu the; .:_ncre!lses 
in SjOrts attendance and rec ei?tS tru.t ::"e.:.. .... lvud d-!:"in;;) rad1.0 'S 
infancy. !l-..t thic writer :feels that, r adio s1:::rl, st.~uluted 
tl:e alre,tdy terollo e;ro~ds of sports tans . ::onet~eleys , most 
opinions '::leem to agree that: n~i:.e evidence !l:..S bee~: ~is­
ta.l<n.blc that !'" ,dio has been the grea'tiest. boon ·.:hie_ (;::_e 
20.ttotC.afel o.nd Yates , op . cit . , pp . 109-112. 
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business of promotin., spo:::'ts ever has had. ,.21 
Radio: A Foe of Sports? 
Ther e was a minority opi nion 1.hich susgested -oi'.:tt 
radi o mi ght not hsve been a great boon to S)!orts . A great 
deal of controver sy centered around college football broad-
casts . !n 1932, the ~astern IAtercollegiate xssociotion, one 
of college football• s governing bodies, olcctod oO .·ut a bl!n 
on the footb 11 bro •de .uta of its mezbers . l'he associ,,tion 
claimed that footb~ll broadca~ts hsd dof1n1.elJ hurt &< to 
attendance. li. UGi'i tork Her~ld Tribune oditorill 
.ro""d th·t 
same tioe agreed ·.:i th the ro~trict1n0 ~ction take_ by the foot-
ball organization. The editorial poin~ed out thst ~ot only 
\·1ere fans ste,rin·· away :!'rom .he ga~es bcine broadc c-t , but abo 
from ga.:nes in ne"r-by are .s . 22 
The £aste~ Intercol l egiate As soc .u.l ~ion wa:; not -:ihe 
only fo otb:J.ll body to bl.<!::e rr1.C.io :for ... ttv!ld L-"!Ce lo~.>o . . ..,::c 
tl'on·ty- three- mombor Sout~orn vonlerenco dccic.e:d "'t 't1-.d clo~e 
of 1;he 19:?1 season to sto;c footb~ll broadc-s-co until :f'ur~hor 
notice. l~he ./ester!! <.;iJnf'el"e-co voiced it" disa,Fprov-1 of 
radio bror:.dcsot3 . The Southwezv uonfere~ce ~s=eed o::::l: to 
e.lloY.' tho~e broadctlsts •hi ell haC. lread.y been co!:tract.;;d . ~he 
l ist ~oes on ·:1.1. th o.lmo~t o.ll o:! t~e footb,,ll confe=-e:1ces 
21uew Yor..c l'imes Lagaz'-"e , March 27. 1949. p. 17. I 
22
":!e.kin..; l'ootball Off the Air, " Li. terar;r Disc~,t , (,'XIV 
(July 9 , 19)2), p. :?5. 
I 
0 
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puttins ~ome sort of a ban on rodio broadc sti=g. 25 
r.t&ny universities boked upon r~dio .::. __ lJ 3.s • neces-
sary evil .:bich bsd oo be toler:. ted . Somo authori t~~" co-.ld 
hardly wait till the end of the ga·1e so •hat the jani~or cou_c. 
clcm o•t all of thL trap.;>in: s of the radio brosdc •ster • . 24 
Thoro ·.-:ere :>o~:~e doubta raised .han the colleges oegan 
lplacins their restrictions on radio bro .de t . Or.e thou ht 
was tho.t .)co_p l e who lictened to the bro·.dc .. ;;t ... ,,;ere the ones 
\';ho would go to the g:lmes >:he:levor po~oibl· . Tile pcr~on v:ho 
listened to ~he footbtll g~o on the radio was thou_ht ~o be 
usi~ r·dio as a con~ol~t1on nd not u subc~i~~te for ~etual 
attond:u>ce . It was believed ;h t collo.:e footblll .. a:; hurting 
itself financielly with its ctions ~o re.,tr1ct radio broad-
c.o-.. 25 a ......... . 
There was another sugge.tion offered s t~ tlle :i~t~e 
the colle~es mi.:;ht be m ~1ng v;ith their b"-"- · It was _.ossible 
that the colleses hurt ·the:ncclves from a pU..>lic ~·el< tions 
standpoi nt . The colle5es ~i6ht hP v e roal~.ed t~ t ._e r.dio 
sports oro,.dcaots had il gre·.t educational potenti l for the 
colleges. But the broadc,sts • .. e:-e loo~cd upon !roe th<l poi::>t 
23"Does Radio C:.:.t ohe Footb ll G:;.te?" Lih!" r:1 Di ;ect , 
CXIV (July 16, 1952) , p . 32. 
24H. I. Phillips, "Hold ' s , Mike , " .:latu..•••L.t t:venill6 
~ (Cctobor 1? , 193&) , P · 95. 
25"Does !{adio <.;U~ the Football vate?" loc . cit . 
i 
1 
of vievt of p l easure and puolicity. Sports co;..,eti~ior. is tl"'t 
plL•se of college life in . hich .he .,roo. test nUllber o! people 
have the oost interest. This phase of the colle.,e ,.rocr.~ 
~i:;ht have been presented. to tllillion.s of Aue~"ic 'ns i:l a.n 
approved manner vtn.ich woulc have been ·:;ithin tho ph:.losoph.:r of 
the educational institution oehind the broadc S<~ . 26 This 
writer believ~s that the colle~es later realized t.e true 
val~es of footb~ll broadcasts and this raali.ation ~j have 
prevented them from :otoppiD<; all their broadc •. .;>;s durino the 
television ora. 
:Football was not alone in sur erino lo~ses at the gate. 
As uig bUcines~ 1 ">E;Ul~hed o.fter 1929, 1tte::d~nce r,t . , orting 
events we s bound to ouffe.:- . The in.;ere"t •.uich JMr.:ed t!>e 
•onrlier boon years doel-ned. "The los. 1:~s !eh, so!!!eti.:!li s 
··:harply, oomotimes gradually, for sevcrlll years in oo>:i""" ' 
horse racin. , baseball , •nd football . , 2? llorld !;erics c.~ten­
do.nco dropped md, eo:ce))t in a few c'sa~ , l>~~ boxin~ gates 
•; .. ere ~ l:no t .non- oxisteut . 
Radio was -che first to cc blamed , ju~·~ uz -;;elevS..-icn 
'"ould late::- be bla.-nod, for s;.orts at;;end=ce los-es. l'he:·e 
w~s l:.ttlc eon !.doro.vion given to other fttct~r::. .1bich :r~ have 
af':f'ected s~orts . H.;..;.dio , .;hict. ~!lY be~ieYed gave spo1"ts its 
greatest l>oo,t , was quickly turned on ar.d bl!Cled !v!' O&:J).y of 
26~ozens and ~tu~pf , o~ . cit . , p~ . 14£-149. 
2?Tunis , *rC"nc.ngi.r!z; •'rends in Sport , " lvc . cit . 
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itc troubles . 
rhe evidence see~s to indic~te thnt, Uesti~e ~oce 
opinion to tho con~rar.,1 , radio w~s &. gre .t a~t.et to :;purts . 
Fix· ... t , radio ~al.<'cd create a c;reat deal of interest in sport=. 
Then, r ·dio seemi'-l~,;ly t::rned that interest into a.te::d~.ce . 
The fact that soue of . he .,re!t ar.orts {.ttendancc roco1'd, r1~1·e 
made d~inc tho 1920's h~l>s point to rad~o · ~ im~·c~ . Mcme~bcr 
v.hen ~he;;e figures >re looked at ~bsolutely , ~hey ~till st;..nd 
up a~ainot a¥tendanco records of l1tor yecrs . ihcn thoy ere 
loo<tcd at rol.~tivcl¥, they beco11e all the more i::>plos .. i·:e . 
For orts si,r.pl..r h; .d te·.·:er people to dr· .: i'r .. ~ dill'ir.~ r:.d!.o's 
early yc••ro ch'n in tho dec,des that folle>wod . 
~he fact th t tr.ere 1s a greater agrec:ont ~s ~o 
radio ' s e fee . on sports than that of television is due to tee 
limitation~ of radio . Radio ' s limitations ~re>hi~ited it from 
0ivin7 the listener an "Uthontic repre>duction of the sports 
event . If cbe listene:r heard excitel!lent , cha:<:ce:o ~re ho would 
want to see the excite:te:;.t . Hence , aince radio could not eat-
i sfy vhe li!:tener•s sporto a.ppetite, i-; served the )Ur:ose of 
whet ting his interc.:;t s.:nd ~nduced him into GOing to the bs.ll 
P" • ...... ri! . 
l!adio · s oppor.ents took a ~ome'::hat dif!ere::lt st!\nd. 
They believed tb.a-c tt.c medi un was providin..., free enter..;;e.ilment 
for the rosoective sports fan and keepiJ::b hie aw&y fro~ the 
D 
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ball sames or bo~~ natc~es. ~erta1nlJ, they cl-i=ed, ~~e 
radio re;roduct:.o::. c! tt.e s-:orts .JVv ld not c _ ... ~ ..... :-e <., ~--
the excite=e~t ot a •o e~inJ hone-. >, o ... chdo\."D ~;!.S , ~r a 
tenth-rc\Oild knock- o'.i.t . B;.t soce ~ ·o ~ elieved t!le s~o:rts 
!an .,.,,ould a crifice :;oDe of the uthont1c1ty !or tl,e coz:.'o~s 
o:t: hio 11 vill$ r~o:1 . rel evision' a OPJ)oncnt .. l"ised ~he~e same 
crieo yenra hte. . Onl.;r .boir voicoG \;~r·u much louder. 
Uoor looki~ et both ~idea o1' .;ho r cUo- s. or~z con~r .. -
vor .• , tllil ui.or o~ld ;:<groe nth autbo::-.s Gold::.. th ..:d 
Le£c:>.rboun, ,..ho said in ~his ':!hinp; Cllle<l B:co,.1c lB~"~£ = 
l!adio rc!'.:oed t<> be dis-. laced. The p c.lo =-~ed =--:l.io . 
rhe poo~le ~~ted the ga=ez. H.dio h.~ t ~ n. the 
poo ... le to ;m~ ~he t;a::es, a=.d rad!.~ h d t u: ..-t .,eo. le 
to nnt r~dio . :t ~~ ~oo lnte to t :tc' it 7:3 .. • ~c. it 
c sood tor ~-o~~ th~t tbts wac so. 26 
I 
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'rho t ,.:rs ot tlle alar~>ises who vrodicted tile ruination 
ot sporta whon r.dio c:u:~e on the scene "ere ~1ld ce:tpared to 
tho to•rs t.'!licl> paralleled the rise o!: co=ereid .. ehV:.s~o=. 
Tho Bhouts ot the opetci3ts ~llo beli<Vtd r dio wo ld bring 
untold bloaatn s .o &ports ~ere liko wn1 }ere in t_e .n~ co=-
p:red to the v h.es can;r clai:ed tor poetat ,r Sl'O:-';G .:it!:: t:Oe 
ndvcnt or tolcvL ion. In ~crt , the e~ntrad.etions over 
x~dio'a ctlec• on a~orts JOb-ed like ~ro£aionn ot ~tcit7 
wllon eomp.'lred to the v r ied feelin{s at-out tolov.~ion • :. effect 
on cpoctator aport<> in '""erico. . 
Tllat tho '\)erils and p<·oaisoa attatched to television 
wore so dif'\1 e , " s understandtble in li"ht of the new 
nediua•a pot ,~1.1 . ~oth the ~1sta knd tho o~~t~t-•s noo 
h~d fO ertul ~~ition with w!::~ch to b c~ u¥ their t!::vories . 
The rr~cn~ts of eelev•sion e~vi 1cn~ 11~1onz of 
people ~ho had never seen ~ o3seb~ll g e, ~~ot~ ll s--~ • cr 
boxi..ne mate: , be:..r-g eX!;OSed -:;o ':~e t~ill et t-e .... e evc=-=s on 
telcvl i~M c~ee ~ 1~ t~e~r living =~om$ . Cnce t-~se peo~le 
u.:...w theoe tl".rill:. , t.heJ \':'o·.;.ld be anxious to ~al{O .. :..e =.en s~ep 
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a!ld oeo the contests in person. ~he 'tu.rn.s~iles woulC. t-..;.rn li:-cc 
they neve~ turned before. 
In addition to 5reater attend~ce Qnd intere to for 
sportG, thooc 1.-:ho thou.:;ht tolevinion would .help ;:;pori;s sar. a 
tremendous sourco o.,... revenue for .:i»orts in terus of ri ·hts 
. . 
fetlS · Oponsors \'.'Ol.4ld puy hugo sums of ~oney ~o ~~·orzs owners 
for the ri :hts of televising their evo::ts throu_,hout the cou::.-
t:cy. l'hese ri:hts fees would more than Dake up for eny ~e 1 
or i~~gined losses at the gate . 
Tho;;o wa:cy of television's effect on s,o~ts had a cuite 
. . 
different ooin• of viev.. rhey asroad th.:lt uillioru: o,· people 
would see the ball b...mos on television. '2hese :tillions would 
re lli ze ·the ease ·Ni th which they co:.:ld see tl.o gaiJcs <md they 
would fors!!kG the bhdia. :for their livin~ rcocs llJld ae::::, , 
There 11ould be no t::<d'fic p::obleme, no ""dve::se ·;.-esther co"di-
tions 'to 1·:orr/ about , and no annoying crowd~ . ""here ·,-;ould be 
in<>toad the col:l!orts of a soft chair, a coo~ d>'ill<., Uld a 
front row oeat . And be:..t o.f all , it ;;oul<! be ~:-ea . 
·rhe claroists p:r-edicted that not only ·;;ould t:.ose 11ho 
were not fans before televL:...ion sto.y b.oL:u3, but !)re-tel~v.:..sion 
sports fa.r.s would be converted to livin ) r:.oo s~ 0!.--t:S e:lt:O:u-
s i asts . The excilie..r.ent of "bein,g the:-c -:.n :perso::" ~!la.t had 
always C"lptiv ted the ''real" sports f:.n wo~ld Oo !cs~ , but :,.,; 
would be a sllll!.ll loss compared to the cor.ver.iences -v.~t •ould 
be ~ained. Ln addition, any conies ~aid in ~i;~tH fees for 
lurin;; the c~;.sto:c"r awa:;t from the ball park wo·"ld be .s..:all 
0 
_, __ 
comparod to the monies lost in gate receip~s . 
Although no bard and fast div ision could be ~de , t~ere 
were ~jor croups on either side of 'Ch€ .. television- sports con-
troversy . On one side l:ere the broadcasters \7ho .~anted everj-
one to bel ieve that their telee svs were not h r::.ful , e.nd were 
posai b l y even hel:;>ful , to s,oorts . In ·~he eul;; years o: tele-
vi~ion, the public asked for ::.. l o-I'GO :;>ortion of sports pro~.raos 
in their video diet a~d the broadcaster£ did n~. want their 
DUppl y of sports progr.uns cut off . 
.t1lons with tohe ·iielev1s1on broadclsters, ~here we1~e the 
tal<>vi~ion aet manufacturers who reol~zed th?.t :1 goodly 1=0rtion 
of their ~ale:- w"t·c com .!\;) from sports fans ..-:ho were buying 
gets to t ~ke a VJ.ntat)e of tl:e surpl us s ·Orto f'l:'e on the 3.ir 
\\'ave£: . 
A. third co:;. one!lt o! the ",pro-telovi ... io::'' ~ide was 
=de up of c,-ortc o· .... ers who profi ced quito h.mdso~ely f:ron: 
rights feec . •:.'hile t!:.e deb' te over ·::hetr.er Ol' :10~ tte-'d"'"ce 
wa.s cut'Zerin co:...c/_nned 'tO r,.,ge , the:·e \':&s lit.;le co .• tr~>v~!'SJ 
over the fact that the huge sums of ~o"ey bei"S :;>aiC. spa:-t=er. 
for tho ri.;ht to telev1.:::e their conte~ts wan l.:trg:a enou.,=. \;O 
~~e radio's otters s~ ·~ i~signtiic~t. 
The oppo.::i tior to t~is grou'!) t•:as ::l:'.de u~ of t-.:o !l:'lin 
e le:nentn: Firr:;; t tihe ... ·e were the l~ttle ... E:'"" or tLe 11hav_-no;s" 
in baseb~ll t boxinc~ ~nd co~lc~e tootbsll . (It .~s sate to 
say that pro:essio~ial tootb 11 tea1:1s in ~h..; L:tited S"&av~.s ·,:ere 
in one group th::t1i \10uld sin:< or s~;;ic ith televis.:.cn. ) Base- 1 
0 
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ball's lhtle ilen •::ere t::Ce :ninor leatrues; coUe.;e football 
~u:f!erers were the collc~os th ·t could no~ cotl,;e .... e ·.;itb the 
attractivo gr::mes on telev~sion; boxinb ' s 1'U.:...ve-nots" · .. ;ere tte 
smull :fi,ht clubs which flourished in pre- television do.J"S but 
could not offer big enou:;h "=es" ~o compete with the tele-
vision bouts. Hot only did the smaller orgsni.:ation!; claitl 
their attendance suffered, but they were not able to share in 
'Che ri,;hts :re~s bein, paid to their :nore powerful brethren. 
In other words . ;·:hereas the headline events in snor-ts ~Y have 
had lucrative television fees to comounsate for ~~~cn~cc 
losses , the smaller events hud no ouch source of i~co~o to 
help balance their budget . 
~he second :nejor rnrt of the e;::-ou;; that fe~red tolevJ.-
n:l.on wa:'l JJ:'.lde up o-." so1c.e o.' ... no big ~ro:no .. ur::~ nnd. o· .. ""ers in 
e«ch sport . They re:>.ll. zed that :>1 thou_th .hey tiQY h:; vc ?l'Ofite<l 
becaude o:r the :w:: mediu:n , sporto: aG a 7Thocc tiOJ' !'.ave -c.!i'eredll 
Their contentio:: •.tae ..;hat the faJ:s belcllt:.ecl :h ·~;!;,e: bt: ll park ~ 
and not in the livin5 roo~. Some of the~e rocoters e~visio~ 
ga.me!l De in j_)luyed in e:.3.pty atadiUJ::lS , .nd C.-thou .. !J t~-e .... onoy 
choy received in rights fees aa,y ha•!e b.,n ;:.c s11:::e _,; if ohe 
star.lds wcro :r'ilh:d, sports \'Jould be da..oa~cd ·;o ~he core; . The 
man in the bleachers , multipli~d a thouS3-d ci~e~ ov·r, hel?ed 
.;ive s1,orts i"Cs electrifying te!lsenes ... as to ure;ed -~is favorive 
porfor2er on to c::-ea ~er heightn . ·l'he loss :::..:_ .. o~s suffered 
might have been "~'easured ir: !lo"~"e tha.."' dolla.-s ~d cet ... ,;s . 
-
• 
-
• . - .
1 Sport::; mi -ht have su:ffe::ed t: .. e 
irrepa.r.;..ble lJSS of ohe true 
-'il-
sports far . • 
Both sides """'" able to agree on at les.st one <;l:ing . 
They agreed that there wo-.ld be a greater interest in s;..orts 
than there bad been in the :past. At first ~l!ince it .;ould 
seem to follow that greater intereot wo .. l<! le d to ~;re~ter 
attendance. But there wo.s o.n io~portent distinction ::w.de oe-
t·.;een interest and attend;.nce, =<l it sloo-.ld bo brou. llo Ul> 
before "" go any fur·;her . Increased intere •. t r.1 y o::- t13Y not 
lead to bi~ ,er crot;ds . It m.y be J:l(l.llifes~od in other "'"-JS · 
For exam~ lo , t;;reater interest m"lY be di1·ectOO. to \.-.. .. ;cn ... >Q a 
television set o, to discu2 l..no at t:.c ·••ooklJ lo<:_.o :!., •• ln.~ . 
Greater intere ·t '"'Y be ere• ted by more '.'IOJ:ICI' t lkir. bo'-lt 
sports thon ever before. GrGSter interest "' ;, nean ::~o.·e ehil-
dr6h playin,; b .sebdl no· .. t!Wl ten :yue.r"' to . One o"! tno 'OOI!t 
im)?ortant questi.ns to be answered in the telw.siou-s~orts 
debate was v;,.,etho::- or 10t greo.ter into::-est could be c..;.a:oelled 
toward greater attendance. 
So far '.'.'e have seen e. general vie:r.• of -cne ~'l:..n consid-
eMtions in -chie. area . ~··e have a. b:wic ide:... o.: t!:.e t,.:-oups t-:ho 
adv:?.nced "those co=:siderations . No~t that tb:.s grou.··~C::or.:r has 
been luid . ···•e can e~ine in clo;:;or de :; .... il so;..:e of &::e ~~­
ue.'"l.ts a.dv .. 1ced for ~d aga1:l3t -.;be u.se o:!' "Co lev _._ion to broad-
c-a-st e_r-ortlnc; cven-cs . 
Co~parisons of Radio Qnd Television in He~, res to SEorts 
Tthen radio 2irst bogan broadca~tin: srorts even~s , it 
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did not have a prodecessor to which it co·.~.ld Ce co:::tpared . 
~elovision did have an obvioua predecessor in r~dio . ~here-
t:o:ce , i t w .... s n.:tUZ'.::::.l thRt soue of ~he earliest con.trov"rsy in 
the television- sports are&s cen,ered around cow~ risona be-
t'!;;een r adio ~nd \it;:levision. There were :t.:·n.;;,~ OYViO'l,;,S dif!6rences 
bet·.:een the two ;.Jed is., .>u.t there '':ere nt lclst t-o~o ; ... in disti:::.o-
tio~~ in ~heir effec t on s~ort~. 
Cue dif·:erenc e ,;;as in thG desire for ttenC.t....,;.ce creatO:d 
by radio o.nd television. l'ho cxcitomo::.t cro, ;ed l>y tbe ra.;;io 
announcer mudl:l the l.i.$Yoner wi:=~. 1e rue. b u o1t the ev ·nt . 
The radio bro~dc .st left so~ethino to be de~ired in ter~ of 
the li"tenor ' d s~cist,ction . ~om~ per"on: bel.oved .hat 
thl:·ou ·~ telcv' .:ion, the li~toner or vi ower h~d ~lrer.~· so en 
the event and he had no desire to be tno::-e i!l pernor. . H~ .:as 
.caticfied tho.t tt.c telev~sed recreation luft l~ttle ·"ore to be 
desired. So it to as that O!le observer opi:1od that "ra"io !u.s 
osde oporos :f'ans, but television v:ill :Jake only telev.sion 
:fan5 . "1 
At le~st in i ts earlie.;t stages , tclevit.io:: show&d 
another strikin~ di1:erence frotl radio . J<adio was eble to 
bt-oadcast one s_.or"C alxost equally as \':ell a.s anothe;:r . Tbi~ is 
not true for television. Por inst: ~co , telev~sion could h~ndl~ 
boxinc a lot betcer than b~seb~ll or :f'ootb~ll . Tne reason for 
tC.is was i :lherent in t!le phy' ical di.Jte:lsions o'! 1:!le oox:.:..,:; JJ 
:':r.nen the Rillf,side eco::.es -t~e ?:.residet 11 
Warch 2?, 1949), p . 1?. 
0 
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ri:!l/.) . T·ho> ca.;llcr&s could aore easily keep p.:;.ce -.i, th this s;>ort 
th.,.;n with either ba-cb_ll or footbal l. 2 rl::.is l>eant tM.t the 
bo::d.n,:; fan u.i.;c_t be :r.ore satisfied b;; tl::.e televised boxing 
event than tho baseb ll fan b;; the b .:.eba.ll ca.cc on the \"ideo 
scr een. Thi~ difference of s.octisfa.ction .. as not an i:n, orta.nt 
fac tor in radio broadc.·,sts of s: ortins even-.s . ·l'aus , • .ntil 
telev.i.sion could handle all s;orts .ith :-ela~ively ,he same 
facilit;r, its effectr; vn dii'feront s,.orts ~:ould be v ried. . 
3arll Prediction~ about 2elevision's ~~!ect on Sno~s 
''.any poo,.;lu in sports , broadc sn.ue, end un- relal:ed 
fields , had a ~rest de.l to say abo~t oelevioion •s e1.oct on 
spor'" -.·:hen che electronic t:D.t:dium ':~.t .. a in it ... i:.u.~·J.Lc.. . ·rlJe:re 
11cre £c·., studie~ of any ::;i nit'!c~nce to deternine th" e!fect 
tclwLion had on sport. u:>til 1950. ~o tho ea>•liu,.t con. ents 
on tel.;:vinion and spol~ts ·.iero do~ine.ted ·oy opin.~.o~ ... ,.l:.~c .... -::ere 
rarely based on .. t,ciS'Vical uvidcnce . 
·rhc video "rt c '"'n ~ave aore ... rofou.nd ettec~ on 
sports th.:u1 an ... tLin.; e l se in ·is-:ory - cut juz.; r.bat 
1~:; is ooL~ to be . no on ... c an ;;.ay yet.. r!.e J.'V advo-
cateo claim that t!:le :::e7: -edium ' ill -'eve lop in;;o the 
pot of 30 l d at the ond ot tr..e rainbo'h' . \;ith aC.vert::.sin; 
sponsors kee1.i~ .. that pot ovcrflO\.'iD.S; w!:.ile ne;. f.?..r~s 
awaken to the :ts.scin <;ion thet athletics C :'.!! ::old. 
The opponents ure inclined to oel~cvc that tole-
vision is at len~t a blood brother to the :na.n who 
strangled the goose that l 'id the golden e;gs. They 
see it sctisfying too many potenti al spectators and 
stiflin~ leaeer sports and lesser ~ttractions in favcr 
ot the big ones. ) 
"'Ibid., p . 59. 
3Ibid. 
Sports promoters were eagerly trying to coapare money 
lost through attendance declines to money gained through rights 
fees . Some felt attendance losses were being compensated for 
by teleVision revenue; others did not agree. Most promoters 
said they simply did not know the answer. 
Today, many promoters of major sports feel that 
television has ••• confronted them with an electronic 
knothole through which a million pair of eyes can look 
at once. They have seen gates at sports events drop 
ott as the number of TV sets increased. In too many 
cases, the price they hnve got for4TV rights has not offset the loss at the box office. 
If television had grown at a slower rate, the promoters 
might have had more time to make an honest evaluation about the 
medium' s effect on sports. In 1948, t he year when television ' s 
effect on sports were first beginning to receive serious con-
sideration, the number of television stations jumped from 16 
to 46. As new as it was , it did not l ook like television would 
give the promoter much time to decide whether it would be a 
help or a horror. 5 By 1949, television had already aroused 
"more furor 1n sports than all previous crises combined inclu-
ding gambling scandals , crusades against venal rascals and 
periodic declines in t he caliber of athletic talent on the 
hoof . "6 
4
"TV Disrupts Sports • Business," Business Week (January 
27, 1951) , p. 49. 
5"To Jle or Not To Be, " Newsweek (December 13, 1948) , 
p . 80. 
6stanley Frank, "Ida in Event: TV vs . SRO," Nation • s 
Business, XXXVII (ldareh, 1949), p . 47. 
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The leaders of various sports soon found the "tele-
vision problem" taking up more ot their time than anything 
else. In a 1950 meeting of the Nati onal Collegiate Athletic 
Association (college football ' s governing body) , Asa Bushnell , 
Eastern Conference Commissioner, commented that television and 
the a tomi c bomb had both been referr ed to at the meeting. Be 
enti oned the two hi.mselt and said, "Let's wait until the bomb 
<l.estroys our stadiums, and not let television do it fi.rst . "? 
One of boxing ' s l eading authorities, Nat Fleischer, 
pointed out thet in 1949 receipts from tights around the 
country dropped fifty per cent , -- some four million dollars . 
The big fights were holding their own, but t he smaller boxing 
clubs were experiencing great losses at the gate. 8 
In addition to the boXing l osses, S~bolaat1~ magazine 
o1nted out thet attendance at football games involving 111 
colleges attr acted 6 . 3 per cent fewer spectators 1n 1950 than 
1n 1949. Major league baseball was cut almost three million 
during that same period. 9 
Statistics showed that attendances at most major 
sporting events were dropping . Since the attendance declines 
faralleled the rise of commercial television, the new medium 
r eceived a great deal of the blame tor these declines . Like 
?"Air Wave of the Future, " Time (January 3Q, 1950), p. 66. 
8Ibid. 
0 9 .. TV. ca:t>t~ht 1n Its Own Network, II Scholastic, LIX (October 10, 1951) , pp. 13-14. 
I , 
radio before it, tel evisi on became the whipping boy for angry 
sports promoters who were in financial str aits . 
"The Long !lange Effect of Television and Other :Pactors on 
Sports Attendance" 
In the midst of the television-sports battle, Jerry 
N. Jordan produced what was to becomea1e of the most signifi-
cant studies ever done in the area of sports and television. 
It was a Master ' s thesis entitled "The Long ;tange l!:ffects of 
Tel evision and Other Factors on Sports Attendance. "10 Jordan ' s 
thesis was an extensive study in an area where large scale 
studies were practically unheard of. It included analyses of 
124, 000,000 paid admissions to sports events and almost 15, 000 
1nte!.'V'I.ews. 11 This thesis was published and distributed by the 
Radio-Television ~ufacturers Association who said in a fore-
word to the work: "Seldom has pure research aroused such wide-
spread interest - even before its publication - and probably 
never before has an academic thesis been sought after by as 
many persons in such varied occupations. "12 
10This work is often called "the Jordan study" but this 
t i tle is misl eading since the author produced several other 
'norks along these same lines. :Por the purposes of this study, 
Jordan ' s thesi s will hereafter be referred to as "The Long 
Range Effects • • • " 
llJerry N. Jordan, "The Long Range Effects of Tel evisicn 
and Other Factors on Spor ts Attendance, " (llaster ' s Thesis , 
Department of Psychology, Universi ty of Pennsylvania, as pub-
l ished by the Radi o- Tel evision Vanufacturers Association, 1950), 
p. 14 . 
12Jordan, op. cit .,.~f~o~re~w~o~rd~· -----------=============~==-----
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In the main, Jordan claimed that television was not 
~sponsible for the major ity of attendance losses at sports 
events . In 1950, be concluded that "the lons-range effect of 
television, as it i s today, therefore, will not harm attendance 
at sports events aDi ma:r help to incr ease it. "l.; 
Jordan gave particular attantion to two postulates. 
One was that the length of time a person owned a set directly 
influenced his and his family ' s attendance at sporting events. 
It was believed that after first buying a set , the new o~ner•s 
attendance temporarily declined but after one or two year ' s of 
ownership, his rate of attendance was higher than that of non-
owners . 14 This notion was often ca.lled the "novelty'' theory , 
since in the initial year or so of television ownership the 
set was eonsidered a novelty by its owner. Seeondly, Jordan 
credited fifteen factors other than television wi~h having a 
t ireet rel ationship to sports attendance. Four of these 
tors were highlighted t economic conditions, management , 
fac-
team 
erformance, and publicity were considered much more powerful 
than television in determining att endance. 15 Many of the 
~enets Jordan advanced were later challenged. Still, many of 
then were supported by additional studies . We will now look 
at some of the gener al considere.tions which frequented the 
13Jordan, op. cit ., p. 6. 
14rbid. 
15~. 
he sports- television controversy. 
Television: Does it Build or Break Interest and Attendance 
For Sports? 
In 1949, Ruth Te,yl or conducted a survey among 549 sub-
scribers to Tel evision Forecast magazine. She found thst 8~ 
pf the 
~vents 
respondents said they hsd become interested in sports 
which they hsd not been interested in before television.16 
1951 survey in Atlanta indicated thst two-thirds of the 
spondents who viewed sportsregularly on television said their 
interest hsd increased and their attendance hed not been 
affeoted. l? 
Bernard J . l!'ine , a student at Boston University , offered 
turtber evidence thst teleVision was not aerio~aly affecting 
sports attendance. Pine screened a number of works in this 
j rea and found the majority of them indicated thst television 
rad not had a great effect on sports attendance . In all except 
r na of the studies, Pine discovered no differences of impor-
~ ance in sports attendance between television and non-television 
bwners . 18 Leo Bogart , in his book The bge of Television, 
16Leo Bogart , 
Ungar Publishing Co., 
l?Ibid. 
(New York: Frederick 
18Bernard J . Pine, "What Do t he Survey's Tell Us?" (unpublished Master ' s thesis, School of Public Relations and 
Communications, Boston University, 1952), P• 49. 
0 
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claimed that at least ill baseball, boxing, and maybe to a 
esser degree ill football, 
• •• t elevision combines with other media and channels 
of publicity to generate an atmosphere of interest and 
discussion which lifts the level of awareness to the 
point where some people move from a position of apathy 
to one of marginal interest , or from the latter cate-
gory to become true fans . l9 
But not all studies supported the contention that tele-
vision was an electronic blessing for sports. Advertest 
Research, a research organization in New Jersey, raised a dis-
senting voice. In a 1949 survey of people who owned t elevision 
sets for over one year , Advertest Research found that television 
as a definite factor for declines in sports attendance. 
TABLE 5 
I 
SPORTS ATTENDANCE lOSSES DUE TO TELEVISION ( ) w a 
Percent who said Percent attending 
they attend less le sa often who ga..e 
Boort often TV as maj or reason 
~seball .... .... ........ 2?. 6 " 1? .1" 
~oxing . .... . .........•.• 9. 8 ? . 8 
eOll ege Football ••••••.• 12. 6 4. 0 
Professional Football ••• ? . 4 6. 1 
(a) Calculated from : Advertest Research, Stu~ of 
Boorts and Television, I , No . ? (September, 1949) , pp.:S. 
It is important to note that in no case did a majority 
pf the respondents claim t hey were attending a particular sport 
l9Bogart , 0:11· cit., p . 1?1. 
1 
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less after the purchase of their television set than before. 
ut except for college football, television was cited by those 
arsons who did o to fewer events as the ma or factor for 
heir attendance decrease, Lack of time, lack of money and 
eneral decline in interest were given as other reasons for 
I 
ttendance declines. 
Advertest Research in another 1951 survey of 761 males 
in the New rork Metropolitan area, not only a greater decline 
in sports attendance was noted , but even greater blame was laid 
to television for tbat decrease. Almost ~ of those men inter-
viewed said they v;ere going to fewer sports events the year 
after the purchase of a television set as compared to the year 
ibefore the purchase. Over tbree-fourtbs of those who went to 
I 
ewer events blamed t6le'V'I.aiol1 for their decrease 1n attel:ldanee.el. 
be 1949 study showed that the four sports under consideration 
bowed an average loss of 14~ in attendance. This was opposed 
o 40% in the 1951 work. Television received, on the average, 
he blame of slightly over 50% of the persons attending less 
1949 compared to 75% in 1951. 
This work done by Advertest Research in 1951 also in-
icated that television was responsible for certain increases 
attendance. But according to these findings, television was 
osing more sports fans than it was making. 
21Advertest Research, Study of Sports and Tel evision, 
II , No. 34 (December, 1951), p. 8. 
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Television and Others Forms of Entertainment 
Some people believed that the warnings sounded about 
televisi on ' s disasterous eff ects were unfounded because our 
economy was flexible enough to absorb a new development such 
as television. Although television would certainly keep some 
people away from t he ball parks, others would come to take 
their place. Jerry Jordan championed this point of view. Be 
bel ieved that all facets of our economy, including sports, 
could expand to make room for television. He pointed to the 
prosper1 ty of radio , the newapspers, and theatre. The analogy 
was that these forms of entertainmen~ survived television ' s 
effects and that sports could do the same. Tel evision v:ould 
bseome an addition to and not a replaeement for many of our 
forms of recreation. 22 It was felt that television and sports 
could exist side by side. 
Predictions that video would empty our great parks 
and stadia have proved as groundless as the earlier 
tears that once threatened to bar sports writers from 
the parks and did ban radio 20 years ago. Sportscas-
ting is paying its way with $6 and &7 million in rights 
fees ; educating millions to the thrills of SPOrts and 
opening enormous possibilities as network and theater 
TV expand. !.!illion dollar "gates" for big events are 
coming back, with television fees leading the way to 
greater stability; more assured income; pension and 
welfare funds. 23 
Jer ry N. Jordan, 
2:?Ibid., P• 8 . 
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~ This writer hesitates to accept the analogy that ecause television did not seriously retard the growth of many I orms of our way of l ife, it did not injure major sports. At 
this point the writer is not making a final evaluation of tele-
vision•setfect on certain sports - - but ~erely casting some 
boubt on one method used to establish the true nature of tele-
~sion • s effect on sports. 
Television may not have had any adverse effects on 
newspaper readership because it was a sufficiently different 
medium than newspapers and did not compete for the responses 
that newspapers did. Television probably has a greate.r like-
esa to radio (in terms of competing for an audience) than to 
the newspapers. The number of radio stations in the United 
States rose steadily dUrift$ the years paralleling the growth 
of commercial television. The number of AM radio stations 
jumpted from less than 2, 000 in 1949 to ;,;26 in 1959. 24 
Television seems to be an addition to and not a replacement 
for radio. 
But isn't there still another medium that resembles 
telsvision more than radio? This writer feels there is. That 
medium is motion pictures. J!.Ven with the many differences , 
such as physical size of the two screnes, the admission price, 
and the parking problem, tel evision comes closer to approxi-
mating the motion pictures than any other medium. For the 
24 Industry Surve;y:s, II (New York: StaDdard and Poor's 
Corporation, February 5, 1959), p . P;;. --========L---
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tbree ;rears betore television's first noted ef'f'acta on the 
uerica.n public - 1946, 1947, and 1948 -- motion picture 
houses drew an average weekly attendance over over 90 million 
people. Starting with 1949, the attendance at motion pictures 
began to dec l ine. .llthough there were occasional fluctuations 
in attendance, the decline was f'airl7 atead;r and in 1957 the 
aotion pictures drew 45 aillion custoaera. 25 
Any atte~t at comparing television's ef'f'ect on various 
aodee of' lif'e in order to determine ita ef'f'eot on sports seems 
to lead to dubious conclusions. But 1f' one doee carry this 
analogy cut , it is noted that television did have a definite 
effect on motion pictures. .lnd it is with mo tion pictures that 
television f'urDishes the fairest comparison. 
This writer, like other s , challenged so•e ot Jerry 
Jordan's contentions. The findings of' one researcher were not 
being accepted as dogma. But Jordan performed a great service 
to both the sports and television industries. Jirat , he set 
an extensive groundwork upon which later studies could origin-
ate. He attempted to aake aenae out of' a mase of' theories 
that ran rampant when television was first thought to have a 
serious ef'f'ect on sporte. Than too, he relieved television of' 
much of' the bl&Qe it wee receiving f'or aporte troubles . He 
may have started soae sports promoters looking f'or factors 
other than television f'or attendance l osses. Pinally, to the 
25Indust;7 Surve:;a, I (Hew Yorl<: Standard and Poor's 
Corporation, ~. 1959), P• .l 65. 
=~-
best of this researcher's knowledge , Jordan was one of the ve~ 
few persons who strongly suggested television as one means to 
cure some of sports ills. Jordan saw television, the very 
medium some people were crediting with destroying sports , as 
an implement for building a brighter future for sports in the 
~ United States. Tbat television and sports could be co~patable 
was a notion few peopl e were willing to accept . Perhaps sports 
woul d bave done well to l ook to the constructive rather tban 
the destructive uses of the f l edgling medium. 
Tel evision and Sports ~ter 1955 
It seemed tbat the majority of research done in the 
area of television and sports was done before 1955. By 1955, 
uven yeai's had PASsed si..n.e& sports beg&J1 to feel the effects 
of the television industry. But even though magnates in both 
television and sports bad seven years of analyses on which to 
decide the effects of television on sports , they were not able 
to reach eny agreement . In 1955 the reports continued that , 
"opinion is still divided about the effect of TV on ca;jor 
com.:mercial sports. " 26 
By the mid- 1950's, there was evidence tbat minor 
league baseball was a definite television casualty. Football 
suffered heavily at first , but after restrictions were placed 
26
"TV's Effect on l!ovies , Sports, " U. S. News and World 
Report (September 2 , 1955), PP• 4}-44. 
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on tel evised games, the situation looked to improve. Major 
league baseball seemed to have benefited from telecasting its 
games because of' the revenue from rights fees and the increase 
in women fans . Boxing and wrestling were thought to have pro-
fited from telecasts both in direct income from sale of' rights 
and i n revival of' public interest. 27 
One sportswriter who wrote a great deal about televi-
sion and sports made a grand understatement when, in 1950, he 
said " • • • everyone is a little confused by the revolution 
that occurred when sports moved into the American home. n 28 
He went on: 
Today, as you know, everything comes into the parlor, 
right under the noses of your grandmother and your 
little son - horses , wrestlers , ball players, fighters , 
runners and leapers in undershirts . It has made a 
great change in the thoughts and tastes ot the American 
:~i~9; also in the morels and manners of' the athletes • 
The moat recent study found on television and sports 
at the time of' this writing was conducted by Tel evision Age 
magazine. In this study, 1 , 000 men, 18 years and over , were 
polled in the New York Metropolitan Area. The findings were 
preceded by the admission that the initial impact of television 
on sports events was an injurious one . But television would 
27Ibid. 
28John Lardner , "Better Than Como, " Newsweek (July 2, 
1956) , p . }2. 
29nid. 
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eventually pick up enough new fans who would go to the ball 
parks out of curiosity if nothing else. 
The vsst majority of the respondents (8~) said that 
television broadcasts of sporting events did not affect their 
attendance at those events. Another 3· 9.' said they attended 
less often but this figure was countered by the 15 .~ who said 
that television coverage of sports events increased their 
attendance at particular sports .~ The conclusion was drawn 
that television can be an impetus to the gate since those per-
sons 
more 
who view sports 
frequently . 3l 
on the video screen also attend sports 
Sports Programa in the )lass J.!edia 
Sports programs have pl&yd 4l1 1mpOi'talit role 1». th6 
mass media . In 1939, 26.~ of newsreel content in the motion 
pictures was devoted to sports. This percentage dropped to 
15. }% in 1942 end continued a slow decline until 194? when it 
rose to 26. 2%.32 Throughout the years, the newspapers also 
have depended on sports for their columns. Frank Luther Mott 
in a study of trends in newspaper cont ent found that in 1910, 
~"Sports and Television, " Television Age, VII, No . 3 (September 7, 1959), p. 32. 
'
1Ibid. 
32w1lliam Albig, (New York: 
McGraw Hill Book Company, 
0 I 
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ten leading metropolitan newspapers devoted an average ot 7. 1% 
of their colWIIIUI to sports. This figure rose steadily and in 
1940, these papers had 20.~ of their column content going to 
sports. }} Even more significant is the fact that whereas the 
percentage of columna devoted to sports varied, sports never 
ranked less than second out of twelve categories of content. 
In an analysis of nine American radio stations it was 
discovered that 3.82% of broadcasting time was devoted to 
sports in 1925. Two years later this percentage climbed to 
5. 32%. In 1932, it slipped back to 4. 7~, but by 1939 the 
radio stations in this study devoted 8 .~ of their time to 
sports programs, 34 Out ot 25 program types, sports usually 
ranked about sixth in total time tbroughout the years . 
:Records indicate that !!porta pl ayed a veey iaportant 
part in early television program planning. A Market Research 
survey in 1948 found that sports were the principal attraction 
tor most New Yorkers and residents ot neighboring communities 
who planned to buy tel evision sets. A staggering 69:1' said 
sports would be the most popular program type in t heir home. 35 
Other early studies also placed sports hi gh on the lis 
of viewer preference. But the impressive ranking of sports 
-'~snk Luther ll.ott , "The Press and the Contemporacy 
Scene , " The Annals of the American Acadel!IY of Political and 
Social Science, vCXII (January, 1942) , p~l. 
34Albig, op. cit., p. 447. 
-'~ew York Times, June 17, 1948, p . 50. 
1 
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must be temper ed by the fact that there was a scarcity of good 
programs on the air during television ' s fledgling years . 
The scarcity of good prograas causes many persons 
to turn to sports • • • Surveys indicate that people 
will accept almost any programs for the first six 
months whether they like them or not. However, as 
the offerings in drama, music , and variety shows im-
pr ove both as to quality and to quantity, people who 
are not already sports fans will turn to drama, music 
and varieti_because these are their established 
interests . ;)~) 
By 1952, the impact of sports programs on television 
had begun to wear off. In that year , a survey of 5 ,067 men 
and women in the New York area found sports programs r anked 
fifth out of the nine "most liked" type of programs . }7 The 
networks themselves perhaps reali~ed that sports were decli-
ning in popularity because they began to devote less time to 
sports programs . In 19Sl, for instance , the television sta~ 
tiona in the New York ar ea gave an average of l~ of their 
program time to sports. By 195} the percentage went to ~ and 
in 1954 it was onl y 5%, or halt of what it was in 1951 . 38 
During the last few years , sports programming seems to 
be making a strong comeback. It is well on its way to becoming 
}~homas E. Corbett , 
Pl ea.santville, New York: Bz·o~ 
p . 22. 
}7Dr. Thomas E. Coffin, :q~~~~1. Peopl e and Products , Additional ! 
Hof stra stUdy, Apr i l 1 , 1952, p . 1}. 
:?~ancis Earl Barcus, "Communications Content : Analy-
sis of the Research, 1900-1958," (doctorate thesis , Department 
of Communicati ons , University of Illinois, 1959), p. 164. 
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a $50 million network television business. Sports are the one 
source of programing money that has tripled duri.ag the Ja at 
two or three yeara • .39 All of the networks are increasi.ag the 
til:te devoted to sports. Why the suddent increase in sports 
programs? Perhaps it is due to a "growing viewer preference 
for television entertainment offeri.ag l ive heroes and genuine 
drama. ,40 There are no big rehersals needed for sports events, 
no tempermental artists to deal with, a dramatic endi.ag is 
always possible, and there is no fear of a performer forgettil 
his lines or missing a cue. 
Another reason sports are enjoying renewed popularity 
on television is that the advertisers are realizing the good 
value of a sports program. They are findi.ag that sports pro-
grams give them low cost per thousand for male audiences and 
that a big budget is not needed for a sustained effort.41 
All f!>ures point to a continued rise in both time and 
money devoted to sports programs by networks and advereisers . 
This will mean more revenue for the sports promoters and a 
greater amount of sports fare for the television viewer • 
.39"Sponsor-Scope, " Sp<?nsor, XII , No • .35 (August ;o, 
1958), p. 19. 
40,Appeal of unrehersed drama is winning more viewers 
and sponsors , " Television Age , VI , No . 7 (November ,3 , 1958), 
p . 27. 
1959), 
4l"Sponsor-Scope, " Sponsor, nu, lio . ll (J&arch 14, 
p. 18. 
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Summary 
Takill8 sports en toto , television seems to 00. ve a 
great effect in creatill8 interest . Upon occasion , that inter-
est turns into increases in attendance. In other cases , 
t here i s no relationship between increased interest and in-
creased attendance. In fact, int erest may increase while 
attendance decreases . 
By "creating interest" the writer means that through 
television more people now know what a triple pl ay is, more 
youngsters a re following a certain sport , and more women have 
a knowledge of the "T" formation. It may well be t hat tele-
vision wrecked havoc on certain sports proDioters by hurting 
their income via gate receipts . These promoters cannot be 
bl amed for taking a negative view of television - - after all, 
they are business men seekl.l!8 to make a profit . By the same 
t oken t hey cannot be expected to recognize the fact that by 
creating more general interest in sports , television may be 
performing a greeter good t han if it boosted the gate receipts 
of a few promoters . 
It i s now apparent that it is folly to say television 
has been good or television has been bed for sports. To the 
man watching the major league game for free on his television 
screen; to the networks who attract millions of viewers for a 
ball game; and to the advertiser who sells hi s product by ad-
vertising it on a sports program, t elevision bas been good. 
0 
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To the promoter who watches his gate receipts dwindle while 
his rival's product is being given away tor free on a 21-inch 
screen, television has not been so good. The problem is a 
difficult one of measuri.ng the beneficial effects of added 
interest against any detrimental effects of attendance losses. 
CIIAP.l!ER IV 
GIVE L!E LIBERTY OR GIVE ME ANTITRUST 
The great cajority of the studies conducted on tele-
vision and sports have ignored the problem of antitrust legis-
lation and its applicability to sports broadcasting. It is 
not difficult to see why only a few laymen have examined this 
problem. The United States Supreme Court has indicated it is 
a question for uongress to decide. Yet the Congress , after 
holding numerous hearings , surveying thousands of pages of 
testimony, and entertaining various bills, has been unable to 
provide any concrete legislation. But before the reader can 
even attempt to gain a true picture of television end sports, 
be should at least be exposed to the antitrust issues which 
have harassed sports and television. 
The major legal problem facing sports has not been in 
regard to broadcasting. The paramount debate in antitrust, 
at least in professional baseball and professional football , 
has been over the reserve clause which is concerned with a 
pl ayer's right to be a free agent . The Congressional inves-
tigations have put primary emphasis on certain restrictions 
placed on ball players by the organiz.ation they play for . 
These restrictions prohibit 
to the highest bidder. The 
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a player from selling his services 
writer cannot begin to tackle this! 
aspect of the antitrust enigma. When terms such as "anti-
trust legislation," or "antitrust problemB" are raised in this 
chapter , they will apply only to the broadcasting parts of the 
antitrust picture. 
A General View of Sports and t he Antitrust Problem 
There is an unusual distinction given to the broad-
casting phase of sports and the antitrust question which sep-
arates it from any other aspect of the problem. For instance, 
professional baseball is regarded as a sport and not s busi-
ness . Therefore the sport does not come under the purview of 
the antitrust laws. Yet proreooional baseball ' s radio and 
television practices are deemed as distinct, end have come 
under the scrutiny of the Department of Justice. 
Professional football is regarded as a business; not 
a sport . But its radio and television policy is given legal 
sanction. 1 College football ' s television practices, to the 
best of this researcher ' s knowledge, have never been tested 
in the courts. So college football's status is that of a 
sport and its television policies are legal. Boxing is most 
definitely considered a business and constantly comes under 
l At the time of this writing, the National Football 
League was the only operating professional football league in 
America. Therefore consideration could not be given to the 
newly proposed American Football League which would become the 
~<lllli.PJ.COfeasional football league ill--the United .States. ___ === 
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the watchful eye of the Department of Justice. But the busi-
ness of organized boxing is a llowed to enact television poli-
cies for its own purposes. 
We find at least three ditterent situations in regard 
to the legal status of sports (or businesses) and the legal 
position of their television practices. This emphasizes the 
,point that there is little connection between a sport being 
subject to the antitrust laws and its television plan being 
subject to those same laws. 
Regardless of this dichotomy, one fact seems clear. 
Professional baseball has been the sport most affected by the 
anti trust problem. Professional baseball 1s the only major 
sport whose requests in terms of a television plan have been 
eonsidered illegal. Since the consequences suffered by base-
ball in regard to the antitrust problem bave been much greater 
than those suffered by other sports, professional baseball will 
receive the greatest attention. 
Professional Baseball and the Antitrust Problem: 
The Philosophies and the Background 
The philosophies behind the baseball-antitrust dilemma 
are relatively simply. The crux of the problemeenters around 
the right of the major leagues to prohibit the telecasts of 
their games into minor league territories. This is often 
called the "black-out" policy in which certain areas are 
"blacked-out" from major league telecasts. 
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Those in favor of such black-outs argue that minor 
league baseball bas suffered immeasureably from major league 
telecasts. They point to the fact that the attendance of the 
11inor leagues has dwindled and ita structure has suffered 
great strain. This suffering baa hurt tba II.Bjors a great deal 
ll since the minor leagues form the backbone of the major league ~ operation . 
Those opposed to stopping the major league telecasts 
claim the minor league downfall was coincidental with televi-
sion ' s rise; not a direct result of it . Another point raised 
by those against television bans can be applied to all sports , 
not just baseball. That is the point that the public is enti-
tled to see any and a ll games it possibly can. The black-out 
opponents say the public has a r1g4t to see the major league 
games. There are a great ~~.any people , including shut-ins, who 
depend on television to see their II.Bjor sporting events . 
Those against television curbs feel the black-outs would be 
unfair to these people. The hurt placed on these people by 
denying them the chance to see major league ball games would 
far outweigh any problems caused by unrestricted telecasting. 
The knotty anti tru.st poser reached its major propor-
tions in baseball relatively recently, because until 1951, 
the provisions in the constitution of organized professional 
baseball were considered sufficient to cope with any broad-
casting problem. Among the rules governing professional base-
() ball was rule l(d). Rule l(d) prohibited a major league team 
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troa authorizing a broadcast or any of its gamea outside its 
hoae territory aDd within the home territory of another team, 
without the other team• a consent . (A radius of 50 ailea was 
COllllidered "home territol'1") . 2 In other worda , if the New 
York Yankees telecast a gase tbat was seen within a 50 =ile 
radius of the hoee park of another baseball teaa, they would 
have to get the pen.iaaion or the other club . At least this 
waa the case before October of 1951. 
On October 8 , 1951, in order to avoid antitrust pr ose-
cution by the Department of Justic e, rule l(d) was stricken. 3 
And a flood of controversy began. For almoat }0 years prof es-
sional baseball felt it was within legal continea with its 
broadcasting policy. Si.nce the sport itself waa exempt fro:. 
antitruet laws, the baaeball executives believed their televi-
aion practices would receive a like exe~tion . 
The ease which gave baseball its original exemption 
from antit rust l aws was the Pedera l Baseball ease of 1922.4 
In baseball 's formulat1ve years there were other leagues of 
0 
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stature besides the American and National . One of these was 
the .Federal League. The l!'ederal League charged that the Ameril 
can and National Leagues should come under the jurisdiction of 
the Sherman Antitrust Act because , by buying up some of the 
teams in that league, they forced the Federal League to dis-
solve. These were charges of monopoly, but they had little to 
do with broadcasting. 5 
The Supreme vourt decision on the Federal Baseball case 
ruled in part : 
The business of providing public baseball games for 
profit between clubs of professional baeebsll players 
in a league and between clubs of rival leagues , although 
necessarily involving the constantly repeated traveling 
of the players from one State to another , provided for, 
controlled and disciplined by the org~izations employ-
ing them, is not interstate comaeree. 
The majority of arbitration concerning besebell and 
antitrust has depended upon this decision. Opinion was 
sharply divided over whether or not this ease should have been 
used for subsequent rulings on baseball's antitrust status. 
uany legal opinions pointed up the fact that baseball had 
changed a great deal since its earliest antitrust decision. 
One important change was the transmission of the game from 
telegraph to television. Some students of this problem clai 
that this change alone was enough to challenge the merits of 
5u.s., Reports, CCLII (October , 1921), p . 200. 
6rbid. 
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of the Federal Baseball case decision. One source even claime 
that : 
The Federal Baseball case is a decision of another 
age . It antedates the era of nationally sponsored 
coast to coast broadcasts, television million dollar 
gate receipts , and $80, 000 salaries. It represents the 
legalistic approach rather than the realistic approach 
that organized b~seball is a business and not merely a 
spectacle •• , 'I 
Congressional Consideration of Baseball and Antitrust 
The Congress of the United States conducted many inves-
tigations in an effort to solve the sports and antitrust prob-
lems. Since basebal l was the one sport that was not considered 
a business, most of the investigations centered around the par-
ticular problems of placing baseball on an equal basis with 
other professional team sports. Experts from t he broadcasting 
industry, along with leaders of the sports world were called 
upon to testify during many of the hearings. Little agreement 
•nas reached • 
• • • one of t he few things that has been conclusively 
determined by the numerous congressional investigat ions 
of the communications industry is that expert and exper-
ienced observers will offer diametrically opposed ap-8 praisals of the ~act of radio and television • • • 
That unanimity could not be reached during these 
?John w. Neville , "Baseball and the Antitrust Laws," 
XVI (Worcester , llass.: Hefferman Press , 
Baobinson o. Everett , Law and Contem~or~ Problems, 
mi, No. 4 (Durham , North Caroltna: DUke Un1vers tY Law 
School , Autumn, 1957) , P• 5~9 · 
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h&arings waa not too surpriaill8 in light of the SupreJ:~e Court 
lldecisions which reflect the difficulty in the application of 
the antitrust laws to sports. In the four decisions pertainin~ 
to the jurisdictional aspects of the problems, 9 the Court bas 
only once rendered a unanimous decision and that was in the 
Federal Bassball ease almost 40 years ago. 10 
The SUpreme Court begged the question and believed 
that COJ:l8ress was in the best position to remedy the problem. 
In an effort to comply with the advice of the Supreme court , a 
rash of bills were brought before CoJ:l8ress during the late 
1950's. These bills were as diverse in scope as was the testi-
mony heard in the investigations surrounding then. There were 
lseven bills which formed the basis for the COJ:l8ressional 
hearings held in the summer of 1957 by the House Subcommittee 
on Antitrust . One bill (H. R. 538') provided for the complete 
exemption of professional team sports from antitrust laws, 
Two others (H.R. 5,o? and B.R. 5'19) placed organized baseball 
under the antitrust laws which meant that all organized profes-
sional team sports would then be covered by antitrust laws. 
The reosinill8 four bills (H.R. 6876, H. R. 6877, B. ){ . 802, , and 
B.R. 8124) took a moderate, middle- of- the-road approach. 
These billa called tor professional team sports to be subject 
to the anti trust laws but apecitical~ aellpte<i troa those laws 
certain pn.cticee deeaed eaaential to the operation ot the 
aports . 11 
It was evident that both the judicial and legislative 
bn.nohes ot our government realized that tho sports-antitrust 
ieaues must be resolved. But each departnent waited tor the 
other one to rellder a solution. The aol utione that were ot-
tered were inconaietent. But , surprising~ enough, testimo~ 
on both aides ot the antitrust tence, has been relative~ con-
aiatent . To be sure, the opinione have been quite divergent , 
but the arguments advanced b7 each side seemed to have remain 
conetant. 
The llinor Leagues: Pocus ot Antitrust Considerations in BasebaliJ 
The decline ot the ainor leagues was the bone ot con-
tention among those who favored the legalizing of television 
black-outs . In a 1952 Congressional report on organi&ed base-
ball it was pointed out that the economic problems of the ainor 
leagues differed great~ troa those of the majors . 12 The 
ainors have &1'11'8.18 been aore sensitive to changing econ0<1ic 
colldi tiona and consWier dema;nds . The report observed that 
11Saauel l! . Pierce, Jr., "Orsani:ted Professional Toe 
Sports and the Antitrust lawa , " cornell Law Q)!arterl.r, n.III, 
Ko . 4 (Summer, 1958) , p . 5?8. 
12u.s. 
• • 
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ainor leagues usuall;r depended upon financial hdp frolll their 
aajor league brethren. The ainors reached their bigheat point 
in attendance in 1923. Then, attendance gradually declined and 
a disaster almost developed during the depreasion years . The 
consumer was offered too many other interests and his goney was 
not going to the ainor league bell parks. Yinor league base-
ball waa revi Ted '11'1. th the adTent of night be.aebell how8't'er, and, 
except for the wartime period, the relative atability which 
atarted in 1930 lasted through 1949. In that year minor league 
1
attendance reached an all time high of 41, 895, 000. 
mareial television gave the minora a new problem. 
But COCI-
Attendanee 
decreases after 1949 ware aarked and the ble.ce wae directed to 
television. 
1'be contention ne that 111Aor loe.guo t ano woulcl. not 
spend their money on their local teans when they could aee big 
league favorites with the flick of a dial . It waa believed 
that as television beoame more popular , minor league attendance 
would continue to drop. Television created a general problem. 
The televising ot major l eague games into minor league terri-
tories was a particular problem brought about by baseball's use 
of the new ~ediua. 
On llay 6, 1953, the Federal Co~cationa c.;ouission 
expressed concern over the antitrust issue. That Commission 
ia.ued a statenent which read in part: 
Such alleged benefits as are derived from unre-
stricted, unregulated broadcasts that the Antitrust 
Division bas forced on the public today are auperfi-
-?2-
cial. They are aporadic , tupor&r)' , and delusive. Al-
ready the displaceaent ot the ainor league baseball 
clubs throughout the Nation 1a proving to be a great 
l oss i n many aspects to many communities, 
llnless actiOll is taken i&aediately to relieve the 
ainor baae~~l leaguee, irreparable dacage will be 
done . • • 
One of the aost ardent supporters of legalizing black-
outs baa been the Commissioner of Baseball, Ford Frick. The 
Coaaiaaioner bas continually urged that baseball be allowed to 
contr ol major league tel ecasts. ln hearings held in 1957, Mr. 
Prick upreued much the Mile attitude be bed shown )'ears be-
fore : 
t he 
1 would aak J'OU, without ccying entitruat laws - tbi.s 
ia a plea - in 10ur deliberatioll8 , ~ben J'OU make a re-
port, it the committee could come up with some sugges-
tions tbat would enable us to l egall y restrict radio 
and telev ision to this extant , that no major league 
games rill go into a a1llor league town on tho 441 1ll 
which the team is pl&J'ing a gaae, ~Qu would have done a 
great er service to baseball than al moAt apythigg el se 
you can do • • • 
• 0 • • • • • 0 • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • 
• . • your major league club is not in a bad position. 
It can det~ine whether the)' wi l l broadcast or tele-
cast an individual club. It can seel that broadcast 
tor certain moneys and t hey are in a position to deter-
aine whether or not the acney the)' make from the tel e-
viaion or radio co~en11tes tor the loss at the fate, 
but J OUr poor minor-league club baa no compensat on 
whatsoever and this thing suddenly comes in i!ld be 
tiDds himself in terrific financial straits . 
In a recent letter to tbia writer, Mr. Frick again ex-
l~eamss, Adoption ot Certain Rules with Respect to 
Broadcast ng •.• , op. cit •• p . 12. 
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pressed concern over the antitrust issue . Be admi~ed that 
trom the standpoint ot promotion, television baa increased 
~aseball inter est throughout the country. But because of the 
~egal inabili ty to control tho ti.me and place of a telecast , 
television bas also proven injurious to baseball. "Until some 
anawer can be found to tbie problellt, or aora speciticall;r, un-
til the goverllllent will pemit us to reasonably regulate such 
tel ecasts, baseball is in tor tough go1ng. "l5 
The majorit7 ot the opinions ot minor league ottic iala 
fhat this writer surveyed expressed the desire tor reetricted 
telecasts. Minor league preaident, George u. TTautman, save 
1a views on the daNae done to the ainor league structure by 
the eaturation ot aajor league television. TTau~ realized 
that the minor league tane aight be resentful 1t they were 
denied the opportunity to eee major league gamea on television 
~henever t hey wished. But the minor league president asked the ~ana to take a long range l ook at the entire picture remember-
ing that just about every player in the majora 1a developed in 
the ainor leagues. Be eta ted that , "tbare are hundred& ot 
Clitiea in m er1Cia that have been depriTed ot llinor League base-
ball bee~ause ot the hopelessness ot trying to compete with 
'radio and tel evision. ,.lG 
l 5Let ter t r om Pord Frick, Commissioner ot Baseball, 
December 29, 1959. 
1~aa Release , National Association ot Baseball 
Writers , llay 15, 1960. 
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El.rl R. Bowsam, v1ce-pr·es1dent of the Denver Bears, 
a baseball club in the Alllerican Aeeoci.ation, offered com:oente 
aiailar to those of other ainor league club executives. Mr. 
Howsam felt that sttende.nce waa discouraged by the televising 
of major league games. The attendance lose, he believed, was 
especial~ felt ruaong the ranks ot thoee tans who had to travel 
great diatancea to gn to the ball park. Spealcing tor his 
team, Mr . Bowaam was in favor of reatricting aajor league 
television. 17 
Opposition to Lesal Black-Outs 
Thus far we have aeen a great deal of support for legal-
izing black-outs of major league games on the baeie that tele-
vision baa hurt the minor leagues. Those agaillat black- out 
have baaed their arguaenta on two major points. Firat, they 
cl.ai.JD that television baa not been the cause of a inor league 
problema. Second, they contend that r egardless of the effect 
television has had on the ainor leagues , the public interest 
would not be served b7 legal1zin6 the black- outs. 
Gordon McLendon of the Trinit7 Broadcaa~ing ComP4n1 of 
Dallas, Texas , believed that the minors 10ere looking for a 
scapegoat when they blamed television for their problems. l!r. 
lie Lend on • 1 testi.monJ na not regarded too highlJ' because he 
was branded as selfish and in~erested in his own financial 
l?Letter from Earl R. Bowsam, vice- president of the 
Denver Beare ' baseball club, February 16, 1960. 
I 
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gain rather than the better.ent of sports or broadcasting. 
This writer cannot coament on Mr. McLeDdon•a actives, but it 
can be said that his sentiments were echoed time aDd time again 
by others whose opiniona were held in higher regard by the in-
vaatigators. Wr. McLendon believed the minor leagues could 
cure their ills deapite ~ adverse effects of teleTision. 
• • • instead of concentrating on better promotion and 
the injection of new aho-=anehip into their attraction; 
instead of facing tra.nkJ.,- the new COIIPttition from 
drive-in theatres , increases in sandlot aDd softball 
CCJIP&tition, installllant b~ and televiaion prograas, 
the minor-lear•• have desperately l ashed out like a 
wounded anima at probably the most innocent target -
broadcasts and telecaata of major l eague baseball games; 
who is to say that t he attendance of minor-loague games 
would not be down further than 1 t is now 1t we had not 
had the broadcaetl and telecasts of aajor- league gpes 
on a nationwide baaia tor the last several yeara?l8 
I.n 1958, the then Cbaiman of the Federal COIU!Ullica-
tiona Coamisaion, John Doerter, issued a prepared state~ent 
which reversed an earlier position taken by the commission. 
Mr . Dcerfer stated: 
the 
In our judgment the public interest is beat aerved by 
having available to the public the widest possible 
choice of programs. The question ot whether or not 
this legislation will result in leu sporta broadcas-
ting is iaportant to the public and it ia a Tery per-
tinent question to which the congress should g1Te very 
serious consideration. Sporting events &Toke tremen-
dous interest end they are aaong the aoat hig~lY popu-
lar prograJIIS that are received by the public. •:r 
lSaearings , Adoption of certain Rules with Respectto 
Brofdcasting • • • , cp. cit., P • 97. 
19statement of Honorable John u . Doerter 
~th~e~~~i uo.,municationa coamission, l0~71i • 
• 
--
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The issue of public interest was a popular one with 
those opposed to black- outs. There was some chance that minor 
league attendance declines might be associated with television. 
harts and graphs could go a loJ:l8 W"'f towards support1J:l8s this 
~othesis. But the publi c interest plea was theoretical and 
was not l ikely to be disproved. 
In 1958, Harold E. Fell~~s , President and Chairman of 
the Board of the National Association of ~roadcasters , took up 
the cry that black-outs would not be in the public in~erest . 
We do not believe that the publ ic ' s interest is served 
by a blanket authorization for restrictive agreements 
lim1till8 the radio and television broadcasting of those 
events which have such great appeal to the American pub-
lic. We believe that euch agreements should stand the 
scrutiny of reasonablanese in order to be in the over-
a l l public intereet. 2 
The radius for black-outs that was most often proposed 
was seventy- five miles from the ho~e ball park. Wr . Pellow& 
submitted his findings which showed bow many people would be 
affect ed if the black- outs were enforced. He pointed out that 
of the 18' television stations carrying major league baseball , 
only thirty- five would not be hampered by restricted tele-
cast s . Fifty- eight of the stat ions would be affected at least 
50% of the time and ninety stations would be blacked- out all 
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of t he t ime . 21 
~ The thirty-five stations which would never be affected 
iare located within sparse populat ion areas which explains why 
there are no minor league te~ within a seventy- five-mile 
radius . These stations represent nearly twelve million people. 
The fifty- eight etations coming under the 50% black-out serve 
about twenty- two million people. The ninety stations which 
would be totally blacked-out are in the viewing range of forty-
four million people . 22 
These are imposing figures. They show that sixty- six 
million people would be in some way affected by restricted 
major league telecasts . Upon these figures , and others like 
them, rests a large portion of the case against legal black-
outs. 
Solutions to the Problem 
It is evident that there are no ready answers to the 
basebal l-antitrust dilemma. Torbert H. MacDonald, United 
States Representative from the Eighth District of Massachusett~ , 
was interested in finding out what sports writers throughout 
the nati on thought about this question. The sports writers , 
Subcommittee on Antitrust and 
22~. 
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who rarely had a direct connection with either the broadcasters 
or minor league teams, seemed to be in an ideal position to j 
make an objective evaluation of the issues. Out of 275 writer~ 
who participated in a poll conducted by Representative 
MacDonald, ninety-five said that all professional sports should 
be exempted from antitrust laws. There were seventy sports 
journalists who felt that all sports should come under the 
antitrust laws. Fifty-seven believed that only football and 
baseball should be exempted; thirty- three said only baseball 
should receive such exemption; and twenty were undecided. 2' 
Even the seemingly impartial sports writers were perplexed on 
this issue and failed to offer a dafinite solution. 
Hdwin Johnson, the former Senator from Colorado, who 
was actively involved in the sports-antitrust legislation, £e1 
that a black- out was not in the public interest. His idea was 
that the major leagues should compensate the ninors for finan-
cial losses suffered at the gate. 24 This writer cannot help 
wondering how the amount of money paid to the minors for losses 
attributed to television would be decided. To do this, a judg1 
ment Oiould have to be made to decide how much of the losses wl l 
a direct result of major league telecasts. This could be a 
difficult task indeed. However , the proposal would at l east 
2'a~s Bills To Almend the Antitrust I.e.ws as to ~otect Tra~ Commerce • •• , op. cit. , pp. 115-116 . 
• 
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tatist'y If the compensation were the majority of the public . 
lfigh enougll, it might make the minors happy, too . But if it 
~ere too high, the major league club owners would probably be 
very reluctant to pay it. 
The question might be raised as to why the major league 
teams have not taken individual action if the Department of 
11 
Justice frowned upon official restriction. First , each 
afraid that if it does cut out its broadcasting and the 
that go with it, the other teams would not follow suit. 
team isll 
revenue~ 
Second, 
there is a chance that the Department of Justice may consider 
t his "individual action, " as a concerted effort to restrict 
telecasts and subject to the antitrust laws. 25 
After examining most of the proposals and reviewing the 
ibajority of the tasti~ony given by both sides on this qU6Stion , 
~muel R. Pierce, Jr. concluded that any professional team 
sport organizations should be allowed to practice certain re-
strictions. He believed that the teams should be sanctioned 
to prohibit telecasts into the home territory of one of its 
affiliated members whenever that team is playing at home. The 
allowance of any restrictions on r adio broadcasts was thougllt 
to be unjustified . 26 
As the issues stand today , no immediate resolution is 
in sight. U an answer i s to be reached, it will probably com~ 
25cornell Law Qgarterly, op. cit., p. 596. 
26cornell Law Qua£ierly, op. cit . , p . 61}. 
_ j 
!rom Congress and not the Supreme Court. The bast prospect 
seams to be in the torQ ot compromise legislation which would 
grant the minora a better deal whil e taking away some of the 
benefits n~• anjoyed by the public . 
A possible an8Wer to the conflict between logical 
legal analysis and the practical demands ot the public 
and the sport itselt lies in intelligent legislation by 
~ongress - legislation that would recognize the legal 
issues , ~he deaanda of baseball as a aport and the rights 
of players and the public . Through such legislation 
~ongress IQUld enable the courts to quit begging the 
question. <!:f 
Professional Football and Antitrust 
In 195;, a court decillion was mads regarding profes-
sional football's television practices. The decision WBS 
r eached in the ease of the United States v. National Football 
League. 28 That decision probably enabled professional football 
to attain the stature it now has a major sport in the United 
States. 
In the United States v. National Football League ease, 
a Judge Grim ruled that it was legal tor teams in the National 
Pootball League to restrict telecasts into the home territories 
ot its mellber tear:uJ on the day that team was pla;ying at home. 
Tbe telecasting restrictions were set up to protect the weaker 
teaaa and thus preserve the league itselt. Judge Grim felt 
2?Samuol s . IICX1nney, "Baseball - One ~caption to the 
Antitrust Le.ws," Univ . of Pittaburgh Le.w Review, XVIII (1956-
195?), P • 148. 
0 
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forcing the weaker teams to i nvite the adverse financial ef-
fects of games telecast outside their home territory . 29 In 
short , profess~onal football was granted the telecasting free-
dom denied professional baseball . 
= 
In granting such a freedom to r estrict telecasts , a key 
issue was r aised. What was the difference between the weaker 
teams in the National Football League being allowed to protect 
themselves from the economic sting of outside telecasts and 
baseball's minor leagues being allcr"ed to do the same? The di -
ter ence was that professional football was considered a league 
unto itself, (the National Football League) and baseball was 
considered more t han one league, 
In other words , by imposing limits on telecasts, the 
National Football League was neither hurting nor helping anyon, 
~ but itself; its actions were kept within one big football 
ll f amily and thus were regarded as legal . Baseball was not re-
garded as one total structure. ~ather, t he major leagues were 
legally held to be a separate structure entirely, and in a 
strange sense, a rival league to the minors . Therefore tele-
vision restrictions would be considered restraints of compe-
tition. Some baseball men argued that baseball was , in 
reality one huge organization and could not be distinguished 
• 
(as far as applicability of antitrust laws wer e concerned) 
from the National Football League in professional football . 
29Fcderal Suoolement, 116 ( 1<;154). 
_j 
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Regardless of these cries, the courts saw a distinction and 
awarded professional football the relative freedom to restrict 
te lecasts it now enjoys . 
Professional Boxing and Antitrust 
Professional boxing comes under the jurisdiction of the 
antitrust laws. As such, it is considered a business. But its 
radio and television practices are considered as a separate 
facet of its main business and boxing is allowed the black-out 
privilege. The case that made boxing subjec-.; to the antitrust 
laws was the United St ates v . International Boxing Club of New 
York, Inc . 3° The decision on t hat case read , in part: 
The rule of the Boxing case, as it is applicable 
generally is, then, that where the sport consists of 
contests between two individuals, restraints on the 
business of promoting SU¢h contests will be dealt with 
in the same manner as all other business restraints . 
The aura surrounding the term "sports" will not cast 
any prot ective glow around the business stemming from 
such a sport . } 1 
Boxing is left alone for the most part in connection 
with its television policy. Boxing 's restrictions on tele-
casting are so set up that the larger clubs gain the most bene I 
fit . The promoter with a big fight often evokes a restriction 
on telecasting the fight in an area surrounding 
~ the bout takes place. He then proceeds to sell 
York, Inc., • 
the site where 
the fight to 
Club of New 
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the networ!t which pipes the !16llt to towna throughout the 
countr,y. In this ~. the promoter aakes sure that the local 
populace can see the tight only it they pay tor the price of a 
ticket . At the same tine, he reaps the benefits of television 
rights . Meanwhile , the smaller promoter is faced with the 
problem of trying to draw customers to hie event while the 
Robinson's and Fullmer's are on their television screens. 
Snramsp 
It ie difticult to underatand the distinction made be-
tween the atruc=e of professional football (National Football 
League) and professional baseball , insofar aa antitrust legis-
lation 18 concerned. The •inor leagues mJq be likened to the 
"weaker" teame of tha lfational Pootball League. The survival 
1
ot the minor leagues is just as l.aportant to professional base-
bt l as ie the survival of the weaker football teams to tho 
~National Football League. Baseball will probably feel the ful-
~leat eftec~s ot minor league decline when the proposed Contin-
ental League does not find the fertile grounds tor ball players 
that exist in a healthy minor league structure. 
The writer looks dubiously at the contention that the 
public suttera when some ot the aa3or league games cannot be 
seen on 1:heir television screens. Who waa thl.nlting of the in-
terest of the publics which no longer heve •inor league base-
ball? It 1e dallgerous to view the "public" aa one large anti ty. 
The public muet be broken down into smaller gro~ before any 
J 
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can be made on whetller or not "public interest" is 
served. The decline of minor league beseball would be a high 
~rice to pay for the right to see a few more major league games 
on television. 
II li'illelly, at this writing the American li'ootbell League 
~looks to become the second major professional football league 
ill the ~nited States. The writer sees t rouble arising when 
lithia league begins to rival the National Pootball League. As 
~long as the National Football League has the better players, 
there will not be too much question that a fan will go to an 
Nli'L game ill preference to an American Football League game on 
televiaion. But 1f the day comes that ths two leagues achieve 
the same status, the television problem will become increasingl1 
l..mporta.nt . At that time, the courts may well take a second 
look at the decision which granted the National li'ootball 
League its television freedom. If the two leagues make arrang-
ments restricting telecasts , it would not seem possible that 
~ the courts cons ider the two leagues as one football family and 
ll allow the restrictions on that basis. 
Baseball , boxing, and football have made many mistakes 
in an effort to govern themselves . But since their existence 
depends, to a large extent , on tile interest of the publics, it 
does not seem too likely tllat they will purposely try to hurt 
that interest . As business men, the promoters of these sports 
have undoubtedly thought of financial gain above public inter-
Q est. But tile financial gain of the promoters and tile int erest 1 
--'---
J 
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ot the public are most certaillly c011patible. Sports officials 
UJ not have 'the answers that will satiety everybod.,y . But it 
see.. that they could at least coae aa close to such answers 
aa Congroaa or the courts. 
CHAPl'ER V 
TELEVISION AND PROFESSIONAL a.l.SEB/.LL 
Since it i s very difficult t o make a statement as to a 
general effect of television on all sports , this chapter will 
aonsider its effect on baseball in some detail . Although the 
major and minor leagues both come under the broad heading of 
"or ganized professional baseball , " they must be studied sepa-
rately. Televisi on ' s effect on the major leagues has been 
quite different from its effect on minor league baseball . 
The Kajor Leagues and Television 
Shortly before tne c lose of the regular National League 
season in 1939, a television enthusiast named Burke Crotty led 
a television crew to Ebbets Field in Brooklyn for the first 
broadcast of a major league game. The facilities were pro-
~ vided by the llational Broadcasting Cocq>any's mobile unit . The 
ll game was between the fourth place Dodgers and the league-
leading uincinnati Reds . I t was the first game of a Saturday 
afternoon double- header and attracted 33, 535 fans who were not 
too disappointed as the Dodgers won the second game by five 
runs after losing the first . The lull between the two games 
-86-
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was filled by Hawe11a.n dancing girls who eppee.red before the 
cameras. There were no ltnats for close-up ahota (of either 
the dancing girls or the ball players) and the announcer bad to 
be on top of the ball game constantly to let the viewer s know 
what was happening. 'l'ht aistakes ill the telecast were many, 
but the plaudits showered on this enterprising atte:apt were 
tnCO\U'88 ing. l 
After World lar II , wban the television men first 
ebowed up st the ball park offices, they were 1n a relatively 
poor bargaining position. Television was small time; few 
people bad sets. The television people were asking baseball 
for help. "Could baseball please allow the wonderful show that 
was a ball gSJ:!e to be tthrtaed? Here was a little aoney ill 
edvance. There would be aora where this cue frog . "2 
The financial inducement was too strong to ignore. 
Brooklyn started showing their Flatbush favorites 1n thousands 
ot living rooms 1n the late 1940 ' e . New York, Chicago and 
Boston followed suit. A firm television policy at the outset 
aigbt have helped baseball. But there wes no policy. No one 
waited to see what effects the fi:st few televised gaaes might 
have on attendance. llo restrictions were placed on the tele-
casts because the television aen insisted their mediua would 
~obert cantwell , "lhen and Where It All Began TV-Wise," 
Sports I llustrated (September 28, 1959), PP· E6-E8. 
~ogar Kahn , ".Jootball' a Taldng Over, " §porta, m.x, Bo. 4 
(.t.pril , 1960) , P• 70. 
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create more and more new tans. Besides, the networks paid such 
llsums f or the right to televise the ball games that even the 
most cautious club owners had to be impressed. :> 
Television Rights • Pees tor Major League Baseball 
In 19;>9 , the major leagues received a little over 
1
!884,000 in broadcast rights. Most of this money was from 
radio . By 1950, these eame leagues were receivimg more than 
S;>,;65,000 tor broadcast rights and by this time , television 
~ees were greater than those of radio .4 The broadcast rights 
in 19:>9 represented slightly over eight percent of the major 
l eagues • tot al gate receipts while the 1950 rights were almost 
f~teen percent of the gate receipts . 
B6tween 1952 and 1956, a great many major l eague elubs 
relied heavily on television rights as a major source of income. 
Many eases could be cited, but let us just examine a few of the 
big league t eams and the increasing i.lllportance broadcasting has 
played as a part of their total revenue . (Since the shifting 
ot franchises often creates unbalanced economi c conditions, 
on~ teams which were in the same city in 1956 as 1952 are con-
sidered. ) In the National League, Cincinnati received a little 
over 8109, 000 for televisi on rights in 1952 and more than 
826?, 000 in 1956· The Philadelphia Phillies increased from 
~ 
3ng. 
4u.s. , congress , House , SUbcommittee of the Committee 
on the Judiciary,~ort of the Subcommittee on Stud~ ot ~on opol;r-Power,~po o_ 2002, 82<1 Coll&;;;;:ad Sess., 1 53. _p , 6. 
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11 $1?8, 333 in 1952 to $301, 630 in 1956. The St. Louis t:ard.inals 
sold their games !or slightly over Sl02,000 in 1952 and I 
received $32?, 450 !or them in 1956. In many cases , broadcast 
rights was second only to that of gate receipts as a source of 
income !or the ball elubs. 5 But of even greater significance 
was the fact t hat whereas other revenue figures often f luctu-
ated greatly, the monies derived !rom radi o and televisi on 
rights usually showed an increase. (These figures include 
money from both radio and television rights , but the largest 
amounts were from television) . 
The American League teams showed similar gains in 
broadcast rights . The t:leveland Indians went from 8452, 650 
in 1952 to more than $1, 000,000 tor the sale of radio and tele-
vision rights 1n 1956. This f igure repres ented over a third o~ 
their total income. 6 The fees paid by television started to IJ 
level ott after 1956, but in 1959 they still represented sig-
nificant sums of money. In 1959, fourteen teams televised at 
least part of their games. The New York Yankees televised mor~ 
games than any other tean in either league and received /1 
$850, 000 in fees. The tidy sum of $5, 800,000 was paid to the 
major league baseball teams in 1959 !or the privilege of 
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beaming their games to the public . ? 
Have the Monies received from television fees been 
ll enough to cover any attendance losses? This is a difficult 
~ question to answer, because as we have already seen, it is not 
easy to determine whether attendance losses came as a result oi 
television or of other factors . Even today , with all the sur-
veys , charts, and attendance figUres to help them arrive at 
some conclusion, the observers still hsve failed to come up 
with a definite answer . Sport magazine pointed out, "Baseball 
ll hss been swallowed up by television, and, as witness Boston and 
~ New York , television income has failed to measure up to the 
lost gate receipts • .,S But an article in Television !ge takes 
issue with that sentiment. "There seems to be little doubt 
that the money received by the baseball magnates through the 
sale of television rights to their regular season schedules 
more than compensates for any decline in attendance at the ball 
parkS. "9 
Perhaps looking at a hypothetical situation can help II 
us realize the difficulties involved in trying to attribute an1, 
attendance losses to television. Let us assume Boston pl ays 
Detroit on a Friday afternoon, does not televise its game, and 
draws 15,000 people. In a televised game the following day , 
?"Box Score : ' 59, " Televisi on !ge (April 26, 1959) , 
p . 26. 
8Kabn, loc. cit. 
0 I 9"Box SCore: '59. " op. cit., p . 29. 
---r-==== 
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against the same teem, the attendance is only 10, 000. On the 
surface, it would seem that television is responsibl e for the 
loss of 5 ,000 customers. Now let us examine just a ~ of the 
variables other than television that may have been responsible 
for the attendance decline. At least one variable, the oppo-
sing team, has rel:lAined constant. But perhaps the weather was 
ideal Friday and cloudy on the ds;y of the televised game. A 
batter could have been on the verge of breaking a record Fri-
day ; a pitcher may have been going for his twentieth game; an 
injured star may have returned to action; or a special promo-
tion by the team's management may have increased attendance at 
the non-televised game . The only way an accurate estimation ~ of television ' s effect can be attained is by accounting for 
all , or most of the oany factors other than teleVi§ion that 
may control attendance. On a ds;y- to-da;y basis , this is impos-
sible. But over a period of years , assuming that the same 
variables will continually reappear, a more accurate judgment 
may be made. 
The major league club o•mers obviously realize that 
they are treading on uncertain ground in trying to decide how 
much television hurt their attendance . Evidence of this is 
found in the varied television policies of the ball teams. In 
1959, Milwaukee and San Francisco did not televise any of thei 
games , while the !few Yor k Yankees sent 12; of their games over 
the air waves . 10 If more owners were certain of television's 
;:;;,===i====~l:;,:O~·;,i!• =-.sco.re: '59," o • cit . p . 26. 
!effects, then it seems likely that they would went to :::: som~ 
of the lucrative financial benefits the networks are willing ~ 
pay. Not counting the money a fen may spend at tbe ball game, 
the Yankees could lose over 400, 000 people as a direct result 
of television end still be co=pensated for this loss via 
rights money. (This figure is established on the basis of an 
average ticket cost of $2. 00) . 
Rise and Pall of Major League Attendance 
Regardless o! the cause, television ' s fledgling years 
were paralleled by serious drops in major league baseball 
attendance. In 1948, attar reaching almost 21,000,000 in 
attendance, major league attendance dropped steadily until 
195} wl)e~ it reached a "•elevision era" low of 14 1}8}1797· 
II Attendance at major league ball parka then began to rise , and 
~ in 1959 it jumped to over 19,000, 000. But this !igure still 
did not equal the average annual marks set in the three year 
period of 1947, 1948, and 1949, when more than 62, 000, 000 
patrons went to see the major leaguers play. 11 
These figures were disturbing because they depicted an 
unparalleled attendance decline of about }}% during the years 
between 1948 and 195}. The opponents of television were quick 
to shout that it was more than coincidence that the decline in 
attendance came at the same time television was taking some of 
i ts more important steps as an entertainment medium. There 
r 
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were others who staunchly caintained that television had rela-
tively little to do with baseball's attendance losses. Jerry 
II N. Jordan, whose work we &X8ll.ined earlier, maintained that 
~ factors other than television were responsible for hurting 
major league basebal l . 
The 19§0 Jordan Study of Major League Baseball Attendance 
Between 1949 and 1950, liiSjor league baseball suffered 
an attendance drop of fourteen percent. Many observers viewed 
this decline with alarm. Many people quickly labeled televi-
~ sion as the culprit . But , in an Analysi s of 1250 Baseball 
II Attendance, five factors were given for the attendance decrees 
bad weather ; team performance fluctuations; a levelling out 
I from postwar attendanee peaks; novelty- happy, new television owners; and too many sportscasts of major league baseball 
games. 12 In addition, teams with increased standings showed 
better attendance regardless of their television policy. 
Although television kept some people out of the ball park, the 
new medium was said to have a temporary effect on attendance . 
It was further concluded that if television were banned as of 
1950, attendance would have to increase two to three million 
in order to compensate for the l oss of revenue from rights 
fees. 13 
• 
D 
-
If Jordan was correct , then there should 
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be a definite 
relationship between team performance and attendance shifts. 
In other words , if the team showed a drop in the standings, 
there should be a corresponding attendance decline . This 
writer examined the attendance and performance records of 
major league teams from 1951 to 1956 . Teams that changed 
cities during this period wore not included in the analysis . 
Of the fifty- one teams that changed position, thirty- eight 
had a corresponding shift in attendance. This means that the 
majority of times these teams showed performance improvement , 
they also showed attendance increases. Likewise , a drop in 
performance was usually accompanied by a decrease in atten-
dance. Thus , performance would seem to be one major factor in 
attendel!oe. 
Others supported Jordan in his belief that television 
was not mainly responsible for major league attendance losses 
between 1949 and 1950. Many of the major league club owners 
themselv es attributed the decl ine to unusually bad weather, 
poor clubs in some of the best box- office cities and a 
shrinldng enterta.inment dollar caused by record breaking in-
stallment buying. 14 
llaX Wylie has observed that the SaJile "factors which 
used to explain crowd f l uctuation and unpredictability before 
television are still expl aining • • • these same f l uctuations 
1~ancis Wallace , "Are the Major Leagues Strangling 
Baseball?" Colliers, CXVII (Ma.rch 10, 1951) , p. 18. 
---
0 
I 
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today . .. l5 Some of the factors he listed were pitching selec-
tions, whether a club was on a winning or losing streak, new 
players, celebrity attendance, and club standing. These fac-
tors were evident with or without television. It is true that 
these factors may explain attendance che.llges onl:r :for parti-
cular teams - - not overall shifts. But it is also interesting 
to note that in the years when major league attendance was ex-
periencing its most noted losses at the gate , some teams 
showed improvement . This lands evidence to the thesis that , 
in individual cases, :factors other than television are very 
~ evident in explaining attendance deviations . 
The Pirates The Senators and The Yankees' Three Cases in Poin 
The PittsbUrgh Pirates, Washing~on Senators, and New 
~ York Yankees :furnish excellent examples o:f the folly involved 
II when any analysis tries to formulate a direct relationship be-
tween television and major league attendance. In 1957 and 
1958 the Pirates televised twenty- four road games a year. The 
Pirates drew 850, 7}2 paid admissions in 1957 and leaped to 
1 , }11, 988 in 1958· The reason' probably because the Pirates 
finished seventh in 1957 and started off the 1958 campaign at 
a torrid pace and wound up in second place . The number of 
games televised was the same while attendance showed marked 
15uac Wylie, Clear Channels (New York; Funk and 
Wagnalls Company, 1955) , p. 39. 
0 
I 
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II improvement . 16 
~ The Washington senators decided to try a "televised 
experiment" in 1959. During that year , they reduced their 
televised games seventy-five percent of their 1958 total . In 
1959, they televised only ~•elva home ball games . In 1959 
~ and 1958 they finished eighth so this variable remained con-
stant. In 1958, Washington home attendance was 475,000. In 
1959, with seventy- five percent fewer televised games , atten-
dance rose to 615,000. Off the face of those figures it would 
appear that with fewer televised games , a club would draw more 
at the gate. 1? 
I 
But there was one important consideration: in 1959 th 
Senetors had two exciting gate attractions in Harmon Killebrew 
and ~b Allison. B6th of these players, along with ~oy Siever~, 
were explosive home- run hitters. The home-run being tb.e magnei 
that it is, it could be that these players represented the 
difference in the draw. Perhaps realizing that a reduction of 
televised games was not solely responsible for their increas 
attendance, the Senators will compromise in 1960 and televise 
twenty-six games. 18 
There is a popular contention ~hat a good team has 
16
"Box Score : '59, " op. cit ., P• 29. 
l?Letter from Herb Heft , Public Relations 
Washington senators, January 2;, 1960. 
18Ibid. 
Director, 
_ j 
~ little to fear from television e.nd a bad team will 
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burt itself 
by televising i ts games. Last year the New York Yankees I 
slipped to third place in the American League. Their televi-
sion schedule was about the same as in the previous year . Yet , 
~ the Yankees increased attendance almost ten percent. Why? 
Probably the increased attendance was due to improved weatberJ 
and the pennant race . l9 For the first time in many years , th 
Yankees were not a late- season pennant contender and many be-
~ l ieved this proved more of a gate attraction than the usual 
winning New York ball clubs. Robert o. Fishel, Yankee public 
relations director felt that both radio and television play a 
big part in the operation of baseball today. But be also 
stated that a good number of "honest to goodness" fans stay 
home and watch the game on tel evision -- especially since the 
trend to the suburbs set in. 20 
In analyzing any effects of television on major league 
~ baseball a researcher faces a great deal of conjecture and 
very little fact . However , one fact is evident: ths major 
leagues underwent serious attendance losses with the immediate 
advent of television. Major league attendance is once again 
rising and this writer feels it will soon exceed the "pre-
television ers" peaks that were established . But , would the 
majors have suffered so drastic attendance cutbacks without 
19Letter froa Robert 0. Fishel , Public Relations 
Director, New York Yankees, February 26, 1960. 
0 20!.J?ll. 
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I television? Did television compensate with rights fees for that portion of the losses which may be laid directly to it? 
~ This writer believes that television did keep .any people away from the ball parks during the years of greatest 
major league attendance declines -- 1949 to 195;. It is 
agreed that variables other than television were effec~ive 
during this period, but over a period of years it does not 
seem likely ~hat they would be entirely responsible for large 
scale attendance shifts. But at the same time, no one was 
forcing the individual club owners to televise their games. 
So it seems that the willingness of the majority of club 
owners to televise at least a portion of their games supports 
the theory that television probably did pay its way into the 
parks . Pinslly, this writer believes that a fair portion of 
those people who are now making up the near record major 
II league crowds owe their attendance to television. A few year 
~ ago , when these people were watching television in their 
living rooms , their interest in baseball was being fanned . 
Then, whena play- off such as existed in the National League 
in 1959 comes along to generate excitement , these people will 
respond by going to see the game they were introduced to on 
television some years before. We must not only consider how 
many fans television has lost for sports; we must also a~tempt 
to evaluate how many fans television created. 
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The llinor League Problem 
The minor leagues represent the greatest area of con-
cern for baseball men . The greatest portion of major league 
players are nurtured in ainor league teams. The majors have 
II long depended on the minors to supply them with future talent . 
~ And , although a certain number of big leaguers come from high 
schools, colleges or the sandlots , the minors still repres ent 
the backbone of major league baseball . 
In 1949, the minor leagues had fit'ty-nine leagues, 
~ 448 teams , and a total paid attendance of 41 , 8?2, ?62. there were only twenty-one leagues, 1.50 teams and a paid 21 attendance of 12, 1?1,848. No other period in minor league In 1959 
hietory saw such rapid declines . If tbe backbone of the 
majors did not break, it certainly seeme to have undergone a 
severe strain in the past ten years . 
The major league attendance losses may be balanced by 
broadcast rights fees . Any monies paid to the few minor 
league clubs that televise cannot compare with major league 
revenue . The major leagues have been able to control the 
televising of their own games. The minors can deter~~~ine 
whether their games will be telecast but have no control over 
the major league telecast s invading their territories. The 
21Letter from ~rl Lundquist , Director, Public Rela-
tions , The National Association of Professional ~seball 
Leagues, December }0, 1959· 
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major l eague question, then, is whether e factor within their 
control, has damag&d their attendance. The minor league prob-
lem is whether or not a factor outside of their control has 
hurt their attendance . 
vising of major league 
points of view on this 
That "factor" in both eases is the tell -
games. Al though there are various I 
issue, the majority opinion strongly 
places the blame tor the minor league collapse on the satura-
tion of major league telecasts . 
One of the most astute students of baseball in ~his 
country, Branch Rickey, said in 195? that all possible factors 
in the downward eurve of the minor leagues were present in 194i 
as well as 195?· So~e of these factors were limited recrea-
tional budgets , adverse weather, and bad ball clubs. There 
were two additional factors present in 1953 that may have 
caused the minor league demise . These were television in gen-
eral and t he unrestrict&d televising of major league games into 
minor league areas. 21 
Whenever maj or l eague baseball is televised into a 
minor league town, a chain reaction sets in. First , the tans 
who are exposed to images of. major league stare turn away from 
the real-life minor l eaguers . Then, the newspapers shift the 
emphasis of their stories from the minor to the major leagues 
and start pl aying up stories of big league events . In a year 
2l,.TV' Can Kill Baseball; interview, B. Rickey," ~­
week (January 13, 1953,) p. 67. 
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or so , the minor league franchise blows up.22 
c. Leo DeOrsey, former director of the Washington Sena-
tors , said the minor league television problem has brought 
baseball to the brink of its "greatest disaster . "23 George 
Trautman, minor league president, emphasised that "no business 
is so situated that it can sell for financial gain, a product 
that is being given away by someone else -- in this ease a 
superior product because it is free ~jor League ball versus 
Minor League ball for paid admission. n 24 
In April , 1953, the Hadio-Television ~ommittee of Base-
ball authorized ~ket Pacts, Incorporated to conduct pilot 
studies in an attempt to find the causes of minor league 
attendance declines . This study included data on all of the 
minor league teams in the United States, and to this writer• a 
knowledge , represents the most thorough study done in this are,. 
This study found that leagues were affected differentlY 
in regards to the general minor league decline. ~lass D was the 
most severely hit minor league with 1952 attendance being only 
forty- five percent of what it was in 1947-48. 25 
22
"Major !tlinor Troubles in Baseball," Newsweek (January 
13, 1958) , P• 80. 
23"Baseball Eyes TV, " Broadcasting and Telecasting, LVI , 
llo . 21 (May 25, 1959) , p. 80. 
2~ess Release, National Association of ~seball 
Writers , May 15, 1959. 
25"The Effects of Television and Radio on Minor League 
Attendance, " A Re'Dort to the Radio-Television Committee of J;SS&-
~. conducted by Market Facts , I nc ., 1953, P • 6. -===lt=-
-
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~he economic structure of minor league teams was such that 
even s l ight attendance variances were harmful . It was be-
lieved that more attention should be given to the teams 
before they were formed so they would be originated on a 
sounder financial basis. 26 
Sone of the more important conclusions of this survey 
in regard to television were as follows : television areas 
have suffered a tar greater loss in attendance than have the 
non- television areas. This loss was first evident in 1950. 
However , areas that were not saturated by television also 
suffered great attendance losses. The conclusion was that 
other factors besides television may be operating in the 
cases ot attendance declines . 27 
The findings further suggest that the longer tele-
vision has been in a given area , the more serious the effect 
on minor league attendance in that town. 28 This seems to 
contradict the earlier novelty theory which said that tele-
vision was only a temporary phenomenon and its novelty effect 
soon wore ott, allowing attendance to go back to normal . 
In regard to the major league broadcast problem: the 
study clearly showed that t hose teams which had to face the 
compSition ot major leasue telecasts suffered subs~antial!y 
26Ibid., pp. 8-9. 
27Ibid. 
28Ibid •• p . l}. 
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greater attendance losses in contrast to those teams which 
did not face major league television competition. The atten-
dance of those teams which had tocppose major league tele-
casts for more than one-third of their games in 1952 had 
only sixteen percent of their 1947- 1948 pre- television 
attendance . Even more serious was the finding that only one 
out of the twenty- five minor league teams that faced heavy 
major league t elecasting was still in existence in 195~ . It 
must be pointed out that in 1952 most of the television areas 
had not received major league telecasts , so the bulk of the 
losses must be attributed to television in general and not to 
the televising of major league games in particular. Yet , the 
specific instances cited in this study clearly poinoeQ out 
the fact that major league telecasts did have a harmful 
effect on minor league attendance, confirming the thinking 
of most peopl e . 
Summary 
Perhaps the most important word underlying the base-
ball- television controversy is "choice. " The major leagues 
have the choice of televising their ball games or not tele-
vising them. The minor leagues can make this same decision, 
but they cannot determine whether or not the major league 
games will be televised into their home areas . U a major 
league club ovrner feel s television hurts his operation, he 
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can stop televisi ng his games. It a minor league club owner 
feels major league television is hurting his gate , he cannot 
do anything about it. 
This researcher believes that television's immediate 
affect on major league baseball was a damaging one. The 
attendance l osses in the majors were simply too great and 
too close to the advent of television, for television not to 
receive a goodl y amount of blame. But at the same time tele-
vision was taking away fans , it was also making new fans by 
orienting millions to the excitement of the national pastime. 
These fans have already started going to the parks and should 
spell new attendance records for the majors in the near 
fUture . If the day comes that television brings as many fans 
to the majors as it takes away , the millions of dollars in 
rights fees will be a bonus with no strings attached. 
But the minors present a quite different picture. 
There is little chance that the minor leagues will ever equal 
pre-television at~endsnce figures . A certain portion of 
their troubles must be laid to television in general i . e ., 
the competition of a good drama or a star-packed musical . 
This was shown by the decline between 1948 and 1952 when tele-
vision increased, but major league telecasts were not so ex-
tensive. ~ut their biggest compeition came from the majors , 
which gave minor league fans a better product and gave it to 
them for free . This writer would like to think that some of 
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the fans television made for major league baseball will spill 
over to the minor league parks and at least help their fal-
ter ing attendance. If the Department of Justice ever allows 
legal restrictions on major league telecasts , the minor 
leagues will then have a chance to regain some of the fans 
they lost to baseball ' s biggest bargain -- free major league 
ball games. 
CHAP.1!ER VI 
BOXIliG AND TELEVISION 
BoXing bas traditionally stood as the sport in which 
hungry young men from crowded slums or isolated farms could 
best work their way to fame and fortune . While boXing bas 
represented the rugged individualism that bas always appaaled 
to the nature of the American people , it has been plagued 
with charges of corruption and dishonesty . These charges 
have done much to reduce the confidence the public once 
placed in the !istic sport, (;onti.nuous accusationa that boxing 
was too savage and brutal hung like an ominous cloud over the 
' four-cornered ring . Some have called boxing legalized murder 
within a ring . Others have b een even more caustic in their 
criticisms: 
The illegal battles of my youth were now the recreation 
of the nation. Two boys were getting their brains 
scrambled to advertise one of civilizations minor con-
veniences , while Americans yelled for blood and other 
Americans sipped their coffee and drank their cokes in 
comfortable chairs and callously saw two fighters try 
to beat each other unconscious. l 
But , for the most part , boXing bas managed to survive 
the charges of brutality and corruption. l£ost sports fana 
lpather Daniel A. lord, "Feature X; Prize Fighting on 
Televiston, " America , I.XXUX (iiay 9 , 195:?) , p . 159. 
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would still be hard pressed to name one event ~hat packs into 
sixty minutes the color, excitement , and action of a heavy-
weight championship boxing bout . While boxing has overcome 
many of its tribul ations , it was faced with a new adversary 
which threatened to damage it to the core: television. The 
video screen was the most formidable opponent the fistic 
sport encountered. 
One of the problems television created for boxing can 
be likened to a problem the new medium crested for baseball . 
The smal ler fight clubs (boxing ' s minor leagues) could not 
survive when they had to face the t elevision competition of 
the bigger c lubs. It was once again a problem of the "haves" 
hurting the "have-note" where it burt the most at the 
gate . Just as few baseball fans would want to see a class D 
outfielder when they could see the likes of Stan &lusial in 
their living room for free , few boxing enthusiasts would 
venture to a local club t o see a small- time fighter when all 
they had to do was flick a dial and see Gene Fullmer. 
But many observers also blamed television for another 
trouble spot that arose in boxing. It was charged tbat tele-
vision indirectl y reduced the quality of the fighters . Al-
though there were a few allusions to this aspect of televi -
sion ' s detriment in baseball , the claim that television 
ser iously reduced the caliber of the performers r~ained a 
unique aspect of the televisi on quandary in boxing. 
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On what basis was t his charge n>ade? Because boxing 
was the sport originally llost conducive to the television 
medium, the advertisers , the promoters , and the publ ic 
clamored for all the fights they could get on their screens. 
The cameras were able to do a pre~ty decent job of repro-
ducing the fight , but in order to fill the demand for the 
video bouts promot ers were rushing untested warriors into the 
ring for mi llions to see. All too often t hese fighters were 
not properly trained, •hey lacked •he experience they might 
have received bad they been given the chance to develop at a 
slower pace. Naturally , whan their weaknesses wer e bared to 
a fight- hungry public , the living rooms fans became dissat-
isfied and demanded new talent . The fight mill turned out 
more un-tested fighters while the defeated gladiators often 
went back to the gym to develop the skills •hey should have 
had ready for a main event . But often when they were really 
ready for a main evant , they found thamselves marked from 
their earlier showing and bad to take a second position to 
the fresh fighter the public and advertisers demanded. Aside 
froa this circumstance unique to boxing, other fears were 
little different than for other sports . 
Earlv Predictions 
As far back as 1946, boxing came under the television 
spotlight . The tel ecast of the Louis-conn fight to New York, 
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'1/ashington, D.C., a.nd Philadelphia received the widest dis-
tribu•ion of any televised event to that date . 2 
It was not too long after the telecast of the Louis-
Conn fight that boxing magnates began t o debate the merits 
of exposing fighters to million& of fans through television, 
' As with other sports , some people envisioned television 
sparking boxing interest to its greatest heights . Others , 
especially wary of television ' s ability to reproduce the 
bouts , felt t elevision would keep the fana at the ringside 
of their living r ooms. In earl y 1949, Abe Greene, the ~om­
missioner of the National Boxing Association said that tele-
casting of big ring contests could "upset the economy of 
boxing clubs throughout the country. " He discounted argu-
ments that television might make new f ans for boxing as did 
radio . 11Tbe media, 11 he explained , nare not comparable because 
a telecast, unlike a radio report , is so close to an approx-
imation to eye witnessing,"; 
No less an authority than ~ol. Edward F. P. Egan, 
Chairman of the New York State Athletic Commission, thought 
that te l evision might actually be the "morning star" that 
woul d point the way to future prosperity for the ring sport . 
He believed that television was capable of bringing boxing 
2
"Round-br,-round by E:ye; Television Broadcast of the 
Louis-conn Fight , ' Newsweek (June 24, 1946), p. 65. 
3"Bold.D(S Spars with T. V. t" Broadcasti,;cg and Tele-
casting, m (January 10, 1949J , p . 34. 
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to many who never saw a bout and turn them into enthusiasts 
who could come to the arenas . 4 
One of boxing's outstanding writers , Joe Williaas, 
asked: 
How was anyone to foresee t he curious changes which 
were to transform t he living r oom into a prize fight 
club, that one night it would be an electronic exten-
sion of an unlikel y pl ace called t he Cow Palace in San 
Prancisco, another night a 21-inch repl ica of the 
prize ring in l!adison Square Garden in Hew Yor k, or 
perhaps it would be on the receiving end of a brawl 
under a t r opical moon i n Miami. > 
U the fight under Miami' s moon was to feature 'hame" 
fighters, then the small club promoter was to feel the eco-
nomic sting of those curious changes. He could compete with 
the tropical moon perhaps, but he did not have the pugilist s 
to compete with t he video tmaee of suear ~ l!obinson. 
Demise of ~oxing's Small Fight Clubs 
When baseball ' s minor leagues began to feel the pinch 
of major league television, only limited concern was given t o 
the problem of serious l osses in talent . The turnover in 
major league players was not as rapid as the turnover in top 
boxing talent . The t alent loss in baseball would not be felt 
for years . The major leagues also could count on a number of 
4
"Boxing, " Broadcasting and Telecasting, XXXVI (Janu-
uary 1?, 1949), p. 60. 
5Joe Williams, Joe Williams• TV Hoxing Book (New York: 
D. Van Nostrand Company, !ric., 1954), P• 1. 
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players coming from source& other than the minora , i . e ., 
sandlot teams, colleges and high schools. Boxing bad rela-
tively few other eouroeo ot talent besides ita small clubs. 
When a good tight was televised from waahington, the 
tight club in linarlt, Richloolld Hills. or Pawtucket would s~­
ter. The overall effect on box:l.ng would be dieaaterous be-
cause ••the ~ight gue needa all the local ring as incubators 
tor the top talent . "6 
Arthur Daley put it even more bluntly: 
By the virtually indiscriminate use ot television, 
the major le88ue teams have been killing ott the minor 
le!!;s. This is akin to eating one ' s young. But 
bo devours ita young even taster than baaeball 
does. 
'l'eleviaion bas killed ott aaateur boxing, bcrd.ng • a "lr:inder-
garten, " as well as boxing •a aecondary schools. 8 
It is virtually impossible to diseuse the destruction 
ot boxing ' s small clubs and not , at the same time, consider 
the contention that the caliber of fighters bas been on the 
downgrade . Tbe argu.aenta over whether a llarciano could have 
stayed 1n the aace ring with a De~psey would have r aged 
whether television ease on the scene or not . Hut the co:par-
1eon of today • e ch.ampiona and cbaapions ot yesteryear are not 
6"Sports Programs Lead N. Y. Fare, " Broadcasting and 
Telecast ing, XXXVIII (January 16, 1950) , p . 5?. 
Times 
?Arthur Daley, "Ia Bca:ing on the Hopes?" 
J.lagazine (January 1}, 1954), p . 19. 
New York 
8 ~·· p. 22 . 
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the ones tistic experts re£er to when they liken present and 
past fighters . They re£er to the second- str ingers; tbe near 
champions. Ask a present day boxing fan to name his favorite 
local club fighter . He would probably be stumped for an an-
swer . Ask him again to name the five top middleweights or 
heavyweights. If he cov.ld name three he would be doing well . 
aut the fight enthusiast of t wenty years ago had a numerous 
crop of fighters f rom which to make his sel ection. Where are 
the club fighters of today? How good are the ones that ar e 
left? It could be that boxing has suffered from a natural 
evolution which included a talent decline. Most observers 
do not think so. They think the answers can be found on 
21- inch screens in llrlng rooms throughout the country. 
The Decline of Boxing Talent 
Today•s boxer has been molded by public demands and 
not by the demands of a knowledgeable trainer. The public 
seemingly does not like self-defense so today's television 
breed of fighter must be ,just that -- a "fighter" in the true 
sense of the word and not a boxer . 
One of boxing's leading authorit ies, Nat Fleischer, 
said that boxing has no men of real ability coming up now. 
Today ' s fighter is mainly a slugger. The boxer , the hitter, 
and the combination man is all but forgotten. 9 The style, 
9Nat Fleischer, as cited in, Charles Einstein, "TV 
Slugs tlie Boxers," Harper• s , CCXIII (August , 1956), p. 65. 
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the condition, the ability, and even the ambition of the 
fighters in t he ring today hsve changed, lO 
Boxing needs a big name and it is not going to get 
one via the tel evision route . Good fighters are at a pr~ium 
today. There are just not enough to go around , ll 
The destructive, although complicated, process was 
basically t his: t he public asked for the f i ghts, the spon-
sors , quick in s eeing the dollar , asked for the fighters , 
and the promoters , no less immune to the lure of the money , 
provided the fighters . The networks , of course, were quite 
willing to oblige a ll interested parties by providing the 
time and the f aci lities to televise the fights . They found 
a full crop of sponsors eager to pay for the time and facil-
ities. 
So the circle t ook its full turn and we find our-
selves back at the b eginning with the almighty dollar proving 
to be the driving force behind the television- boxing problem. 
The Economics of Boxing and Television 
Originally, some sponsors moved with caution before 
beaming the fights into living rooms. They were not sure if 
boxing bouts v1ould classify as good family entertainment . 
But by the early part of t he 1950's most sponsors realized 
10charles Einstein, "TV Slugs t he lloxera, " Harper• s , 
CCXIII (A~st, 1956) , P• 65. 
llAl Buck, "TV Affect on Boxing, " JllB& (Dec . l 95}) , p. 8 . 
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noaics of the fight game. In 195}, thirty Madison Square 
Garden fights , all of which were telecast , did a toal box-
office business of S629,775· The sponsors paid $1 ,?68, 000 
for air rights , or alcost three times as much as the fights 
drew in cash adm1ssions . l6 
Baseball had a difficult time deciding whether tele-
vision fees made up for attendance losses. 8oxing had a 
serious attendance loss as well as deficits in gate receipts . 
In 1946, thirty- four bouts at Madison Square Garden drew 
429, 774 people who paid $2,185, 541 to see the fights . In 
195?, thirty Garden bouts attracted only 152, 928 customer s 
and totaled only $629. 775 in gate receipts . 1? Up until 
1959, of ~he twenty- five fights which had the biggest gate 
receipts, only six came after 1948, television ' s firs~ big 
year . 18 But boxing, at least the big clubs, had li~le 
trouble t r ying to decide if the television fees compensated 
for losses at t he box office . The answer seemed obvious: 
television right s fees mor e than compensated for decl ines in 
gate receipt s : 
• • • Madi son Avenue , capital of the huckstering 
world , has become more important economically to 
the prize fight business than Madison Square Garden , 
16williams, op. cit ., P• 8 . 
17williams, op. cit. , p. 8 . 
18aarry Hansen (ed. ) , World Almanac (1959) , p . 845. 
19 
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tbat the public would acce¥t the fights as legitimate living 
roooa fare . 87 1954 the spoD.Son could not get eno~h fight 
programs to meet their needs . l2 
The broadcasting of boxing bouts via teleVision bad 
grown to the point where in 1952- 1953 there was a fight on 
television almost every night except Sunday. 13 That woul d 
come out to more than ;oo televised bouts a year . The tight 
mille would bave to run overtime in order to fill the bill. 
What made the bouts so attractive to the sponsors? 
Firat, the fights were drawing large audiencea. I.n 1951 an 
estimated 5&, 000,000 televiewers watched the Jake LBKotta -
Susar R&J Robinson fight f~ Chicago. 14 Then too , the 
prieen for sponsoring the fights were attractive. Sponsors 
were P&Jing only halt as auch for fights and getting larger 
audieneoa than they would bave gotten bad tbl y picked up the 
tab for some better known shows. 15 
In 1950, the money sponsors paid i n rights fees for 
the Louia-uharles fight amounted to forty percent of the 
tdal receipts . This gave observers some indication of the 
potential the teleVision mediwa bad in realigning the eeo-
12williams , op. cit., p . 2. 
l}Prank G. Wenke , rhe Enczclopedia of Sports (rev. 
ed.; New l ork: A. S. Barnes and Conp&n7, 1953) , p . 266. 
14willians, op. cit., p . ; . 
l5 .. TV Ruins the Gate But Boosts till Take , " Business 
Week (October ? , 1950) , p . 85. 
-
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long the sainted symbol of swat 
• • • 
19 
Television seems to have made more of an impact, in 
less time, on boxing than on any other major spor~ . The 
effects of the video encounter may be seen in more places 
than the box office. These effects may be seen in the faces 
of young preliminarj fighters who once hoped to carve out a 
dream with their fists . But all- too-often these fighters 
were used as grist for the insatiable appetite of ~he boxing 
mill. The same process which once allowed these fighters to 
be seen by millions of people later robbed them of the chance 
to be seen by a few hundred fans in a local fight club. 
In trying to provide a demanding public with fistic 
entertainment, some promoters may have used television as a 
means to a most harmful end -- an end which saw a deterior-
ation of boxing talent . To thB writer, this sin is far 
greater than any wrong done through losses in gate receipts . 
Boxing may someday make up for lost gate receipts but it can 
never ~ke up for lost fighters. 
19williams, oo. cit ., P• 4 . 
CRAFTER VI I 
FOOTBALL A.ND TSLEVISION 
Is the college football hero quickly becoming a 
relic of the past? Many claim he is . Yet the sport he 
plays ie making gains in attendance amidst cries of de-
emphasis. College football's counterpart , professional foot-
ball , is quickly becoming America's favorite spectator sport . 
Football ' s future , both on the college and profes-
si onal levels, seems bright. Surely football faced a tele-
vision problem similar to that which threatened ba.seball and 
boxing. Then what accounts for the optimistic appraisal of 
~he condition of the gridiron sport? Encountering the tele-
vision problem, the leaders of both college and professional 
football met the video issue head on by taking immediate 
action. The late Commissioner of the National Football 
League, Bert Bell , guided professional football through the 
television scare with a firm hand. ~ell refused to be influ-
enced by financial lures and kept the interests of the fans 
and teams uppermost in his mind. The executives of the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) carefully 
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studied television ' s effects on college football and insti-
tuted a policy of limited ~elecasts based on the findings of 
their studies. In the case of professional football , tele-
vi sion becaae a bonus instead of a burden. In college foot-
ball, a wise policy linited many of the harmful effects of 
t elevisi on. 
Professional and coll ege football must be treated 
separately as their probl ems and tbe methods used in solving 
them were quite distinct . There is onl y one functioning pro-
fessional football league in the United states. (A second 
league, the American Football League , will probably start 
operating shortly. ) The present league is not divided into 
conferences as is college football and many of its most im-
portant policies are applied to all teams in the league. 
Believing that the f an should know that the only way he can 
see a home game i s by buying a ticket , the National Football 
League all ows onl y games played away from home ( r oad games) 
to be tel evised into home t erritories. The coll eges adhere 
to a somewhat different theory. They believe that i f a team 
is going to tel evise its games and hur t other teams • atten-
dance , i t should al so have to hurt itself and must televise 
its gace into its own area. As different as the attitudes 
and policies of the two brands of football appear to be , each 
seems to work in ita particular ease. 
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College Football and Television 
The effects of television on college football are 
more definitely knO'nn then on other sports. Tbe reason for 
this is simple. The NC.U, with the cooperation of the 
National Opinion Research Center , conducted wbat seems to have 
been the aost extensive and intensive studies on television 's 
effects on any sport . These studies covered more teams , fans , 
and statistics tban any comparable work done in other sports. 
By incorporating both a statistical approach and an inter-
view technique the studies combined two important elements 
necessary for a truly valid rru:rvey of this nature. In addi-
tion, many of the studies accounoed for variables such as 
weather , team performance and economic conditions, all of 
which bad been pl aguing most of the other studies done in the 
field of television and sports. Lastly, these studies were 
not conducted for one year and then dropped. They continued 
for a number of years , allowing comparisons to be made from 
findings with pr evi ous years. So it is that when talking of 
television ' s effect on college football we are standing on 
much firmer ground than we did in earlier cbapters. 
ln 1948, Romeo F. Schwegel , athletic diroctor of 
Georgetown University, issued a warning that was similar to 
those proclaimed by others throughout the count r.r . Be said 
that television was the biggest threat that college sports 
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bad ever faced . He refused to accept the contention that a 
teleca.st of a football game would be good for the gate because 
"such an argument draws an analogy between radio and tele-
vision. The analogy just isn •t there • .,l He believed that 
television did not whet the viewer's curiosity. Hather it 
satisfied it and left nothing to the imagination. 
Early findings of the National Opinion Research 
Center (NOHC) gave the NCAA good reasons for initiating a 
policy of limited telecasts . 
Television continued to have an adverse effect 
on college football a ttendance in 1951. As in 1950, 
colleges located outside of television areas contin-
ued to hold or surpass their pre- television 1947-l~ 
attendance, while those colleges which •Nere exposed 
to TV competition found their attendance down approx-
imately one and one-half million of 15% from their 
expected pre- television levels. Attendance is par-
ticularly off in those "heavily saturated" TV are~s 
where ~ or more of the families are set owners , 2 
The NCAA •s experimental plan for restricting televi-
sion was initiated in 1951. Did this plan, which prohibited 
teams from televising their games at will , have any effect 
at stemming the harm caused by television? The NORC report 
seemed to indicate that the NCAA plan was effective. Ill 
1950, under a system of unrestricted telecasting of college 
l"Sports Video , " Broadcasting and Telecasting, x:Jiil 
(December 20, 1948), P• ;o. 
Zpaul 
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:football games , the "TV differential" (the difference between 
the relative attendance trends of colleges exposed to tele-
vision and those not exposed) was significantly greater than 
it was in 1951, when the NCAA placed restrictions on football 
telecasts , ; The colleges that competed against television 
suffered attendance losses of 15~ (using 194?-48 pre-televi-
sion years as the base) as opposed to the colleges without 
such competition which showed attendance gains of &%. Thus, 
the "TV differential" was 2~.4 
The NCAA was not about to relax their policy of re-
stricted telecasts . In 1952, they prepared a tel evision 
resolution calling for the :following objectives: 
1 . To mininize the adverse effects of live television 
upon attendance at college and high school football 
gatles; 
2. To spread television within the limits of such con-
trolled plan as cay ultimately be adopted , among 
as many colleges as possible; 
To provide television to the public to the 
consistent with the first two objectives, , enent 
It soon became evident that t here were other dangers 
inherent in unlimited telecasting besides losses of atten-
dance and gate Nceipts. With the rights fees f rom televi-
sion being what they were , KCAA committee members expressed 
p . ? . 
Television Com-
atttee, 
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concern that college football would beco~e too much a com-
mercial enterprise and leave the docain of e.JI&teur aports 
where it belonged. 6 Inabuch as the chargo ot colii!D.erciali-
zation was leveled at college football regardleae of its tele-
Vision policy, it is easy to see why college =agnatea did not 
want to add more tuel to an already smoldering tire. 
With the dangers ot botb comaercialization and atten-
dance losses in ~ind , the tiCAA television co=-l.ttee proposed 
a plan which called tor twelve sponsored network games to be 
telecast in 1952. The plnn passed by a vote of 185 to 15. 7 
In addition to bringing a play-by-play description of the 
football game to the viewer, the television plan was to have 
a great publicity function. It was hoped that supplementary 
11aterial presented within, and in addition to , the regul.ar 
telecasts , would help emphasiae the i&portance of football 
in athletic and academic life. The plan was turther designed 
to onable the television audience to familiarize itself with 
the style of football played in various sections of the 
country.8 
The Role of Non-Television Variables in Affecting Collese 
Football Attendance 
6 12-1~. Ibid., pp. 
-
7 Ibid •• pp. 12-H. 
8Ibid •• P• 12. 
' 
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As stated earlier, one of the things that impressed 
this writer about the NOHC findings was the consideration 
they gave to non- television variabl es . Instead of merely 
claiming, "other variables bes ides television may have caused 
attendance fluctuations , " the NORC considered the variables , 
isolated thee, and still found that television had a detri-
mental effect on college football attendance. 
One possible explanation for attendance losses in 
television areas was a decline in student enrollment from the 
1947-48 base years, Investigation showed that although there 
was a substantial decline in enrollments , there was a greater 
decline in enrollments of colleges in non- television areas , 
so that the true effects of television on attendance were, 
if anything , understated, 9 
FUrther factors investigated f or causing attendance 
declines were ticket price changes , changes in stadium cap-
acity, population and economic changes. Even changes in 
team performance, a definite factor in the attendance shifts 
of some sports , were investigated. 
All of the major factors known to affect colleges 
football attendance have either been controlled in the 
variance analysis or investigated independently, and 
it has been shown that none of them can account for 
the fact that whil e attendance has been consistently 
9Paul B. Sheatsley and Paul 11 . 
Television on Gollege Football Attendance, • pre-
pared for the National vol legiste Athletic Association by the 
NatiQnal Opinion Research Genter, Unov. of Chicago (April 8 , 
195~> . pp. 17-18. 
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up where television is absent , it is consistently 
down when TV coapetition is present. l V 
The NORC report for 1953 gave close consideration 
to the theory that attendance was effective only when televi-
sion was a novelty e . g ., that television owners would go to 
fewer games when they first bought their set but that in a 
year or so , the novelty effect was gone and attendance would 
return to normal. The report found that attendance in areas 
where television had a predominantly "novelty" effect was 
higher than in heavily saturated areas where the novelty ef-
fect was not operating. 
In summery, then there is no valid evidence to 
substantiate the "novelty" theory, while both inter-
view date end, more important , the actual et~endance 
trends in television areas during thf1past three yeara, quite completely disprove it. 
Conclusion of 10 Years of Ana6zsis by ~he NORC 
By its eight h report which came out in 1957, the NORC 
concluded seven years of analyses of college football etten-
dance . In the introduction to the eighth report, the years 
of previous study were $!mmsrized: 
1950 -
1951 -
Heavy attendance losses under s policy of unlim-
ited television, in spite of a relatively small 
number of TV sets. 
A slackening of the expected rate of loss , 
result of the NCll. program of limited TV. 
as a 
10Ibid. , p. 18. 
11rbid . , P• 20. 
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1952-1953 - A general stabilizing of attendance trends 
at lower levels , as TV ownership anproached 
universality and the limited TV program re-
mained in eftect. 
1954 - Hesumption of moderate gains in attendance, as 
student enrollments and national income continued 
to grow, and the television situation remained the 
same. 
1955 - Continued growth of attendance, reflecting enroll-
ment and income1Kains as offseos to more regional TV competition. c 
By 1956 only three colleges did not face network TV 
competition. It was therefore no longer possible to obtain 
a "TV differential . " So the eighth NOHC report summarized 
addition points made in reports froa 1950 through 1953. 
There can be no reasonable doubt that telecast football 
games which provide fans with "free 50-yard seats" 
seriously affect ticket sales. In each of the four 
~seasons from 1970 through 195}1 collegos which were 
axposed to football competition on television reported 
attendances well below their pre~ 194?-48 averages , 
while those col leges outside of television areas re-
ported actual ticket sales well above their comparable 
194?-48 average. The difference was observed consis-
tentl y after all other relevant attendance factors 
such as team performance, weather, attract iveness of 
schedule, traditional fan support, etc . , had been 
statistically controlled. l3 
There was a marked difference in the attendances of 
colleges facing television competition and t hose not facing 
it, even with the NCAA plan of limited telecasts. What might 
the differences have been without such a pl an? "It is 
12paul N. Borsky, The Effects of Television on College 
Football Attendance, Report No . 8 (chicago: National Opinion 
Research Center, January , 1957) , n .p . 
l}Ibid. 
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reasonable to assume tbat if the same televising conditions 
prevailed as in 1950, the current 'heavy saturation• of TV 
ownership would produce the same 40% attendance differential 
attributable to 'l'V . .. l 4 
1959 NCAA Television Committee Report 
At present writing, the last NCAA television comcit-
tee repcrt is for the year 1959. 'l'hat is ohe sixth year in 
succession tbat college football attendance has risen. It 
might seem that the barmtul effects of television have 
finally been checked. 'l'he NCAA television committee did not 
.feel this way: 
'l'he gradual rise in college football ticket sales 
duricg the s ix years since TV ownership reached approx~ 
imately universality does not presume to indicate that 
the har mful effecos of even limited oelecasting have 
been neutralized. On the contrary, the failure of the 
attendance rate of increase to even approximate the 
national economy's record- breaking climb of population, 
disposable income and student enrollment continues as 
as dracatic reminder of the heavy hand of television 
eompeti tion. l:> 
'l'his writer had an interesting interview with Bill 
Flynn, athl etic director of Boston College and member of the 
1958 NCAA television committee. Mr. Flynn felt that televi-
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sion educated people to the different types of foo•ball 
played throughout the country. He also believed it gave a 
lot of people a chance to see football who may never have 
otherwise seen the game. There was a big scare when televi-
sion first came on t he 
~laced on telecasting . 
football scene and then rules were 
Without the NCAA rules , suggested 
Mr. Flynn, there would have been havoc . 
The former television committee member brought two 
other points of interest out . The money a team gets from 
television rights is almost always more than the money they 
lose at the gate . In some conferences, the money is split 
among the various members so this has little effect on one 
particular team. A second consideration of merit was that 
there are a great many misconceptions concerned with the 
NCAA ' s pol icy of choosing games to be televised. The NCAA 
does not choose the games to be televised. They merely set 
up certain restrictions and the networks then bid on the 
gamea, agreeing that they will not violate the NCAA restric-
tions in the process of televising the games . The highest 
bidding network get s the games and they , in turn , find a 
sponsor. 16 
Jack Harding , the athletic director of the University 
16personal interview with Bi ll Flynn, Atbleoic Dir-
ector of Boston Col lege, October 21 , 1959. 
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of Miami , one of the Nation's leading football independents , 
agr eed with Flynn on many points. He f elt tbat the NCAA had 
done an outstanding job in the control of the aedium. The 
University of Miami received a great deal of income from its 
television appearances . The income more than compensated for 
attendance l osses. (Miami , being an independent team, did 
not have to spl it its income with any other teams. ) But 
Barding believed that an even gr eater benefit from the tele-
casts was the great publicity value afforded the University ~y pl ayi ng in front of large video audiences. 17 
I t appears to this observer that the general opinion 
of the colleges must lean towards acceptance of the NCAA pol-
icy of television control. A few people object to be sure. 
Hut votes in accepting the NOAA television programs have al-
ways found a great maj ority agreeing with the proposals . The 
only alternative to restricted television would apparently 
have been the control of television rights by a few large 
universities who could offer the networks attractive games. 
In an effort to maintain the nost benefit for college 
footbal l in general , a few toes (or cleats) may bave been 
stepped on. But that college football has managed to survive 
the t elevision problem and come close to regaining pre-tele-
vision attendance figures , i s a tribute to the man on the 
17Letter from Jack Harding , Direct or of Athletics , 
Uni versity of Miami , November 13, 1959. 
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NCAA who acted on a basis of selflessness and not seli'ishness. 
Professional Pootball and Television 
The name of Bert ~ell , the late Commissioner of the 
National Football League, stands out above all other names in 
the role of professional football with respect to television. 
Bell has been given the greatest credit for the successful 
way in which professional football coped with the television 
problem. 
When the television men arrived with their sales 
pitch, ~ollllllissioner Bell was ready. He did not want to give 
his product away so he submitted a policy of televising only 
t he games away from home and making the fans pay to see the 
hone games. The television men said that televising home 
games would build interest. Besides, the cost of leasing all 
the cable necessary for televising road games would eat into 
the profits. But Bell and the team owners did not give in. 
Teams televised their road games only , and when they played 
at home, the television screens showed nothing but old movies . 
According to one bational Football League source, every team 
in the league now earns between $100,000 and 5200, 000 from 
televising their away games and it has not cost them a single 
fan. l8 
1~oger Kahn, "Football •s Taking Over, " Sport , XXIX, 
No . 4 (April , 1960) , p. ?1. 
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With one exception, professional foooball has in-
creased in attendance for every year since 1949. The latest 
tot a l showed 3 , 1110, 1109 people going to see professional foot-
ball games during the regular 1959 season. 'l'hat figure repre-
sented almost twice the number of paid admissions recorded in 
1949. 19 
While other major sports were feeling attendance 
losses as television grew, professional football was experi-
encing tremendous gains. 
Further, television has created a great interest in 
professional football among the ranks of those who have never 
seen a game . Mr . Joseph Labrum, Assistant to the ~ommissioner 
of the Iiationsl Football League said, "We get quarries of all 
sorts from places far distant froo any of our league cities 
indicating that television has 
1k never see a game • • • "20 
carried the game to those who 
This writer feels that in the 
case of professional football , there is a direct correlation 
between interest and attendance. Other variables such as the 
general excitement of ohe game, new stars, and a more stabil-
'ized league have no doubt had some e.ffect on the increase in 
attendance. But many of these factor s have their counter-
parts i n baseball and a rise in attendance from pre-oelevi~n 
l9Letter from 1~ . Joseph T. Labrum, Assistant to the 
commissioner , Ilational Football League, January ? , 196(). 
20Ibid. 
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years has not been noted there. 
Qpini ons of Professional Football Executives 
Bud Erickson, assistant general manager of the 
Detroit Lions , admitted that the broadcasting of professional 
football games has greatly stimulated interest in his ball 
club. He emphasized the point that he receives le~ters from 
almost every state in the Union concerning the Lions. The 
Lions sold 8, 685 season tickets in 1950 and in 1959 that fig-
ure rocketed to 41, 629. 21 The major league baseball clubs 
would certainly enjoy a comparative gain in their season 
ticket sales. 
General Manager of the washington .l(adskins, llichard 
P. Mccann, stated, " • • • I can tell you "ithout reservation 
that radio and television have been tremendous aids to foot-
ball. Not only bas the revenue from these two media been 
helpful, but each has fanned interest to great intensity. "22 
Daniel ,1. Rooney of the Pittsburgh Stealers • profes-
sional football team was a little more hesitant to give tele-
vision too much credit for attendance increases with his 
team. In a very extensive lett"er, Rooney pointed to the fact 
that the Steal ers• biggests years in attendance were 1946, 
21Letter from Bud Erickson, Asistant General ~anager , 
Detroit Lions , November 13, 1959. 
22Letter from llicbard P. Mccann, General ~er, 
washington Redskins, November 12, 1959. 
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194? aild 1948. But he added that television, financially, 
haa enabled almost every te8Jil to continue operatl.n8. The 
National Football League has been success:!'ul with television 
because its approach haa been on a sound, intelligent basis. 
But the i&po::-tant thi.n8 1e still -che sport . The people watch 
because of the sport itself ao the sport sho.,ld not be sub-
ject t o the broadcaat , but the broadcast should be subject to 
the aport . ..l.nd for a final thought : 
Television ia a groat medium. Sports on televi-
sion are probably the most interesting and highest 
rated shows . Aa as the presentation and the ex-
posure is the future of ao,ort:a 
television vee, is tremen,doi~e 
It may be somewhat ironic -chat the lan aport that 
came under investigation in this thesis was the only one that 
almost unhesitatingly gave credit to televiaion for atten-
dance increases. In fact, professional football is the only 
aport OX8.lllined in this work that did no-c e..tfer attendance 
losses since the rise of co:aereial television. 
Through co=Preheneive surveys, college football dis-
covered television was damagi.n8 its attendance. In the face 
of opposition, some from the public and a little from the 
25Letter from Daniel w. Rooney, Di rector of Public 
Helations, Pittsburgh SteeleD> Dece~ber }1, 1959. 
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colleges, the NCAA took a definite stand and curbed football 
telecasts . Mainly due to the NCAA ' s efforts , college foot-
ball is now beginning to attain pre- television attendance 
levels. Professional football, under the guidance of Com-
missioner Bell , did not wait for studies or surveys to deter-
mine its televi sion policy. The pros televised only their 
away games , made fans , and garnered huge rights fees from the 
networks . Professional football put television to work for 
it - - it did not work for the new medium. These two sports , 
especially professional football , give credence t o the 
thought that telev ision is not an evil in itself. It is a 
medium that bas, at times , become an evil because it has not 
been properly utilized. 
Even •;vith football , however, one word of warning 
might be raised. Through occasional Saturday night tele-
casts, the pros might be endangering themselves to the threat 
of over exposure. So far they have not given the public too 
much professional football and any serious deviation from 
this policy might be harmful . Also, the professional teams 
have not yet co~peted with the colleges for fans . Indirectly, 
interest and attendance for professional football may take a 
few fans away from the college games. Buo this charge re-
ceives only limited support . If, however, the newly proposed 
Amer ican Football League begins competing with the colleges, 
the pr os would be l ooking for trouble they could do well to 
avoid. 
CI!A.P'l'KR VII I 
CO!iCLOSIOXS 
The question now to be considered aho~ld not be "has 
broadeaatin<s had an effect on sports" but "what has been 
broadcastin<s ' s effect on sports?" This fino.l chapter will 
present some general influences of broadcasting on sports , 
distinguish the •pecific effects, and lastly, •uggeat some 
possible fUture developments . 
General Concluaiona 
l . Perhaps the most important finding of this work 
is that television simply has been given too much credit and 
haa received excess blame for sports attendance deViations. 
It is a gross oversimplification to say, as aany persons in 
this field have bean s~ing , that television llaa bean, or ~ • • 
good or bad for sports. Television does not have one, single 
all-inclusive effect on sports. Its affect varies from sport 
to sport , froo league to league, and even from team to team. 
There are very few seneral stat~ments that can legitimately 
be made regarding television'e effect on sports in America. 
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2. One of the few valid generalizations is that tele-
vision has created interest in sports. Almost every study 
examined in this area concluded that regardless of the tele-
vision influence on attendance, television did increase in-
terest . If one accepts t he role of spectator sports as 
serving important needs in American culture , this increased 
interest generated by television has been, and will prove to 
be, beneficial. 
; . Television is only one of many contributing fac-
tors in sports attendance fluctuations . For example, major 
l eague baseball team performance proved to be an important 
determinant in attendance changes. Other factors such as 
weather , economic conditions, player performance, and popu-
lation shifts go a long way towards influencing attendance. 
In addition to these factors which help determine the atten-
dance of individual teams , other influences such as changing 
economic conditions, increases in leisure time, and even war 
or the immediate threat of war may all have a bearing on 
overall attendance changes. 
Specific Conclusions 
l. Evidence points to the theory that radio had , in 
the main, a very beneficial effect on sports. Sports took 
some of its greatest strides in the years par alleling radio's 
rise . Some of the gate receipts and attendance records that 
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c~e during r adio's f l edgl ing years still stand as some of 
the high mar ks f or spectator sports in America. 
2 . Over a short period of time, roughl y from 1949 to 
1953, television seems to have bad a harmful effect on major 
league baseba ll attendance. All other contributing factors 
lbeing consider ed, the attendance pl unge taken by big league ~aseball was too drastic and too coincidental with the rise 
of television for that medium not to receive a goodly share 
of the blame. The writer believes, however , that many of the 
fans now going to the ball games were seriously introduced t o 
baseball through television . Barring any unforseen circum-
stances such as a major war or especially adverse weather 
conditions , major league att endance should soon pass ita 
"pr&-television era" attendance records . A portion of the 
credit for such increases should go to television. 
Even considering the maximum number of t ans thao 11i11Y 
have been l ost to the majors due to television, the writer 
believes that rights fees paid to clubs for oelevtsing their 
games compensated for any losses a t the gate. Some people 
beli eve that the f an at the ball par k i s the most important 
one . This is possibl y true and it could be obat rights fees 
can never make-up for this loss. 
3 . Opinion seems more unanimous a s to television's 
effect on minor league baseball than on any other sport 
covered in this thesis. Most people feel ohat television, 
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through the telecasting of big league games into minor league 
territory, wrecked havoc on the minors . Here , the evidence 
is almost overwhe~ing. But television in general , and not 
the specific telecasting of major league games , probably had 
a great deal to do with the minor league decline. Major 
league telecasts were seemingly the single most important 
aspect of television that hurt the minors . ~ut television 
provides other entertainment and competed very strongly with 
the minors for the customer's dollar. Television sold itself 
to the people and the minor leagues were not equal to this 
challenge . 
4 . Television's effect on boxing has been unique. 
There have been numerous charges that by demanding core good 
fighters than were available , t elevision retarded the devel-
opment of young fighters. Through television rights fees 
~ny big promoters are now doing better financially than they 
were in the pre-television days when they were drawi ng bigger 
crowds but making less money. To the promoter, this increase 
in revenue is of prime importance . But it is of secondary 
importance to the more serious i nfluence of television: 
changing the boxing game by reducing t he caliber of young 
fighters . There should al ways be enough top fighters to 
supply a few promoters with a money-making bout . The money 
is still there but the promise the fistic sport once held for 
hundreds of young fighters is slowly vanishing. 
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5. Like major league baseball , college football is 
now coming close to pre-television crowds . Unlike major 
league baseball , college football placed restrictions on 
television, and these restrictions my have saved it from a 
minor disaster. This writer pays tribute to the far-sighted 
gentlemen of the National Collegiate Athletic Association 
who , in the face of adverse criticism, instituted a televi-
sion policy restricting the number of college games tele-
vised in a year. In connection with the Natia1al Opinion 
Research Center, college football conducted what seens to 
have been the most thorough study of television's effect on 
any sport . l~dence suggests that television had a very 
harmfUl effect on college football attendance and that this 
effect was fairly well checked by the program of limited 
telecasts . 
6. The majority of the evidence regarding television 
and professional football definitely indicates that televi-
sion had a very beneficial effect on professional football . 
Ths grid sport experienced its most noted attendance gains 
at the same time television was rising, and often hurting 
other sports. Here again credit must be given for •he intel-
ligent handling of the medium. The man who guided profes-
sional football through its period of tremendous growth was 
the late Commissioner of the National Football League, Bert 
Bell. Because he did not listen to the promises of financial 
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gain for his league that were suggested by the television 
men, Bert Bell instituted a television policy designed to 
protect the fans and the teams. The National Football League 
televises only its road games and the results of that policy 
can be mirrored in the league's great at tendance gains. 
There were , to be sure, other factors responsible for the 
attendance rises . ~ut television played a very important 
role. 
7. Neit her Congress nor the Supreme Court has pro-
vided an ans·Ner to sports antitrust dilemma. Organized team 
sports still receive different consideration by the Depart-
ment of Justice. While professional football has been de""'ed 
a business, its television policy has been ruled legal and 
outside the jurisdiction of antitrust laws. Professional 
baseball , still considered a sport , has not been allowed the 
same television freedom as professional football . Profes-
sional boxing, considered very much a business , is allowed 
the privil ege of blacking- out its fights . College football , 
very much a sport , is also given sanction for its television 
policy. 
A Look to the Future 
Some feel that sports may be in for anooher golden 
era. others believe that the greatest days of sports are 
gone . ~oth t he pessimists and the optimist s point to oel e-
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vision as a factor behind their reasoning. This writer be-
lieves that sports will see untold gr eatness in the future 
and that television coul d be largely responsible for that 
greatness. Fi rst , sports will have to r ealize something it 
bas unfortunately never truly unders•ood: television is here 
to stay. 
The future holds a promise for many sports. Already 
a second professional football league is organized and in a 
few months wi ll open its season. A newly proposed third 
major league may soon get underway. These proposed leagues 
represent ~No of the most significant advances in sports his-
tory and they came about in spi te of, or possibly because of , 
television. This writer feels that t hese advances were able 
to take place because the organizers behind the leagues r eal-
ized that an American publ ic could support new enterprises. 
Television helped create many of the sports fans the new 
l eagues will depend on. 
I t i s further believed that college football will 
pass a l l existing attendance records in the near fu•ure and 
that a continuation of the present restrictive t elevision 
policy is necessary. The minor leagues probably will never 
really recover from the damage they suffered. However , the 
newly proposed third najor league could repres ent a small 
boost to the minors and give them a litt l e revitalization. 
The ~ontinental League cannot hope to get all its ball 
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players from sources other than the minors. Boxing does not 
look to undergo too gr eat a change in the future . Perhaps 
the influx of foreign fighters into the ranks of the world's 
top boxers (an indirect rosult of television) is a good sign. 
Interest may be stimulated and boxing may again return to the 
fans and club fighters and not a few big pro~oters . 
But this writer feels that if sports are to undergo 
a period of great expansion, a great deal of consideration 
must be given to television's role in the future of sports. 
Television is one of the few factors affecting sport s that 
can be , to a l arge extent , controlled. With this in ~:~ind, 
the following considerations are offered: 
1 . All sports promoters should realize the selling 
potential of television. Television has promotional abil -
ities that have yet to be tapped. Sports and television 
can and should work together for the betterment of both. 
2. The organizers of the Ameri can Football League 
and the vontinental League of baseball should take heed of 
the examples of television ' s usage , both beneficial and det-
rimental , that have been shown in the past decade . If, as 
has been suggested, television is subjected to the sport and 
the sport is not subjected to televisi on, that medium can 
prove to be a great implement in determining the success of 
the new leagues. The f ans and the t eams must come first ; 
television should come second. 
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} . l!egardless of the intentions of the new leagues, 
a reappraisal of the legal aspects of this question is essen-
tial to the welfare of sports. Aside from any other aspect , 
the legal aspect of television and sports could easily prove 
to be the biggest stumbl ing block in the way of expansion for 
any sport . Despite the adverse effects that may result by 
allowing spor t s to regulate its own televis ion policies, this 
writer feels that unless ~:ongress can shortly provide an 
equitable solution to the problem, sports should be allowed 
to govern its radio and television policies. This would no 
doubt mean t hat some of the people might not be able to see 
all of the games all of the time. But it might also mean 
that sports could remove the shackle of legal inconsistency 
that now binds it. 
4. The future of television and sports may be 
changed if or when pay television becomes accepted in the 
United States. Pay television woul d mean changes in the 
antitrust picture since the "rights" problem would take on 
new meaning. Also the necessity of blacking out certain 
areas might not be so imperative if people have to make 
direct payments for their television sports fare . The pro-
moters of sport should be aware not only of the ire reased 
revenue pay television may bring but also of the problems 
that may arise . These promoters should establish a policy 
that will meet the overall effects of the new innovation 
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including attendance at the parks, antitrust aspects, and 
the long term image of sports in American life. 
There have not been, nor are there now, any ready-
made anmvers about the effect of television on sports. We 
must cont i nue to study this problem, regarding television as 
one important factor in the development of certain major 
spor ts . Now t hat t he United States is so saturated with 
television seta it is virtually impossible to compare "tele-
vision areas" t o "non-television areas" in an attempt to 
measure the difference in the sports attendance patterns of 
the t wo areas . This writer believes that further investiga-
tion of this f ield should pl ace a greater emphasis on the 
opinions of the fans at the sporting events - - as well as 
those sports fans who vtatch the events on television. Stat-
istical studies are important and we have a greater knowl edge 
of this problem because of them. But the fans , the ones 
who represent the most important concern of sports in deter-
mining its television policies, have been neglected for too 
long. I t might behoove the o•~ers of various teams to 
earnestly solicit the opinions of these fans in regards to 
the eff ect tel evision has had on their attendance. When 
this information is coupled with statistical findings a 
more valid conclusion will result . 
If television is used t o build even greater interest 
in sports, the benefits may be seen in t he creation of more 
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amateur baseball programs, a revival of the small fight 
clubs, and a stimulation of American athletic prowess in 
Olympic conpetition. In this way, through creating general 
interest in s~orts , television can pertorm its greatest 
service to sports and to the American people. For the 
people , after a ll , should be given the most important con-
sideration. This consideration will best be given when 
sports and television realize that they may be very compa't-
ible. Let us hope this day is in the not 'too di stant future . 
For it will be a good day indeed. 
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